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Please note that: 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter covers the requests for worldwide patents (WO, US, EP, FR, GB, 
DE, JP, CN, KR, RU…). 

■ Some patents can be indexed in several categories. 

■ Some old patents are sometimes introduced in the databases if they have not been included 
in the previous update. 

■ The full patent information is in the tables at the end of this document (See TABLES WITH 
REFERENCES). 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter is forwarded at the end of each month and corresponds to the 
patents appearing during the previous month. If at any time, you do not receive your 
newsletter in the usual time span, please contact us, as an electronic transmission problem 
is always possible. 

 
Even though the greatest care is taken in the preparation of H-R&S patent surveillance 
newsletters, some errors or oversights could have occurred. H-R&S is committed to making all 
reasonable efforts to ensure the reliability and a content of information as complete as possible 
without nevertheless being able to guarantee the exactitude or exhaustive character of the data 
used. H-R&S collects data from official or private sources of the best quality which themselves 
do not guarantee that the information provided is complete, up-to-date, pertinent, well-
referenced … Please also accept our apologies for the poor quality translations of Asian 
abstracts which are machine translation. 
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P33652 SECURITY HOLOGRAMS’ COLUMN 

 BANKNOTE – CARD 
 

EP3842252 HOLOGRAPHY SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL 
 

Inventors: GONCHARSKIY ANTON ALEXANDROVICH 
 

Application Nber / Date: EP19219414 / 2019-12-23 
 

Priority Nber / Date / Country: EP19219414 / 2019-12-23 
 

MICROOPTICAL SYSTEM FOR THE FORMATION OF THE 3D IMAGE IN THE ZERO ORDER OF 

DIFFRACTION 

The claimed microoptical system for visual control of products belongs mainly to the field of optical security technologies and 

is used to authenticate banknotes, documents, passports, IDs, plastic cards, securities, and brands.The microoptical system 

consists of fragments of multilevel kinoforms and fragments of diffraction gratings of various periods and directions. In 

accordance with the claims, a method for synthesizing microoptical systems for forming 3D images in the zero diffraction order 

is described. Multilevel kinoform is used for the formation of 3D-images. A method for computing the microrelief of a 

microoptical system that forms a 3D image at diffraction angles smaller than 60° is proposed. At large diffraction angles the 

observer sees another 2D color image.Microoptical systems are manufactured using electron beam technology and can be 

replicated using standard equipment for the manufacture of embossed holograms. 
 

CLAIM 1. The method of synthesis of microoptical systems for forming 3D 

images in the zero diffraction order distinctive in that the microoptical system is 

a single-layer reflective diffractive optical phase element whose synthesis 

involves the formation of a 3D computer model and setting black and white 2D 

frames Kn, n=1...N and the viewing angles (n, ṅ) at which the observer sees 

frames Kn of the 3D image; the diffractive optical element is partitioned into 

rectangular hogels Gij, i=1...L, j=1...M with the sizes no greater than 100 

microns and centered at the points ( x i, yj), with each hogel Gij partitioned into 

two regions G(1)ij and G(2)ij, with regions G(1)ij used to accommodate 

kinoforms forming a 3D image; the radiation patterns are formed in regions 

G(1)ij represented by N rays emerging from the hogel Gij at angles (n, ṅ), 

n=1...N, so that the beam intensity at an angle (n, ṅ) is equal to the brightness of 

the point with coordinates (xi, yj) in the n-th frame, the radiation pattern is used 

to compute the phase function  ij( x , y ) of the multilevel kinoform and produce 

the multilevel kinoform in regions G(1)ij, whereas the region G(2)ij is partially 

or completely filled with diffraction gratings of various orientations with periods 

ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 microns; when the optical element is illuminated with 

white light at diffraction angles smaller than 60 the observer sees different frames Kn, n=1...N of the 3D image at different angles 

(n, ṅ), and at diffraction angles greater than 60 the observer sees a different color image over the entire area of the optical element. 
 

No equivalent 
 

Status: Pending 
 

Research Report: 
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P33643 INKJET PRINTING 
 
JP6892709 MIRACLE KOGYO 
Priority Date: 02/03/2020 
 

PSEUDO-HOLOGRAM PRINTED MATERIAL 

TOPIC: To provide a pseudo-hologram printed material that has high security performance and changes in color of an image in 

a complex and variously.  

INVENTION: a printing substrate (10) having a light reflection layer (11) on a surface thereof; a decorative line image layer (B) 

obtained by inkjet printing a set (U) of a plurality of colored streaks (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) of different colors onto the surface of 

the printing substrate as parallel lines regularly repeating and parallel in parallel; A transparent cylindrical lens (14) inkjet printed 

in a camouflage shape as million lines thicker than the colored streaks to cover at least any one line out of each set of the colored 

streaks from the front side, wherein the lenses are arranged and installed at an interval pitch (P3) of at least three times a line 

width (W2) thereof. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Light reflective layer on surface (11) Printing substrate having (10) Or light reflective layer on back surface (11) 

Transparent printed substrate with (10) And a plurality of parallel colored drawing lines with different colors (12 C) (12 M) (12 

Y) 1 set of (U) In a regular manner spaced apart from each other to form parallel lines, (10) To surface of UV-curable Inkjet 

printing with colored ink Is Decorative line image layer (B) And the colored streaks described above (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) 1 set 

of (U) Cover at least any one of the colored streaks from the front side. (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) As lines thicker than the UV-

curable Inkjet printing in a kamaboko shape with transparent varnish Is Cylindrical lens (14) Wherein A pseudo-hologram printed 

material (A) in which a space between adjacent colored streaks (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) in a decorative line image layer (B) is an 

unprinted blank part (13), and a surface of the printing substrate (10) is exposed from the blank part (13); The decorative line 

image layer (B) is drawn into an overall geometric pattern by a combination of colored streaks (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) with 

different linear shapes of the million lines and a combination of colored streaks (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) with different arrangement 

angles, widths, lengths, or/and adjacent spacing pitches of the million lines, and A line width (W2) of the cylindrical lens (14) is 

set to 1.5 to 4.0 times a line width (W1) of the colored streaks (12 C) (12 M) (12 Y) in the decorative line image layer (B); 

Moreover, the interval pitch (P3) between the cylindrical lenses (14) adjacent to each other is set to be 3 to 4 times the line width 

(W2) thereof or every 2 to 3 columns, and the cylindrical lenses (14) are superimposed on each other in a aligned state on the 

same center line (O-O) as one arbitrary colored image line (12 M) in the decorative line image layer (B). The pseudo-hologram 

printed material. 

  

PATENT REFERENCE – See the table at the end of this document 
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P33652 PATENT OF THE MONTH 

 BANKNOTE – CARD 
 
EP3842252 HOLOGRAPHY SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL 
Priority Date: 23/12/2019 
 

MICROOPTICAL SYSTEM FOR THE FORMATION OF THE 3D IMAGE IN 

THE ZERO ORDER OF DIFFRACTION 

The claimed microoptical system for visual control of products belongs mainly to the 

field of optical security technologies and is used to authenticate banknotes, documents, 

passports, IDs, plastic cards, securities, and brands.The microoptical system consists of 

fragments of multilevel kinoforms and fragments of diffraction gratings of various 

periods and directions. In accordance with the claims, a method for synthesizing 

microoptical systems for forming 3D images in the zero diffraction order is described. 

Multilevel kinoform is used for the formation of 3D-images. A method for computing 

the microrelief of a microoptical system that forms a 3D image at diffraction angles 

smaller than 60° is proposed. At large diffraction angles the observer sees another 2D 

color image.Microoptical systems are manufactured using electron beam technology and 

can be replicated using standard equipment for the manufacture of embossed holograms. 

 

CLAIM 1. The method of synthesis of microoptical systems for forming 3D images in the zero diffraction order distinctive in 

that the microoptical system is a single-layer reflective diffractive optical phase element whose synthesis involves the formation 

of a 3D computer model and setting black and white 2D frames Kn, n=1...N and the viewing angles (n, ṅ) at which the observer 

sees frames Kn of the 3D image; the diffractive optical element is partitioned into rectangular hogels Gij, i=1...L, j=1...M with 

the sizes no greater than 100 microns and centered at the points ( x i, yj), with each hogel Gij partitioned into two regions G(1)ij 

and G(2)ij, with regions G(1)ij used to accommodate kinoforms forming a 3D image; the radiation patterns are formed in regions 

G(1)ij represented by N rays emerging from the hogel Gij at angles (n, ṅ), n=1...N, so that the beam intensity at an angle (n, ṅ) 

is equal to the brightness of the point with coordinates (xi, yj) in the n-th frame, the radiation pattern is used to compute the phase 

function  ij( x , y ) of the multilevel kinoform and produce the multilevel kinoform in regions G(1)ij, whereas the region G(2)ij 

is partially or completely filled with diffraction gratings of various orientations with periods ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 microns; 

when the optical element is illuminated with white light at diffraction angles smaller than 60 the observer sees different frames 

Kn, n=1...N of the 3D image at different angles (n, ṅ), and at diffraction angles greater than 60 the observer sees a different color 

image over the entire area of the optical element. 

 

 

P33686 BRAND PROTECTION – LUMINESCENCE 
 
CN113087732 CHINA THREE GORGES UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 17/03/2021 
 

BODIPY SOLID FLUORESCENT DYE AND APPLICATION THEREOF TO FLUORESCENT HOLOGRAPHIC 

ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HIGHLIGHT FILM 

The invention discloses a BODIPY solid fluorescent dye and application 

thereof in a fluorescent holographic anti-counterfeiting film, wherein the 

structure of the compound is as follows:wherein, the substituent R is 

hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, alkoxy or ester group. The dye takes 2,3, 3-

trimethylindole derivatives and 1, 8-naphthalene imide as raw materials, and 

finally generates the electron-donating/electron-withdrawing hexa-

borofluoride fluorescent dye through Knoevenagel condensation reaction 

under the action of an organic catalyst. The dye and acrylic resin are 

combined on a film to form the film rapidly, and clear fluorescence can be 

seen under an ultraviolet lamp. And the fluorescent dyeThe material is 

simple and easy to obtain, the manufacturing cost is low, the solid 

fluorescence quantum yield is high, and the potential is huge in the fields of 

fluorescence holographic anti-counterfeiting packaging films, OLDE and the like. 

 

CLAIM 1. The BODIPY solid fluorescent dye is characterized in that the chemical structural formula of the fluorescent dye is 

as follows: wherein, the substituent R is any one of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, alkoxy and ester group, and the position of R 

is not fixed. 
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P33687 
 
CN113087952 SVG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/12/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC FILM MATERIAL AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 

The invention discloses a holographic film material and a manufacturing method thereof, which are characterized in that: the 

holographic film material is a composite surface layer arranged on a base layer, wherein the holographic film material comprises: 

the surface of one side, close to the base layer, of the holographic layer is made of the same material as that of the base layer, 

and a holographic anti-counterfeiting micro-nano structure is formed on the surface of one side, far away from the base layer, of 

the holographic layer; the holographic film material is provided with a transparent medium layer which is formed on the 

holographic layer and covers the holographic anti-counterfeiting micro-nano structure; the invention overcomes the defects of 

the prior art and provides a holographic film material which has good product strength and stable product quality in long-term 

use. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic film material, characterized by: the 

holographic film material is a composite surface layer arranged on a base 

layer, wherein the holographic film material comprises: the surface of 

one side, close to the base layer, of the holographic layer is made of the 

same material as that of the base layer, and a holographic anti-

counterfeiting micro-nano structure is formed on the surface of one side, 

far away from the base layer, of the holographic layer; the holographic 

film material is provided with a transparent medium layer which is 

formed on the holographic layer and covers the holographic anti-

counterfeiting micro-nano structure; the transparent medium layer on the 

holographic layer is also provided with a protective layer, and the 

protective layer is formed by curing a UV light curing coating and/or a thermosetting coating. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

P33706 
 
CN213534249U WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 11/09/2020 
 

UV THERMOPRINTING FILM AND UV THERMOPRINTING FILM ASSEMBLY 

The utility model relates to an anti-fake information membrane field particularly, relates to a UV thermoprint membrane and UV 

thermoprint membrane module. The UV thermoprinting film comprises a UV information layer, a first color layer and a coating 

which are sequentially connected, the UV information layer comprises a holographic pattern area for setting a holographic pattern 

and a cursor area for setting a cursor, the first color layer comprises a reflection area and a non-reflection area, the reflection area 

corresponds to the cursor area, and the non-reflection area corresponds to the holographic pattern area. The UV hot stamping 

film has the characteristics of uniform brightness of the holographic pattern area and complete replication of holographic pattern 

information, and can well keep the reflection identification function at the cursor area. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a UV thermoprint membrane, its characterized in that, its UV information layer, first color 

layer and cladding material that connect gradually, the UV information layer is including the cursor region of the holographic 

pattern region that sets up holographic pattern and setting up the cursor, first color layer is including reflection region and non-

reflection region, reflection region with the cursor region corresponds, non-reflection region with the holographic pattern region 

corresponds. 
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P33709 BRAND PROTECTION 
 
CN213545043U SHENZHEN JINJIA NEW INTELLIGENT PACKAGING 
Priority Date: 19/10/2020 
 

3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION PACKING CARTON 

The utility model belongs to the packing box field, in particular to a 3D holographic projection packing box, which comprises 

an outer box body and an inner box body, wherein the outer box body is sleeved outside the inner box body, one side of the outer 

box body is provided with an opening, the top inner wall and the bottom inner wall of the opening are respectively rotatably 

provided with an upper panel and a lower panel, the central position of the upper panel is provided with a first face paper window, 

the central position of the top of the lower panel is fixedly provided with a handle, the central position of the top of the outer box 

body is provided with a second face paper window, the utility model concentrates the vacant space of the gift box and then 

designs a holographic projection membrane to be put in the holographic projection membrane, so that the projection picture is 

suspended and reflected to form a 3D holographic projection effect, thereby enriching the characteristic expression function of 

the packing gift box while making the packing gift box seem atmospheric, not being limited to the plane expression of the gift 

box, and making, the long-term problem that the gift box packaging wastes the internal space of the gift box in order to show the 

atmosphere is solved. 

 

CLAIM 1. A3D holographic projection packing box comprises an outer box 

body (1) and an inner box body (2), and is characterized in that the outer box 

body (1) is sleeved outside the inner box body (2), one side of the outer box 

body (1) is provided with an opening, an upper panel and a lower panel are 

respectively rotatably installed on the inner wall of the top and the inner wall of 

the bottom of the opening, a first facial tissue window (3) is arranged at the 

central position of the upper panel, a handle (5) is fixedly installed at the central 

position of the top of the lower panel, a second facial tissue window (4) is 

arranged at the central position of the top of the outer box body (1), a plurality 

of packing boxes (7) are slidably installed on one side of the inner box body (2) 

close to the opening of the outer box body (1), a front window (8) is arranged at 

the position of the inner box body (2) corresponding to the first facial tissue 

window (3), a rectangular window (11) is arranged at the top of the inner, interior box body (2) one side corresponds the position 

of first face paper window (3) and has seted up front window (8), and front window (8) and rectangle window (11) are linked 

together, 3D reflection projection arrangement (9) have been placed in front window (8), 3D reflection projection arrangement 

(9) include black grey board (13), install holographic projection membrane sheet (12) on black grey board (13). 

 

 

P33713 PRINTING 
 
CN213593961U WUXI QUNHUAN PACKING MATERIAL 
Priority Date: 04/08/2020 
 

DIGITAL PRINTING HEAT TRANSFER PRINTING FILM 

The utility model provides a digital printing heat-transfer die, which comprises a substrate film, a release layer, a digital printing 

ink layer, a white ink layer, a holographic anti-counterfeiting gold stamping layer and an adhesive layer which are arranged from 

top to bottom in sequence, wherein the digital printing ink layer is provided with two layers from top to bottom; the utility model 

has simple process and high efficiency, does not need to manufacture a mould, and can directly output patterns; the hand touches 

the high-definition printed patterns, can feel the oil layer of the patterns, can perfectly transit the colors between the two colors, 

and has better texture; meanwhile, the holographic anti-counterfeiting gold stamping layer has a unique anti-counterfeiting 

function, and a consumer can judge the authenticity of the commodity by identifying characters and patterns of the holographic 

anti-counterfeiting gold stamping layer. 

 

CLAIM 1. A digital printing heat transfer film is characterized 

by comprising a base material film (1), a release layer (2), a 

digital printing ink layer (3), a white ink layer (4), a holographic 

anti-counterfeiting gold stamping layer (5) and an adhesive 

layer (6) which are sequentially arranged from top to bottom, 

the digital printing ink layer (3) is provided with two layers from top to bottom. 
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P33719 
 
CN213635069U JIANGSU GALAXY LASER TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 11/12/2020 
 

LASER HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM 

The utility model discloses a laser holographic anti-counterfeiting film, which relates to the technical field of laser holographic 

films and solves the problems that the positioning effect between an aluminum plating layer and an external adhesive layer is 

poor and the service life of the anti-counterfeiting film is influenced after the film pressing of the existing holographic anti-

counterfeiting film is finished, the technical scheme is characterized in that the anti-counterfeiting film comprises a bottom layer, 

one side of the bottom layer is fixedly connected with a plastic carrier film layer, one side of the plastic carrier film layer, which 

is far away from the bottom layer, is fixedly connected with a mesh aluminum plating layer, one side of the mesh aluminum 

plating layer, which is far away from the plastic carrier film layer, is fixedly connected with a bonding adhesive layer, a limiting 

mechanism is arranged between the connecting sides of the mesh aluminum plating layer and the bonding adhesive layer, the 

limiting mechanism enables the connection between the mesh aluminum plating layer and the bonding adhesive layer to be more 

stable, and has the effect that a bump fixedly arranged on the mesh aluminum plating layer is bonded in a clamping groove, the 

positioning effect of the anti-counterfeiting film is enhanced. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic anti-counterfeiting 

film of laser, includes bottom (1), one side fixedly connected with plastic 

carrier thin layer (2) of bottom (1), one side fixedly connected with net 

point aluminizing layer (3) that plastic carrier thin layer (2) deviate from 

bottom (1), one side fixedly connected with adhesive layer (6), 

characterized by that net point aluminizing layer (3) deviate from plastic 

carrier thin layer (2): a limiting mechanism is arranged between the 

connection sides of the mesh point aluminum plating layer (3) and the bonding adhesive layer (6), and the limiting mechanism 

enables the connection between the mesh point aluminum plating layer (3) and the bonding adhesive layer (6) to be more stable. 

 

 

P33721 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 
 
CN213635076U WUXI YIXIN LABEL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/12/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC THERMOPRINT CHARACTERISTIC IDENTIFICATION FALSE PROOF MARK 

The utility model discloses a holographic thermoprint feature recognition false proof mark, including the false proof mark body, 

this internal texture layer that is provided with of false proof mark, the bottom on texture layer is provided with the hot melt 

layer, and the top on texture layer sets up first adhesive linkage, the top on first adhesive linkage is provided with holographic 

thermoprint layer, the top on holographic thermoprint layer is provided with the second adhesive linkage, the top on second 

adhesive linkage is provided with the inoxidizing coating, the top of inoxidizing coating is provided with from the type layer, 

the top from the type layer is provided with the printing layer, the top of printing layer is provided with scribbles the black layer, 

scribble the top on black layer and be provided with from type paper. The utility model discloses a hot melt layer structure that 

sets up carries out the label through the hot melt form and attaches fixedly to the outer packaging of product, has guaranteed the 

attached stability of label, is difficult for appearing the condition that drops or squints, through the texture layer that sets up, the 

cooperation on holographic thermoprint layer and printing layer, can carry out deep product information anti-fake setting. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic thermoprint 

feature recognition false proof mark, includes the false proof 

mark body, its characterized in that, this internal texture layer that 

is provided with of false proof mark, the bottom on texture layer 

is provided with the hot melt layer, and the top on texture layer 

sets up first adhesive linkage, the top on first adhesive linkage is 

provided with holographic thermoprint layer, the top on 

holographic thermoprint layer is provided with the second 

adhesive linkage, the top on second adhesive linkage is provided with the inoxidizing coating, the top of inoxidizing coating is 

provided with from the type layer, the top from the type layer is provided with the printing layer, the top of printing layer is 

provided with scribbles the black layer, scribble the top on black layer and be provided with from type paper. 
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P33727 BRAND PROTECTION – IRISATION 
 
CN213704819U HUBEI YI EMMETT HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 19/10/2020 
 

WATERPROOF LASER HOLOGRAPHIC PACKAGING MATERIAL 

The utility model discloses a radium-shine holographic packaging material of waterproof type, concrete packaging material 

technical field, including the slipmembrane, the slipmembrane bottom is equipped with fire-retardant protection film, fire-

retardant protection film bottom fixedly connected with pearly-lustre membrane, the radium-shine information layer of pearly-

lustre membrane bottom fixedly connected with, radium-shine information layer bottom is equipped with first supporting layer, 

the fixed honeycomb paper that is equipped with in first supporting layer bottom, a plurality of shock attenuation through-holes 

have been seted up on the honeycomb paper, the honeycomb paper bottom is fixed with the second supporting layer, second 

supporting layer bottom is fixed with first pearl cotton. The utility model discloses an increase honeycomb paper between first 

supporting layer and second supporting layer, set up a plurality of shock attenuation through-holes on the honeycomb paper, the 

setup of shock attenuation through-hole makes honeycomb paper possess great intensity and quality ratio, therefore its finished 

goods's price/performance ratio is higher, has practiced thrift the required cost of production greatly, has alleviateed 

simultaneously the utility model discloses a weight, it is also very convenient to transport. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a radium-shine holographic packaging 

material of waterproof type, includes slipfilm (1), its characterized in that: 

the anti-skid film is characterized in that a flame-retardant protective film 

(14) is arranged at the bottom of the anti-skid film (1), the top of the flame-

retardant protective film (14) is fixedly connected with the bottom of the anti-

skid film (1), a pearlized film (2) is fixedly connected with the bottom of the 

pearlized film (2), a laser information layer (13) is fixedly connected with the 

bottom of the pearlized film (2), a first supporting layer (3) is arranged at the 

bottom of the laser information layer (13), the top of the first supporting layer 

(3) is fixedly connected with the laser information layer (13), honeycomb 

paper (12) is fixedly arranged at the bottom of the first supporting layer (3), a plurality of shock absorption through holes (4) are 

formed in the honeycomb paper (12), the shock absorption through holes (4) are uniformly distributed on the honeycomb paper 

(12), a second supporting layer (11) is fixed at the bottom of the honeycomb paper (12), first pearl wool (10) is fixed, first pearl 

cotton (10) bottom is equipped with first cellophane (9), first cellophane (9) top and first pearl cotton (10) bottom fixed 

connection, first cellophane (9) bottom is fixed and is equipped with second buffer layer (7), second buffer layer (7) bottom is 

fixed with second cellophane (5), second cellophane (5) bottom is fixed with second pearl cotton (6). 

 

 

P33731 BRAND PROTECTION 
 
CN213736553U SHENZHEN JINJIA BOX TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 05/08/2020 
 

WINE BOTTLE AND WINE PACKAGING DEVICE 

The utility model provides a beverage bottle and beverage packing plant, the 

beverage bottle is used for holding the beverage, and the beverage bottle includes: a 

bottle body and a bottle cap; the bottle body is provided with an inner cavity, and the 

upper end of the bottle body is provided with a bottle mouth; the bottle cap is 

connected with the bottle mouth; the bottle cover is provided with holographic 

material, and the holographic material forms a shape close to a pyramid; the outer 

surface of the holographic material is arranged back to the bottle body. When the 

wine bottle is used for loading wine, the wine is stored in the bottle body; when the 

wine bottle is needed to be utilized to generate the technological decoration effect, 

the projection equipment is close to the upper part of the bottle cap, the image picture 

sent by the projection equipment is projected onto the holographic material of the 

bottle cap, so that the holographic image can be formed on the bottle cap, a user can 

see the vivid holographic image on the bottle cap of the wine bottle, the technological 

content of the wine bottle and the attraction to consumers can be increased, after the 

wine in the wine bottle is drunk, certain collection value is achieved, the reasonable 

utilization of waste wine bottles is achieved, and the waste of resources is reduced. 
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P33621 PRINTING – CARD 

 
WO2021131414 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 26/12/2019 
 

DISPLAY BODY AND DISPLAY METHOD 

The present invention provides a feature with which it is possible to brightly display an image. A display body (10) includes first 

and second portions (A1, A2) and can deform between a first state in which the first and second portions (A1, A2) are apart from 

each other and a second state in which the first and second portions (A1, A2) overlap. The first portion (A1) includes first and 

second regions (R1, R2), each having a shape extending in a first direction and each being alternatingly and regularly arranged 

in a second direction intersecting the first direction. Each of the first regions (R1) is a light-transmissive region provided with a 

light-deflecting structure having light deflecting properties, each of the second regions (R2) is a transparent region having a flat 

front surface and a flat back surface, the second portion (A2) is impossible or difficult to identify when observed in the first state 

without the first portion (A1) being interposed, and a latent image is recorded for which identification is possible or easy when 

observed in the second state with the first portion (A1) interposed. 

 

CORPS ET PROCÉDÉ D'AFFICHAGE 

La présente invention prévoit une fonction avec laquelle il est possible d'afficher de manière claire une image. Un corps 

d'affichage (10) comprend des première et seconde parties (A1, A2) et peut se déformer entre un premier état dans lequel les 

première et seconde parties (A1, A2) sont espacées l'une de l'autre et un second état dans lequel les première et seconde parties 

(A1, A2) se chevauchent. La première partie (A1) comprend des première et seconde régions (R1, R2), chacune ayant une forme 

s'étendant dans une première direction et chacune étant disposée en alternance et régulièrement dans une seconde direction 

croisant la première direction. Chacune des premières régions (R1) est une région de transmission de lumière pourvue d'une 

structure de déviation de lumière ayant des propriétés de déviation de la lumière, chacune des secondes régions (R2) est une 

région transparente ayant une surface avant plate et une surface arrière plate, la seconde partie (A2) est impossible ou difficile à 

identifier lorsqu'elle est observée dans le premier état sans la première partie (A1) intercalée, et une image latente est enregistrée 

pour laquelle l'identification est possible ou facile lorsqu'elle est observée dans le second état avec la première partie (A1) 

intercalée. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The ball for a ball game according to claim 1, comprising: a first portion and a second portion, wherein the first 

portion is deformable between a first state in which the first portion and the second portion are separated from each other, and a 

second state in which the first portion overlaps, wherein the first portion includes first and second regions each having a shape 

elongated in a first direction and alternately and regularly arranged in a second direction intersecting the first direction, and each 

of the first regions includes: The second portion is a light-transmissive region provided with a light deflecting structure having 

light deflectability, each of the second regions is a transparent region including a flat front surface and a flat back surface, and 

the second portion includes: A latent image is recorded that is impossible or difficult to identify when observed through the first 

portion in the first state, and that is possible or easy to identify when observed through the first portion in the second state. 

  

PATENT REFERENCE – See the table at the end of this document 
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P33623 BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
WO2021133555 CRANE 
Priority Date: 23/12/2019 
 

ULTRASONIC BONDING OF SECURITY DEVICE TO A SUBSTRATE TO PREVENT HARVESTING 

A security document (200) includes a substrate (205) having a first surface and a second surface opposite to the first surface, the 

first surface having a cellulosic material. The security document further includes an optical security device (220) having optical 

indicia of authenticity of the security document and a third surface, the third surface having a thermoplastic polymer. The security 

document also includes an ultrasonic weld (225) forming a bond between a section of the first surface and a section of the third 

surface. 

 

ASSEMBLAGE PAR ULTRASONS D'UN DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ À UN SUBSTRAT POUR EMPÊCHER 

L'EXTRACTION 

Un document de sécurité (200) comprend un substrat (205) comportant une première surface et une deuxième surface opposée à 

la première surface, la première surface comportant un matériau cellulosique. Le document de sécurité comprend en outre un 

dispositif de sécurité optique (220) ayant des indices optiques d'authenticité du document de sécurité et une troisième surface, la 

troisième surface comportant un polymère thermoplastique. Le document de sécurité comprend également une soudure 

ultrasonore (225) formant une liaison entre une section de la première surface et une section de la troisième surface. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A security document (200), comprising: a substrate (205) comprising a first surface and a second surface opposite to 

the first surface, the first surface comprising a cellulosic material; an optical security device (220) comprising optical indicia of 

authenticity of the security document and a third surface, the third surface comprising a thermoplastic polymer; and an ultrasonic 

weld (225) forming a bond between a section of the first surface and a section of the third surface. 
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P33625 BANKNOTE – THREAD 
 
WO2021136586 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 03/01/2020 
 

OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT 

The invention relates to an optically variable security element (2), having a microreflector arrangement (32; 42) comprising a 

plurality of directionally reflecting microreflectors (35,36; 45,46) and a first motif of a first security feature (26; 96), which 

appears as a reflection for the observer by the alignment of the microreflectors (36; 46) dependent on the angle of tilt, wherein 

the microreflectors are provided with a coating pattern (37,38; 47,48) in a pattern zone. The pattern elements (38; 48) of the 

coating pattern are present in a pattern size such that the pattern elements (38; 48) can be perceived by the observer. The coating 

pattern (37,38; 47,48) causes the motif of the first security feature (26; 96) to appear as a patterned motif. 

 

ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE 

L'invention concerne un élément de sécurité optiquement variable (2) comprenant un agencement de microréflecteurs (32; 42) 

comprenant une pluralité de microréflecteurs (35,36; 45,46) à réflexion orientée, un premier motif d'un premier élément de 

sécurité (26; 96) qui sous l'effet de l'orientation des microréflecteurs (36; 46) apparaît par réflexion en fonction de l'angle 

d'inclinaison aux yeux de l'observateur, les microréflecteurs se trouvant dans une zone tramée qui présente une trame de 

revêtement (37,38; 47,48). Les éléments de trame (38; 48) de la trame de revêtement présentent une taille de trame de telle sorte 

que les éléments de trame (38; 48) deviennent reconnaissables par l'observateur. La trame de revêtement (37,38; 47,48) laisse le 

motif du premier élément de sécurité (26; 96) transparaître sous la forme d'un motif tramé. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An optically variable security element (2), having a microreflector arrangement (32; 42), comprising a plurality of 

directionally reflecting microreflectors (35, 36; 45, 46); Microreflectors (35; 36; 46) of a security feature are oriented differently 

in such a way that a motif of the security feature (25; 26; 96) is visible to the viewer in a reflecting manner as a function of the 

tilt angle; wherein microreflectors of the microreflector arrangement are provided with a coating grid (37, 38; 47, 48) in a grid 

region, characterized in that the raster elements (38; 48) of the coating raster have a raster size, so that the raster elements (38; 

48) are recognizable to the viewer, and the coating raster (37, 38; 47, 48) causes the motif of the security feature (25; 26; 94; 95; 

96) to appear as a rastered motif. 
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P33626 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF 
 
WO2021136587 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 03/01/2020 
 

OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT 

The invention relates to an optically variable security element (2) comprising a first and a second security feature (5, 6), wherein: 

microreflectors of the first security feature (5) are oriented such that, when the security element is tilted about a predefined axis, 

a design of the first security feature is visible to the observer only in the first tilt-angle range (250), the design of the first security 

feature (5) being visible in a first surface region; microreflectors of the second security feature (6) are oriented such that, when 

the security element is tilted about the predefined axis, a design of the second security feature (6) is visible to the observer in a 

second tilt-angle range (260), the second tilt-angle range (260) including the first tilt-angle range (250); and, when tilted, the 

design of the second security feature (6) moves across a second surface region, which at least partly overlaps the first surface 

region; the second tilt-angle range (260) being substantially larger than the first tilt-angle range (250), in particular is four times 

the size, and in diffuse light the first security feature (5) has a visibly increased contour definition in comparison to the second 

security feature (6). 

 

ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE 

L'invention concerne un élément de sécurité optiquement variable (2) comprenant une première et une deuxième caractéristiques 

de sécurités (5,6), des microréflecteurs de la première caractéristique de sécurité (5) étant orientés de manière à ce que, lors de 

l'inclinaison de l'élément de sécurité par pivotement autour d'un axe prédéfini, un motif de la première caractéristique de sécurité 

(5) devient visible à l'observateur seulement dans une première zone angulaire d'inclinaison (250), le motif de la première 

caractéristique de sécurité (5) étant visible dans une première zone surfacique ; des microréflecteurs de la deuxième 

caractéristique de sécurité (6) étant orientés de manière à ce que, lors de l'inclinaison de l'élément de sécurité par pivotement 

autour de l'axe prédéterminé, un motif de la deuxième caractéristique de sécurité (6) devient visible à l'observateur dans une 

deuxième zone angulaire d'inclinaison (260), la deuxième zone angulaire d'inclinaison (260) englobant la première zone 

angulaire d'inclinaison (250), et le motif de la deuxième caractéristique de sécurité (6) se déplaçant, lors de l'inclinaison, sur une 

deuxième zone surfacique qui recouvre au moins partiellement la première zone surfacique ; la deuxième zone angulaire 

d'inclinaison (260) est nettement plus grande, notamment quatre fois plus grande, que la première zone angulaire d'inclinaison 

(250) et, en lumière diffuse, la première caractéristique de sécurité (5) offre de manière visible une netteté des contours accrue 

par rapport à la deuxième caractéristique de sécurité (6). 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An optically variable security element (2) having a first and a second security feature (5, 6), Microreflectors (55; 65; 

75; 851) of the first security feature (5) are oriented in such a way that when the security element is tilted about a predefined 

axis, a motif of the first security feature (5) for the viewer only in a first tilt angle range (250; 950) wherein the motif of the first 

security feature (5) becomes visible in a first surface region; Micro-reflectors (56; 66; 76; 86) of the second security feature (6) 

are oriented in such a way that a motif of the second security feature (6) in a second tilt angle range (260; 960), wherein the 

second tilt angle range (260; 960) comprises the first tilt angle range (250; 950), and wherein the motif of the second security 

feature (6) moves over a second surface region during the tilting, which overlaps at least partially with the first surface region; 

characterized in that the second tilt angle region (260; 960) is substantially larger than the first tilt angle region (250; 950), 

preferably at least four times the size, and in diffuse light the motif of the first security feature (5) has a visibly increased contour 

sharpness in comparison with the motif of the second security feature (6). 
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P33627 PRINTING – BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF 
 
WO2021136588 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 03/01/2020 
 

OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT 

The invention relates to an optically variable security element (30) for protecting valuable items, the surface extent of which 

element defines a z-axis perpendicular thereto, comprising a multicolour reflective surface region (40). According to the 

invention, the multicolour reflective surface region (40) contains two relief structures (44, 54) which are arranged in the z-

direction at different heights and form a lower-lying relief structure and a higher-lying relief structure, the lower-lying relief 

structure (44) is provided with a first colour coating (46) that follows the course of the relief and the higher-lying relief structure 

is provided with a second colour coating (56) that follows the course of the relief, wherein the colour coatings (46, 56) produce 

a different colour effect, the two relief structures overlap in a feature region, the second colour coating (56) in the feature region 

is formed, at least in regions, as a uniform or non-uniform grid (70) having grid elements (72) and intermediate grid-spaces (74), 

the dimensions of the grid elements (72) and/or intermediate grid-spaces (74) are below 140 µm at least in one direction, and 

therefore, in the first feature region, the first colour coating (46) appears through the intermediate grid-gaps (74) of the second 

colour coating (56), at at least some viewing angles, and the feature region contains at least one tricolour region, which appears 

from a first viewing angle (60-C) with the colour effect of the first colour coating, from a second viewing angle (60-A) with the 

colour effect of the second colour coating, and from a third viewing angle (60-B) with a mixed colour effect that occurs as a 

result of additively mixing the colours of the colour effects of the first and second colour coating (46, 56). 

 

ÉLÉMENT DE SÉCURITÉ OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE 

L'invention concerne un élément de sécurité (30) optiquement variable destiné à la protection d'objets de valeur, dont la 

dimension de surface définit un axe z perpendiculaire à ceux-ci, doté d'une zone de surface (40) multicolore réfléchissante. Selon 

l'invention, la zone de surface (40) multicolore réfléchissante contient deux structures en relief (44, 54) qui sont agencées dans 

la direction z selon des étages de hauteur différents et forment une structure de relief basse et une structure de relief haute. La 

structure de relief basse (44) est dotée d'un premier revêtement coloré (46) qui suit l'allure du relief et la structure de relief haute 

(54) est dotée d'un second revêtement coloré (56) qui suit l'allure du relief. Selon l'invention : les revêtements colorés (46, 56) 

produisent une impression de couleur différente ; les deux structures de relief se recouvrent dans une zone caractéristique ; le 

second revêtement coloré (56) se présente dans la zone caractéristique au moins par zones sous la forme d'une trame (70) régulière 

ou irrégulière comportant des éléments de trame (72) et des interstices de trame (74) ; les dimensions des éléments de trame (72) 

et/ou des interstices de trame (74) sont inférieures à 140 gm au moins dans une direction de telle sorte que dans la zone 

caractéristique, le premier revêtement coloré (46) apparaît à travers les interstices de trame (74) du deuxième revêtement coloré 

(46) au moins selon certains angles d'observation ; et la zone caractéristique contient au moins une zone tricolore qui apparaît 

selon un premier angle d'observation (60-C) avec l'impression de couleur du premier revêtement coloré, selon un second angle 

d'observation (60-A) avec l'impression de couleur du second revêtement coloré, et selon un troisième angle d'observation (60-

B) avec une impression de couleur mélangée qui résulte du mélange additif de couleurs des impressions de couleur du premier 

et du second revêtement coloré (46, 56). 

 

CLAIM 1. An optically variable security element for securing 

valuables, the areal extent of which defines a z-axis perpendicular 

thereto, having a multicolored reflective areal region, wherein the 

multicolored reflective surface region contains two relief structures 

which are arranged in different height steps in the z direction and form 

a lower-lying relief structure and a higher-lying relief structure, the 

lower-lying relief structure is provided with a first colour coating 

following the relief course and the higher-lying relief structure is 

provided with a second colour coating following the relief course, 

wherein the colour coatings produce a different colour print, the two 

relief structures overlap in a feature region, the second colour coating 

is formed in the feature region at least in regions as a regular or 

regular grid with grid elements and grid interspaces, the dimensions 

of the grid elements and/ or halftone spaces are at least in one 

direction below 140 gm so that in the feature area at least at some 

viewing angles the first color coating appears through the halftone spaces of the second color coating, and the feature region 

contains at least one tricolor region which is formed from a first viewing angle with the color impression of the first color coating, 

from a second viewing angle with the color impression of the second color coating, and appears from a third viewing angle with 

a mixed color impression resulting from additive color mixing of the color impressions of the first and second color coatings. 
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P33633 RELIEF 
 
WO2021145339 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 15/01/2020 
 

COLOR-DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING COLOR-DEVELOPMENT 

STRUCTURE 

This color-development structure is provided with: a corrugated layer having a corrugated structure that is equipped with a flat 

surface and protrusions disposed on said flat surface; and a dielectric layer that has a surface having a shape conforming to the 

corrugated structure, and that is formed of a single-layer thin film that emits reflected light that has been enhanced by interference. 

The protrusions are so structured as to have one or more steps above the flat surface. When viewed from a viewpoint opposing 

the surface of the corrugated layer, the protrusions are arranged so as to form a pattern that includes a set of multiple figurative 

elements each having a first length not more than a subwavelength along a first direction and a second length not less than the 

first length along a second direction that is orthogonal to the first direction. In the multiple figurative elements, the standard 

deviation of the second lengths is greater than that of the first lengths. 

 

STRUCTURE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT DE COULEUR ET PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION DE STRUCTURE DE 

DÉVELOPPEMENT DE COULEUR 

Selon l'invention, une structure de développement de couleur est pourvue : d'une couche ondulée présentant une structure ondulée 

qui est munie d'une surface plate et de saillies disposées sur ladite surface plate ; et d'une couche diélectrique qui comporte une 

surface présentant une forme se conformant à la structure ondulée, et qui est formée d'un film mince monocouche qui émet une 

lumière réfléchie qui a été améliorée par interférence. Les saillies sont structurées de manière à comprendre un ou plusieurs 

palier(s) au-dessus de la surface plate. Vues depuis un point de vue opposé à la surface de la couche ondulée, les saillies sont 

agencées de façon à former un motif qui comprend un ensemble d'éléments figuratifs multiples comprenant chacun une première 

longueur qui n'est pas supérieure à une sous-longueur d'onde le long d'une première direction et une seconde longueur qui n'est 

pas inférieure à la première longueur le long d'une seconde direction qui est orthogonale à la première direction. Dans les 

multiples éléments figuratifs, l'écart-type des secondes longueurs est supérieur à celui des premières longueurs. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A concavo-convex layer having a concavo-convex structure that includes a planar surface and convex portions 

located on the planar surface; a dielectric layer including a single-layer thin film that emits reflected light enhanced by 

interference, the dielectric layer including a surface having a shape that conforms to the concavo-convex structure; and Wherein 

the convex portion has one or more steps from the plane, and when viewed from a viewpoint facing the surface of the concavo-

convex layer, the convex portion has a first length that is equal to or less than a sub-wavelength along a first direction, and And 

a second length that is greater than or equal to the first length along a second direction orthogonal to the first direction, wherein 

in the plurality of graphical elements, a standard deviation of the second lengths is less than or equal to: Greater than a standard 

deviation of the first length, and an extinction coefficient of a material of the dielectric layer in a visible region has a smallest 

value in a wavelength region of dominant color of the reflected light, and has a largest value in a region other than the wavelength 

region of dominant color. 
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P33634 RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
WO2021145340 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 15/01/2020 
 

COLORING STRUCTURE 

A coloring structure according to the present invention is provided with: an irregular layer having an irregular structure on a 

surface thereof, the irregular structure being provided with a plurality of irregular elements comprising a plurality of convex 

portions or a plurality of concave portions; and a dielectric layer which has a surface of a shape corresponding to the irregular 

structure and is composed of a single-layered thin film that emits reflected light enhanced through interference. In a planar view 

of the irregular structure taken in a direction along the thickness direction of the irregular layer, each of the width in the shorter-

side direction and the width in the longer-side direction of the irregular elements is 10-100 µm. The dimension of each of the 

irregular elements along the thickness direction gradually increases from an end portion toward a central portion of the irregular 

element in the planar view. The ratio of a maximum value of the dimension of each of the irregular elements along the thickness 

direction to the width in the shorter-side direction is 0.1-1.0. 

 

STRUCTURE COLORANTE 

La présente invention concerne une structure colorante comprenant : une couche irrégulière présentant une structure irrégulière 

sur l'une de ses surfaces, la structure irrégulière étant pourvue d'une pluralité d'éléments irréguliers comprenant une pluralité de 

parties convexes ou une pluralité de parties concaves ; et une couche diélectrique présentant une surface d'une forme 

correspondant à la structure irrégulière, et composée d'une monocouche mince qui émet une lumière réfléchie améliorée par 

interférence. Dans une vue en plan de la structure irrégulière prise dans le sens de l'épaisseur de la couche irrégulière, chaque 

largeur parmi la largeur dans le sens du petit côté et la largeur dans le sens du grand côté des éléments irréguliers est comprise 

entre 10 et 100 µm. La dimension de chacun des éléments irréguliers dans le sens de l'épaisseur augmente progressivement d'une 

partie d'extrémité vers une partie centrale de l'élément irrégulier dans la vue en plan. Le rapport entre une valeur maximale de la 

dimension de chacun des éléments irréguliers dans le sens de l'épaisseur et la largeur dans le sens du petit côté est compris entre 

0,1 et 1,0. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A semiconductor light emitting device, comprising: a concave-convex layer comprising a concave-convex structure 

on a surface thereof, the concave-convex structure comprising a plurality of concave-convex elements, the plurality of concave-

convex elements being either a plurality of convexities or a plurality of concavities; a dielectric layer comprising a single thin 

film, the dielectric layer comprising a surface with a shape conforming to the concave-convex structure, the dielectric layer 

emitting reflected light enhanced by interference; and Wherein, in a plan view of the recessing and protruding structure from a 

direction along a thickness direction of the recessing and protruding layer, a width in a short-side direction and a width in a long-

side direction of each of the recessing and protruding elements is 10 m or greater and 100 m or less, A dimension of each of the 

concave-convex elements along the thickness direction continuously increases from an end portion toward a center portion of 

the concave-convex element in a plan view, and a ratio of a maximum value of a dimension along the thickness direction of each 

of the concave-convex elements to a width in the short-side direction is such that: The color developing structure is 0.1 or greater 

and 1.0 or less, and an extinction coefficient of a material of the dielectric layer in a visible region has a smallest value in a 

wavelength region of dominant color of the reflected light, and has a largest value in a region other than the wavelength region 

of dominant color. 
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P33635 BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
US20210197611 GEMALTO 
Priority Date: 29/12/2019 
 

VIRTUAL SECURITY ELEMENT 

A data carrier (1) comprises at least a first guiding element (2), at least a first 

processing element (3), and at least a first security element (4). The first 

processing element (3) is arranged after the first guiding element (2) with 

respect to an extension direction (E). The first guiding element (2) is configured 

to guide impinging electromagnetic radiation towards the first processing 

element (3). The first processing element (3), in an unprocessed state, is semi-

opaque or opaque. In a processed state after being impinged by electromagnetic 

radiation that is irradiated through the first guiding element (2) onto the first 

processing element (3), the first processing element (3) in the region of 

impingement comprises at least a first processed region (5) in the form of a 

transparent region or translucent region or a hole. The first guiding element (2) 

and the first processed region (5) at least partially overlap when viewed along 

the extension direction (E), whereby the first security element (4) is generated. 

 

CLAIM 1. A data carrier comprising: at least a first guiding element; at least a first processing element; at least a first security 

element; and at least a second guiding element which is arranged above the first processing element with respect to an extension 

direction, wherein the first processing element is arranged below the first guiding element with respect to the extension direction, 

wherein the first guiding element is configured to guide impinging electromagnetic radiation towards the first processing element, 

wherein the first processing element, in an unprocessed state, is semi-opaque or opaque, wherein, in a processed state after being 

impinged by electromagnetic radiation that is irradiated through the first guiding element onto the first processing element, a 

region of impingement of the first processing element comprises at least a first processed region in the form of a transparent 

region or translucent region or a hole, wherein the first guiding element and the first processed region at least partially overlap 

when viewed along the extension direction, whereby the first security element is generated, and wherein the second guiding 

element is configured to guide impinging electromagnetic radiation towards the first processing element along a second guiding 

direction being different from a first guiding direction associated with a direction of electromagnetic radiation being impinging 

on the first guiding element, and/or wherein the second guiding element has a second focal length that is different from a first 

focal length being associated with the first guiding element. 

 

 

P33644 PRINTING – CARD 
 
JP2021094740 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 16/12/2019 
 

IMAGE FORMING BODY AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SAME 

TOPIC: To propose an image forming body that is effective in preventing 

tampering and counterfeiting by forming a plurality of types of printing 

patterns on a thermosensitive recording material, achieving interesting 

visual effects in the expression of concealment information, and using a 

personal authentication medium mainly based on a printing method.  

INVENTION: An image forming body comprising: a printed layer 

containing a printed pattern using an ink containing a material that 

changes color when subjected to an external stimulus and an ink that does 

not change color when subjected to an external stimulus, on a 

thermosensitive recording material layer capable of marking by laser 

engraving or on a substrate that adheres to the thermosensitive recording material layer. 

 

CLAIM 1. An image forming body comprising a printed layer containing a printed pattern using an ink containing a material 

that changes color when subjected to an external stimulus and an ink that does not change color when subjected to an external 

stimulus, on a thermosensitive recording material layer capable of marking by laser engraving or on a substrate that adheres to 

the thermosensitive recording material layer. 
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P33649 PRINTING – CARD 
 
FR3105091 IDEMIA FRANCE 
Priority Date: 20/12/2019 
 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SECURITY DEVICE AND ASSOCIATED SECURITY DEVICE 

The invention essentially relates to a method for manufacturing a security device (100), comprising the following steps: - 

formation, at a first portion (112) of a support (110), of a grid (120) comprising a pattern (122) repeated according to a pitch and 

according to a first distribution direction (DR, DR1), - forming, at a second portion (114) of said support (110), a final image 

(130), obtained by interlacing sections (132, 134) of a pair of intermediate images, a transparent optical separator (140) being 

positioned between the grid (120) and the final image (130), the pitch of the pattern (122) of the grid (120) and the positioning 

of the final image (130) with respect to the grid being chosen so as to generate a stereoscopic rendering when the security device 

is observed at an average observation distance while being oriented according to a first predefined orientation. 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D’UN DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ ET DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ ASSOCIÉ 

Procédé de fabrication d’un dispositif de sécurité et dispositif de sécurité associé L’invention concerne essentiellement un 

procédé de fabrication d’un dispositif de sécurité (100), comprenant les étapes suivantes : - formation, au niveau d’une première 

partie (112) d’un support (110), d’une grille (120) comprenant un motif (122) répété selon un pas et selon une première direction 

de répartition (DR, DR1), - formation, au niveau d’une deuxième partie (114) dudit support (110), d’une image finale (130), 

obtenue par entrelacement de sections (132, 134) d’un couple d’images intermédiaires, un séparateur optique (140) transparent 

étant positionné entre la grille (120) et l’image finale (130), le pas du motif (122) de la grille (120) et le positionnement de 

l’image finale (130) par rapport à la grille étant choisis de sorte à générer un rendu stéréoscopique lorsque le dispositif de sécurité 

est observé à une distance moyenne d’observation tout en étant orienté selon une première orientation prédéfinie. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method for manufacturing an optically variable security device (100), comprising the following steps: - forming 

(S210), by printing, at a first portion (112) of a support (110), a grid (120) comprising a pattern (122) repeated according to a 

pitch (P) and according to a first distribution direction (DR, DR1, DR3), - forming (S270), by laserization at a second portion 

(114) of said support (110), an image for stereoscopic vision, called final image (130), said final image (130) being obtained by 

interlacing, according to said pitch (P) and said first distribution direction (DR, DR1, DR3), sections (132, 134, 332, 334, 632, 

634) of a first pair of two-dimensional images, called first and second intermediate images (610, 620) of said first pair, each of 

the first and second intermediate images (610, 620) representing a first element (E) according to a different viewing angle, a 

transparent optical separator (140) being positioned between the grid (120) and the final image (130), the pitch (P) of the pattern 

(122) of the grid (120) and the positioning of the final image (130) with respect to the grid (120) being chosen so as to generate 

a stereoscopic rendering of the first element (E) when the security device (100) is observed at an average observation distance 

(dstV1ew) while being oriented in a first predefined orientation. 
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P33655 PRINTING – CARD 
 
EP3842255 IDEMIA FRANCE 
Priority Date: 24/12/2019 
 

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A SAFETY DEVICE WITH OPTICAL VARIABILITY AND ASSOCIATED 

SAFETY DEVICE 

The invention essentially relates to a method for manufacturing an optically variable security device, comprising the following 

steps: - printing a matrix (120 )forming a first part (112) of a support (110) of the device, said matrix comprising a plurality of 

pixels (122), each pixel comprising at least two sub-pixels (123, 124, 125) of different colors, - opacifying (S230) at least one 

region (130) of a second portion (114) of the support by means of a laser, said second portion being separated from the first  

portion by a transparent optical separator (116), said at least one opacified region being positioned facing at least one sub-portion 

of at least one first sub-pixel of a pixel associated with said opacified region, such that said opacified region masks at least in 

part: - the first sub-pixel of said pixel when the security device is viewed in a first direction, and - a second sub-pixel of said 

pixel when the security device is viewed in a second direction. 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'UN DISPOSITIF DE SÉCURITÉ À VARIABILITÉ OPTIQUE ET DISPOSITIF DE 

SÉCURITÉ ASSOCIÉ 

L'invention concerne essentiellement un procédé de fabrication d'un dispositif de sécurité à variabilité optique, comprenant les 

étapes suivantes :- impression d'une matrice )120) formant une première partie (112) d'un support (110) du dispositif, ladite 

matrice comprenant une pluralité de pixels (122), chaque pixel comprenant au moins deux sous-pixels (123, 124, 125) de couleurs 

différentes,- opacification (S230) d'au moins une région (130) d'une deuxième partie (114) du support au moyen d'un laser, ladite 

deuxième partie étant séparée de la première partie par un séparateur optique transparent (116), ladite au moins une région 

opacifiée étant positionnée en regard d'au moins une sous-partie d'au moins un premier sous-pixel d'un pixel associé à ladite 

région opacifiée, de sorte que ladite région opacifiée masque au moins en partie :- le premier sous-pixel dudit pixel lorsque le 

dispositif de sécurité est visualisé selon une première direction, et- -un deuxième sous-pixel dudit pixel lorsque le dispositif de 

sécurité est visualisé selon une deuxième direction. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method for manufacturing an optically variable security device (100), said security device (100) comprising a 

carrier (110), said method comprising the following steps:- printing a matrix (120) forming a first portion (112) of the medium 

(110), said matrix (120) comprising a plurality of pixels (122), each pixel (122) comprising at least two sub-pixels (123, 124, 

125) of different colors, - opacification (S230) of at least one region (130) of a second part (114) of the support (110) by means 

of a laser, said second part (114) being separated from the first part (112) by a transparent optical separator (116), said at least 

one opacified region (130) being positioned facing at least one sub-portion of at least one first sub-pixel (123, 124, 125) of a 

pixel (122) associated with said opacified region (130), said pixel (122) being positioned in a first zone (426) of the matrix (120), 

such that said opacified region (130) masks at least in part:- the first sub-pixel (123, 124, 125) of said pixel (122) when the 

security device (100) is viewed in a first direction (D1) and - a second sub-pixel (123, 124, 125) of said pixel (122) when the 

security device (100) is viewed in a second direction (D2). 
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P33656 PRINTING – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
EP3842256 IDEMIA FRANCE 
Priority Date: 24/12/2019 
 

MANUFACTURING METHOD OF A SECURITY DOCUMENT, AND SECURITY DOCUMENT THUS OBTAINED 

Manufacturing method of a security document (1), comprising a personalization step (E2) which comprises a reshaping step in 

which a surface (32) of the security document (1) is reshaped; and security document comprising a top layer (30) comprising at 

least two lenses (31, 38) for providing a viewing angle dependent image and/or color changing effect, in which at least 

corresponding flanks (36,36', 37,37') of the at least two lenses (31, 38) of the top layer (30) have different shapes. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A manufacturing method of a security document (1), the method comprising a personalization step (E2) characterised 

in that the personalization step (E2) comprises a reshaping step in which a surface (32) of the security document is (1) reshaped. 

 

 

P33658 BANKNOTE – RELIEF 
 
DE102020000104 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/01/2020 
 

PRODUCTION OF AN EMBOSSING TOOL AND EMBOSSED SECURITY ELEMENTS 

The invention relates to a method for producing an embossing tool, which is intended for embossing security elements, and to 

the embossing tool and the subsequent production of the security elements therewith. [0003] 2. The method comprises the 

following steps: - providing (S21) a preform (10) which comprises a first embossed structure (13) for producing an optical effect; 

- moulding (S22) a daughter mould (20) from the preform (10), 

wherein the daughter mould (20, 30) comprises the first embossed 

structure (23); characterized by - irradiating (S23) the daughter 

mould (20) to produce at least one second embossed structure (24, 

25, 26) in the surface of the daughter mould (20). 

 

CLAIM 1. A method for producing an embossing tool, which is 

provided for embossing security elements, wherein the method 

comprises the following steps: - providing (S21) a preform (10), 

which comprises a first embossed structure (13) for producing an 

optical effect; - moulding (S22) a daughter mould (20; 30) from the 

preform (10), wherein the daughter mould (20, 30) comprises the first 

embossed structure (23; 33); characterized by - Irradiating (S23) the 

daughter mold (20; 30) to produce at least one second embossed 

structure (24, 25, 26; 34, 35) in the surface of the daughter mold (20; 30). 
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P33659 BANKNOTE – RELIEF – MICROLENS – MICROPRISMS 
 
DE102020000389 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/01/2020 
 

DISPLAY ELEMENT FOR A LIGHT-DOT IMAGE 

The invention relates to a display element (20) comprising a substrate (22) that has a surface region (24) in which a plurality of 

optical elements (16) inclined relative to the surface region are arranged. The display element (20) is designed and intended, 

when illuminated by a light source (30), to generate a light-dot image consisting of a plurality of light dots (32) which appear, 

for an observer (40), to be floating above or below the surface region (24), wherein, as their apparent floating height continually 

alters, said light-dot images follow a predefined surface topography (50) that protrudes and/or recedes from the surface region. 

Each light dot (32) of the light-dot image is assigned a plurality of optical elements (26), which are refractive and/or reflective 

optical elements and together form a Fresnel structure (28), wherein, during illumination of the display element, the optical 

elements (26) of a Fresnel structure (28) interact to generate the light dot (32) assigned thereto. The inclinations of the optical 

elements of the Fresnel structures are each adapted to one another such that they continually change the focal lengths of the 

Fresnel structures (28) and thereby, for an observer, make the generated light dots (32) appear to follow the predefined surface 

topography (50). 

 

ÉLÉMENT DE REPRÉSENTATION D'UNE IMAGE DE TACHES LUMINEUSES 

L'invention concerne un élément de représentation (20) comportant un substrat (22) doté d'une zone superficielle (24) dans 

laquelle sont agencés une pluralité d'éléments (16) optiques inclinés vers la zone superficielle. L'élément de représentation (20) 

est conçu et déterminé de sorte à produire lors de l'éclairage avec une source lumineuse (30) une image de taches lumineuses 

composée d'une pluralité de taches lumineuses (32) qu'un observateur (40) perçoit comme flottant au-dessus ou au-dessous de 

la zone superficielle (24), lesdites taches lumineuses suivant, avec une modification continue de leur hauteur de survol apparente, 

une topographie superficielle (50) prédéfinie, en saillie et/ou en retrait par rapport à la zone superficielle. Une pluralité d'éléments 

(26) optiques sont associés à chaque tache lumineuse (32) de l'image de taches lumineuses, lesdits éléments étant des éléments 

optiques réfringents et/ou réflecteurs, qui forment ensemble une structure de Fresnel (28), les éléments (26) optiques coopérant 

lorsque l'élément de représentation est éclairé, de sorte à produire la tache lumineuse (32) qui leur est associée. Les inclinaisons 

des éléments optiques des structures de Fresnel sont adaptées dans chaque cas les unes aux autres, de sorte que les distances 

focales des structures de Fresnel (28) varient en continu et que les taches lumineuses (32) produites en conséquence suivent la 

topographie superficielle (50) prédéfinie de manière perceptible pour un observateur. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Display element having a substrate with a surface region in which a plurality of optical elements inclined with respect 

to the surface region are arranged, wherein - the display element is designed and intended to generate a light spot image from a 

plurality of light spots when illuminated with a light source, which are real or virtual images of the illuminating light source, and 

which appear floating to a viewer above or below the surface region, wherein with a continuous change of their apparent floating 

height they follow a predetermined surface topography projecting and/or receding with respect to the surface region, - wherein 

each light spot of the light spot image is assigned a plurality of optical elements which are refractive and/or reflective optical 

elements which together form a Fresnel structure, - wherein the optical elements of a Fresnel structure interact when the display 

element is illuminated, and - wherein the inclinations of the optical elements of the Fresnel structures are in each case matched 

to one another in such a way that they continuously change the focal lengths of the Fresnel structures and thereby cause the 

generated light spots to seemingly follow the predetermined surface topography for a viewer. 
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P33672 
 
CN113059942 SUN YAT SEN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 24/02/2021 
 

CHIRAL-WETTABILITY DUAL-RESPONSE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND PREPARATION METHOD 

AND APPLICATION THEREOF 

The invention discloses a chiral-wettability dual-response anti-counterfeiting film and a preparation method and application 

thereof. The anti-counterfeiting film is of a three-layer structure, wherein the first layer is a chiral photonic crystal film layer, the 

second layer is a depolarizing light base layer, and the third layer is a chiral photonic crystal film layer, wherein the chiral 

photonic crystal film layer is obtained by soaking a chiral photonic crystal film self-assembled by cellulose nanocrystalline fibers 

in a mixed solution of monomer molecules, a cross-linking agent and an initiator for photopolymerization, and the monomer 

molecules are 1-vinyl-3 ethylimidazole bromine salt. The chiral-wettability double-response anti-counterfeiting film disclosed 

by the invention has a chiral photonic crystal and a wettability double-layer anti-counterfeiting response, and solves the problems 

of low response sensitivity and easiness in information cracking of the existing material. The chiral-wettability dual-response 

anti-counterfeiting film does not contain any chemical dye component, does not fade, and has environment friendliness, good 

invisible reproduction reversibility and high sensitivity. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A chiral-wettability dual-response anti-counterfeiting film is characterized in that the anti-counterfeiting film is of a 

three-layer structure, wherein the first layer is a chiral photonic crystal film layer, the second layer is a unidirectional stretching 

film, the third layer is a chiral photonic crystal film layer, wherein the chiral photonic crystal film layer is obtained by soaking 

the chiral photonic crystal film self-assembled by the cellulose nanocrystalline fiber in a mixed solution of monomer molecules, 

a cross-linking agent and an initiator for illumination polymerization, the monomer molecule is 1-vinyl-3 ethylimidazole bromine 

salt. 

 

 

P33675 PRINTING 
 
CN113062142 SUN YAT SEN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 24/02/2021 
 

PHOTONIC CRYSTAL PAPER FOR MULTICOLOR PRINTING AND APPLICATION THEREOF 

The invention discloses photonic crystal paper for multicolor printing and application thereof. The photonic crystal paper is 

prepared by a film formed by self-assembly of chitosan nanocrystals and low molecular weight anionic oligomers through 

evaporation induction. After the photonic crystal paper is printed, cations with strong hydrophobic capacity are exchanged with 

anionic oligomers, so that different water absorptions of a printing area and a non-printing area are formed, different wavelength 

red shift values can be generated under infiltration, and the effect of color difference is achieved, so that the effect of color 

printing is achieved, the problem that the existing photonic crystal paper can only realize monochrome printing is solved, the 

photonic crystal paper also has information or pattern hiding capacity and repeated writing capacity, and the photonic crystal 

paper can be widely applied to the field of preparation of various materials such as anti-counterfeiting materials, printing 

materials, pollution-free dyes and multicolor display materials. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The photonic crystal paper for multicolor printing is characterized by being prepared from chitosan nanocrystals and 

low-molecular-weight anionic oligomers through evaporation-induced self-assembly to form a film. 
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P33684 PRINTING – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
CN113085406 FUJIAN JUNSHENG OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 31/03/2021 
 

3D GRATING PRINTING PREPARATION PROCESS 

The invention discloses a 3D grating printing preparation process, which comprises 

the following steps: (1) preparing a prepared product: laminating a soft rubber film 

on the PET layer, preparing a grating film preparation through a grating roller hot-

pressing process, and rolling for later use; gravure coating a precoat layer on the 

PET layer, drying the precoat layer, and then arranging a printing layer on the upper 

surface of the precoat layer through a printing process to prepare a pattern film 

preparation; (2) the PET layer is arranged on the back surface of the grating film 

preparation product, and the PET layer of the grating film preparation product is 

peeled off; (3) the back surface of the grating film preparation is connected with the 

printing layer of the pattern film preparation in a thermal bonding way; (4) the PET 

layer of the pattern film preparation was peeled off. The present case can promote 

production quality, reduction in production cost. 

 

CLAIM 1. A3D grating printing preparation process is characterized by comprising 

the following steps: (1) preparing a prepared product: laminating a soft rubber film 

on the PET layer, preparing a grating film preparation through a grating roller hot-

pressing process, and rolling for later use; gravure coating a precoat layer on the 

PET layer, drying the precoat layer, arranging a printing layer on the upper surface 

of the precoat layer through a printing process, preparing a pattern film preparation, 

and rolling for later use; (2) the PET layer is arranged on the back surface of the 

grating film preparation product, and the PET layer of the grating film preparation 

product is peeled off; (3) the back surface of the grating film preparation is 

connected with the printing layer of the pattern film preparation in a thermal 

bonding way; (4) the PET layer of the pattern film preparation was peeled off. 

 

 

P33696 PRINTING – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 
CN113119379 YANG YE - WANG JUE 
Priority Date: 19/05/2021 
 

MOIRE PATTERN DYNAMIC MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF 

The invention provides a Moire pattern dynamic material and a manufacturing 

method thereof, wherein the Moire pattern dynamic material comprises the 

following components: the cylindrical lens array comprises a plurality of 

cylindrical lenses which are sequentially arranged in one dimension, the 

cylindrical lenses comprise a body part and a protruding part, the body part is 

rectangular, and the protruding part is arc-shaped; the printing image-text array is 

positioned on the bottom surface of the cylindrical lens array. The method can 

show the dynamic effect of the moire patterns only by using a single-layer 

material, breaks through the limitation that a plurality of layers of materials are 

required in the traditional design, is easy to obtain manufacturing materials, 

simple in process flow and low in cost, and provides convenience conditions for 

wider application prospects in the future. 

 

CLAIM 1. A moire dynamic material, comprising: the cylindrical lens array 

comprises a cylindrical lens array and a printing image-text array, wherein the 

cylindrical lens array is formed by a plurality of one-dimensional cylindrical 

lenses which are sequentially arranged, the cylindrical lenses comprise a body part 

and a protruding part, the body part is rectangular, and the protruding part is arc-

shaped; the printing image-text array is positioned on the bottom surface of the cylindrical lens array. 
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P33723 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 
 
CN213681509U YANTAI BOYUAN TECHNOLOGY MATERIALS 
Priority Date: 18/08/2020 
 

LOCAL POSITIONING LASER ALUMINIZED PAPER 

The utility model relates to a radium-shine aluminized paper of local 

positioning, characterized in that, including raw paper layer, binder layer, 

aluminize the layer, fix a position coating layer, radium-shine layer, 

transfer layer, top-coat coating. Wherein the positioning coating layer 

can be arranged on the laser layer or below the laser layer, and the rest 

coating structures are sequentially arranged from bottom to top. 

Depending on where the coating layer is located, the requirements for the 

coating layer can be divided into two cases: if the positioning coating 

layer is arranged below the laser layer, the positioning coating layer does 

not need to have moldability, and the function of the positioning coating 

layer is to selectively cover and eliminate the micro-structure of the 

transfer layer after the mold pressing so that the transfer layer can not 

present the holographic effect any more; if the positioning coating layer 

is arranged on the laser layer, the positioning coating layer needs to have 

moldability, and the positioning part generates laser information after 

mould pressing, so that local accurate positioning is realized. 

 

CLAIM 1. A local positioning laser aluminized paper is characterized by comprising a raw paper layer, a binder layer, an 

aluminized layer, a positioning coating layer, a laser layer, a transfer layer and a surface coating which are sequentially arranged 

from bottom to top; the positioning coating layer is a layer of coating or ink which is locally coated on the surface of the laser 

layer by a gravure press, the coating or ink has no moldability, and the aluminum-plated layer is a metal aluminum layer which 

is evaporated on the surface of the laser layer after the positioning coating. 

 

 

 

 

P33725 PRINTING – LABEL – RELIEF – MICROLENS – MAGNETISM 
 
CN213691193U SHENZHEN CRYSTAL SOURCE LASER TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT 
Priority Date: 17/12/2020 
 

ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL 

The utility model relates to an anti-counterfeit label, it includes the stratum 

basale and sets up the printing layer on the stratum basale, the area of printing 

layer is less than the area on stratum basale, the stratum basale is transparent 

setting, one side that the printing layer was kept away from to the stratum 

basale is provided with anti-fake pattern, one side that the stratum basale is 

close to the printing layer sets up the microlens structure. The application 

increases the counterfeit cost and the technical content required by 

counterfeiting by arranging the complex anti-counterfeiting structure, so that 

the anti-counterfeiting label is not easy to counterfeit. 

 

CLAIM 1. An anti-counterfeit label, characterized in that: including stratum 

basale (1) and set up printing layer (2) on stratum basale (1), the area of 

printing layer (2) is less than the area of stratum basale (1), stratum basale 

(1) is transparent setting, one side that printing layer (2) were kept away from 

in stratum basale (1) is provided with anti-fake pattern (11), one side that 

stratum basale (1) is close to printing layer (2) sets up microlens structure 

(12). 
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N7938 
 
US20210200152 ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 30/12/2019 
 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HOLOGRAM WITH WIDE VIEWING ANGLE 

A method and apparatus for generating a hologram with a wide viewing angle is disclosed. The method includes generating a 

elemental complex hologram by applying oblique projection to three-dimensional (3D) information of an object based on a 

viewing direction, and generating a final hologram by superposing a plurality of elemental complex holograms generated based 

on different viewing directions. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A hologram generating method, comprising: generating a elemental complex hologram by applying oblique 

projection to three-dimensional (3D) information of an object based on a viewing direction; and generating a final hologram by 

superposing a plurality of elemental complex holograms generated based on different viewing directions. 
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N7946 
 
KR102277096 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

Priority Date: 30/12/2019 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 

 

METHOD FOR GENERATING DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND DEEP 

LEARNING TECHNOLOGY 

A method of generating a hologram using a deep learning technique, the method comprising: training a deep neural network to 

generate a two-dimensional fringe (diffraction) pattern having a complex shape formed by object points having a point cloud 

shape; generating a single hologram by accumulating the fringe patterns generated for each object point; A method of generating 

a digital hologram using artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques, the method including (a) sampling points of a three-

dimensional object and generating a first fringe pattern generated by a computer generated hologram (CGH) algorithm with 

respect to the sampled point, And, learning the fringe pattern generator by generating a second fringe pattern by a fringe pattern 

generator and updating the fringe pattern generator with probability values of degrees of similarity of the first and second fringe 

patterns; and Generating third fringe patterns through a learned fringe pattern generator for all points of the three-dimensional 

object, multiplying each generated third fringe pattern by a brightness value, and accumulating all the fringe patterns multiplied 

by the brightness value to generate a digital hologram. According to the method, a fringe pattern is generated using a neural 

network, thereby saving memory capacity and performing an operation at a very high speed. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of generating a digital hologram using artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques, the method 

comprising: (a) sampling points of a three-dimensional object and generating a first fringe pattern generated by a computer 

generated hologram (CGH) algorithm with respect to the sampled point; And, generating a second fringe pattern by a fringe 

pattern generator, updating the fringe pattern generator with a probability value of a degree of similarity between the first and 

second fringe patterns, Learning the fringe pattern generator; and (b) generating third fringe patterns via the learned fringe pattern 

generator for all points of the three-dimensional object and multiplying each generated third fringe pattern by a brightness value, 

And accumulating all the fringe patterns multiplied by the brightness value to generate a digital hologram. 
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N7947 
 
KR102277098 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

Priority Date: 25/02/2020 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 

 

VOLUME HOLOGRAM GENERATION METHOD USING POINT CLOUD AND MESH 

The present invention relates to a method of generating a volume hologram using a point cloud and a mesh, in which a real object 

is stored in the form of omnidirectional three-dimensional point groups and meshes, a plurality of viewpoints of the stored point 

groups are generated as holograms, A method comprising: (a) obtaining a multi-view depth and color image; (b) generating 

point-group data of a three-dimensional object from the obtained multi-view depth and color image; (c) generating mesh data of 

the three-dimensional object from the point-group data of the three-dimensional object; Calculating a normal vector of each 

mesh in the mesh data of the three-dimensional object; (e) extracting three-dimensional data of a user viewpoint from the mesh 

data of the three-dimensional object by using the normal vector of the mesh; and And (f) generating hologram data from the 

three-dimensional data of the user's viewpoint, thereby storing the entity object in the form of three-dimensional dot groups and 

meshes and generating holograms of various viewpoints of the stored dot groups, thereby generating holograms having the same 

quality at all viewpoints. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A volumetric hologram generation method using a point cloud and a mesh, the method comprising: (a) acquiring a 

multi-view depth and a color image; (b) generating point group data of a three-dimensional object from the acquired multi-view 

depth and color image; Generating mesh data of the three-dimensional object from the point cloud data of the three-dimensional 

object; (d) calculating a normal vector of each mesh in the mesh data of the three-dimensional object; (e) using the normal vector 

of the mesh, Extracting three-dimensional data of a user viewpoint from the mesh data of the three-dimensional object; and (f) 

generating hologram data from the three-dimensional data of the user viewpoint, wherein in the step (e), a directional vector of 

the user viewpoint is obtained, Dot product of the direction vector of the user's viewpoint and the normal vector of the mesh, 

extract only the mesh whose dot product value is not negative, and extract the extracted mesh as three-dimensional data of the 

user' s viewpoint. 
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N7948 
 
KR102277100 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

Priority Date: 29/01/2020 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 

 

METHOD FOR GENERATING HOLOGRAM WITH RANDOM PHASE USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

AND DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUE 

The present invention relates to a method of generating a hologram having a random phase using artificial intelligence and deep 

learning technology, in which a random phase is post-processed using a deep neural network rather than adding a random phase 

when generating a hologram for displaying the hologram. the method includes (a) optimizing parameters of a fringe pattern 

generator which receives an object point and outputs a fringe pattern, Determining a fringe pattern for an object point generated 

by a computer generated hologram (CGH) algorithm as correct answer data and optimizing the determined fringe pattern; (b) 

Optimizing a random phase inserter which receives the fringe pattern and outputs a fringe pattern (hereinafter, a random phase 

fringe pattern) into which a random phase is inserted, wherein the random phase fringe pattern generated by a CGH algorithm is 

determined as correct answer data and optimized; And (c) generating a digital hologram using the optimized fringe pattern 

generator and the random phase inserter. According to the method, a random phase is inserted into a fringe pattern generated by 

a fringe pattern generator by a random phase inserter in a post-processing process, thereby increasing a viewing angle when 

displaying a hologram. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of generating a hologram having a random phase using artificial intelligence and deep learning technology, 

the method comprising: (a) optimizing a parameter of a fringe pattern generator which receives an object point and outputs a 

fringe pattern, Determining a fringe pattern (hereinafter, referred to as a first fringe pattern) for an object point generated by a 

computer generated hologram (CGH) algorithm as correct answer data, and optimizing a random phase inserter which receives 

the fringe pattern and outputs a fringe pattern (hereinafter, referred to as a random phase fringe pattern) in which a random phase 

is inserted, Determining and optimizing a random phase fringe pattern (hereinafter, referred to as a first random phase fringe 

pattern) generated by a CGH algorithm as correct answer data; and (c) generating a digital hologram using the optimized fringe 

pattern generator and the random phase inserter, Wherein the fringe pattern generator is configured as a deep neural network, 

wherein a parameter of the fringe pattern generator is a parameter of the deep neural network of the fringe pattern generator, and 

wherein, in the step (a), for sampled points, a second fringe pattern generated by applying each corresponding point to the fringe 

pattern generator, Obtaining a degree of similarity between first fringe patterns which are correct answer data generated by 

applying each point to a CGH algorithm, and setting a parameter of the fringe pattern generator so that the degree of similarity 

is maximized, Wherein the random phase inserter is configured with a deep neural network, wherein the parameter of the random 

phase inserter is a parameter of the deep neural network of the random phase inserter, and wherein in step (b), for sampled points, 

Generate a second random phase fringe pattern by applying the second fringe pattern generated by the fringe pattern generator 

to the random phase inserter at each corresponding point, determine a similarity between the generated second random phase 

fringe pattern and a first random phase fringe pattern, which is correct answer data generated by inserting a random phase into 

each corresponding point by CGH algorithm, and And setting parameters of the deep neural network of the random phase inserter 

so that the degree of similarity is maximized, thereby optimizing the random phase inserter. 
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N7949 
 
KR102277101 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

Priority Date: 29/01/2020 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 

 

METHOD FOR GENERATING ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION HOLOGRAM BASED ON ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE AND DEEP LEARNING FOR LEARNING FRINGE PATTERN FOR EACH REGION 

The present invention relates to a method of generating an ultra high resolution hologram based on artificial intelligence and 

deep learning, which learns a deep neural network by dividing the hologram into regions and generates a hologram by 

appropriately attaching and accumulating fringe patterns acquired for each region, (a) Generating a first fringe pattern generated 

by a computer generated hologram (CGH) algorithm for points of the three-dimensional object, and a second fringe pattern by a 

fringe pattern generator; Learning the fringe pattern generator by optimizing parameters with probability values of degrees of 

similarity of the first and second fringe patterns, by setting a condition to a position of an object point and a hologram region 

corresponding thereto; and Generating third fringe patterns for each region through the learned fringe pattern generator, 

multiplying the generated third fringe patterns for each region by a brightness value, accumulating the multiplied values, and 

concatenating the third fringe patterns for each region to generate a digital hologram. According to the method, a deep neural 

network is learned by dividing the hologram into regions, and fringe patterns obtained for each region are appropriately connected 

to each other and accumulated, so that the fringe patterns can be divided and easily processed even in an ultra-high resolution 

hologram having a large size. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of generating an ultra high resolution hologram based on artificial intelligence and deep learning, which 

learns fringe patterns on a region-by-region basis, includes (a) optimizing parameters of a fringe pattern generator which receives 

an object point and region information and outputs fringe patterns on a region-by-region basis, Determining a fringe pattern for 

each region (hereinafter, referred to as a first fringe pattern for each region) for an object point generated by a computer generated 

hologram (CGH) algorithm as correct answer data, Generating fringe patterns corresponding to all regions using the optimized 

fringe pattern generator, generating high-resolution fringe patterns by concatenating the fringe patterns of all regions, and 

generating high-resolution holograms from the generated high-resolution fringe patterns, Wherein the fringe pattern generator is 

configured as a deep neural network, the parameter of the fringe pattern generator is a parameter of the deep neural network of 

the fringe pattern generator, and in the step (a), Obtain a degree of similarity between a fringe pattern for each second region 

generated by applying each point and each region information to the fringe pattern generator and a fringe pattern for each first 

region which is correct answer data generated by applying each point and each region information to a CGH algorithm; Setting 

parameters of the fringe pattern generator such that the degree of similarity is maximized, and in the step (b), for each of the 

points of a given three-dimensional object, Generating fringe patterns for all regions corresponding to all region information of 

each point by applying each point and all region information for each corresponding point to the fringe pattern generator, 

generating high-resolution fringe patterns by connecting the generated fringe patterns for all regions, Multiplying the generated 

high-resolution fringes by the brightness value of each corresponding point, and accumulating the high-resolution fringes of all 

the points multiplied by the brightness value to generate a digital hologram. 
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N7950 
 
KR102277103 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

Priority Date: 25/02/2020 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 

 

METHOD FOR FAST GENERATION OF DEEP LEARNING BASED HOLOGRAMS 

A method of generating an object using a deep neural network based on deep learning technology, the method comprising: 

generating an object as a hologram by using a deep neural network using a generation type network, A method for inputting 

condition information in a spatial form for generating a hologram based on deep learning, the method including: (a) converting 

point group data of a three-dimensional object into a three-dimensional image composed of a two-dimensional image having a 

plurality of channels to sample a spatial condition; And (b) optimizing parameters of a hologram pattern generator which receives 

the sampled spatial condition and outputs a hologram pattern, wherein the hologram pattern for the spatial condition generated 

by a computer generated hologram (CGH) algorithm is determined as correct answer data and optimized. With the method as 

described above, a hologram is directly generated by applying three-dimensional data of a three-dimensional object to a neural 

network, thereby saving memory capacity and simultaneously performing an operation at a faster speed by omitting an operation 

of accumulating fringe patterns in the prior art. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method for fast generation of a deep learning based hologram, the method comprising: (a) converting point group 

data of a three-dimensional object into a three-dimensional image composed of a two-dimensional image having a plurality of 

channels and sampling spatial conditions; and (b) optimizing parameters of a hologram pattern generator receiving the sampled 

spatial conditions and outputting a hologram pattern, Determining a hologram pattern (hereinafter, referred to as a first hologram 

pattern) for a spatial condition generated by a computer generated hologram (CGH) algorithm as correct answer data, wherein 

the hologram pattern generator is configured as a deep neural network, and Wherein the parameter of the hologram pattern 

generator is a parameter of a deep neural network of the hologram pattern generator, and in the step (b), with respect to sampled 

spatial conditions, a second hologram pattern generated by applying a corresponding spatial condition to the hologram pattern 

generator, and Obtaining a degree of similarity between first hologram patterns which are correct answer data generated by 

applying the corresponding spatial condition to a CGH algorithm, and setting a parameter of the hologram pattern generator such 

that the degree of similarity is maximized, thereby optimizing the parameter. 
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N7961 
 
DE102020200669 BUNDESDRUCKEREI 
Priority Date: 21/01/2020 
 

SAFETY ELEMENT WITH DOUBLE HOLOGRAM AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING THE SAME 

The invention relates to a method for producing a double hologram (100) comprising the 

following steps: providing a recording material (20); generating coherent light (40) which 

is divided into a reference portion (60) and an object portion (50); Guiding the object portion 

(50) onto an object (80) so that object light (55) emanating from the object (80) impinges 

on a side (21) of the recording material (20) facing the object (80) and radiates through the 

latter; guiding the reference portion (60), so that this reference portion (60) impinges at a 

reference angle (β) on a side (22) of the recording material (20) facing away from the object 

(80) and transilluminates the latter; so that an interference pattern arising with the object 

light (55) is recorded in the recording material (20), characterized in that the reference 

portion (66) emerging from the facing side (21) of the recording material (20) is reflected 

back into itself, so that the reflected reference portion (67) acts on the interference pattern. 

The invention also relates to a device for producing such a double hologram (100), to a 

duplicating method and to a security document (400) comprising such a double hologram 

(100). 

 

CLAIM 1. Method for producing a double hologram (100), comprising the steps of: 

providing a recording material (20); generating coherent light (40) which is divided into a 

reference portion (60) and an object portion (50); Guiding the object portion (50) onto an 

object (80) so that object light (55) emanating from the object (80) impinges on a side (21) 

of the recording material (20) facing the object (80) and radiates through the recording 

material; Guiding the reference portion (60) so that this reference portion (60) impinges at 

a reference angle () on a side (22) of the recording material (20) facing away from the object 

(80) and transilluminates the latter; so that an interference pattern arising with the object light (55) is recorded in the recording 

material (20), characterized in that In such a way that the reference portion (66) emerging from the facing side (21) of the 

recording material (20) is reflected back into itself, so that the reflected reference portion (67) acts on the interference pattern. 

 

 

 

 

N7964 
 
CN113031140 AOTIZAN GUANGJING SHANDONG DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/03/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING PREPARATION SYSTEM AND METHOD 

The invention discloses a system and a method for preparing 

holographic grating, comprising the following steps: a light 

source and a holographic material; the beam expanding device is 

arranged on a light path between the light source and the 

holographic material and is used for expanding the passing light 

beam; a light splitting device for splitting a source light beam 

emitted by a light source into a first split light beam and a second 

split light beam; the first light reflecting device and the second 

light reflecting device are respectively used for reflecting the first 

split light beam and the second split light beam to the holographic 

material; the movable baffle is arranged between the beam 

expanding device and the holographic material and moves 

according to preset parameters to change the cross sections of the 

beams of the first split beam and the second split beam which are emitted to the holographic material; the control system is used 

for controlling the movable baffle to move according to preset parameters; and the holographic material is used for being exposed 

by interference fringes formed by the first split light beam and the second split light beam to form a holographic grating. The 

invention can prepare the high-quality holographic grating with variable diffraction efficiency. 
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N7966 
 

CN113031289 HARBIN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 28/02/2021 
 

NONLINEAR HOLOGRAPHIC GENERATION METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROPAGATING INVARIANT 

STRUCTURED LIGHT FIELD 

A method and a device for generating nonlinear holography of a propagating invariant structured light field belong to the field 

of optics and aim to solve the problems that the frequency spectrum bandwidth of a structured light field generated based on a 

linear process is limited and the intensity dependency of the structured light field generated based on a nonlinear process exists. 

The method comprises the following steps: modulating the Gaussian pump beam into a fundamental frequency beam with a 

spatial mode related to a frequency doubling order by using a holographic modulation method; enabling the fundamental 

frequency light beam to pass through the imaging unit and then to be unidirectionally incident into the k frequency doubling 

crystal; and separating the light beams emitted from the k frequency doubling crystal to obtain frequency up-conversion light 

beams with the light fields with the propagation invariant structures. In the device, a modulator modulates a Gaussian pump 

beam into a fundamental frequency beam with a spatial mode related to a frequency doubling order; the fundamental frequency 

light beam passes through the imaging unit and then is unidirectionally incident into the k frequency doubling crystal; the 

separating element separates the light beams emitted from the k frequency doubling crystal to obtain frequency up-conversion 

light beams with the light fields of the propagation invariant structures. 
 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method for nonlinear holographic generation of a propagating invariant structured light field, comprising: 

modulating a Gaussian pump beam into a fundamental frequency beam with a spatial mode related to a frequency doubling order 

by using a holographic modulation method, wherein the optical field expression of the fundamental frequency beam is as follows: 

wherein the content of the first and second substances, is a fundamental frequency light field, k is an integer and is more than or 

equal to 2, for the propagation invariant structured light field to be obtained; enabling the fundamental frequency light beam to 

pass through an imaging unit and then to be unidirectionally incident into a k frequency doubling crystal; and separating the light 

beams emitted from the k frequency doubling crystal to obtain frequency up-conversion light beams with a propagation invariant 

structure light field. 

 

 

N7967 
 

CN113031422 HEFEI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 01/03/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING DEVICE 

The present invention provides a holographic imaging device 

comprising: the system comprises a light source, a beam splitter, a 

first plane mirror, a second plane mirror, a third plane mirror and an 

image acquisition module; the light source emits an incoherent light 

beam; the incoherent light beam irradiates on an object to be imaged; 

the light beam passing through the object to be imaged is reflected to 

the first plane mirror once through the beam splitter; the light beam 

reflected for the first time is reflected by the first plane mirror, the 

second plane mirror and the third plane mirror and enters the beam 

splitter for the second reflection; the light beam passing through the 

object to be imaged is transmitted to the third plane mirror once 

through the beam splitter; the light beams transmitted for the first 

time are reflected by the third plane mirror, the second plane mirror and the first plane mirror and enter the beam splitter for the 

second time transmission; the light beam reflected secondarily is converged with the light beam reflected primarily and then 

interferes at the image acquisition module; the image acquisition module generates a hologram of the object to be imaged. By 

adopting the holographic imaging device, the shot noise and the parasitic interference fringes in the hologram can be reduced. 
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N7980 
 
CN113093500 BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF POSTS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Priority Date: 24/02/2021 
 

HOLOGRAM GENERATION METHOD AND SYSTEM 

The invention provides a hologram generating method and a system, comprising the following steps: initializing a three-

dimensional scene, and starting ray tracing based on three-dimensional scene initialization information; calculating to obtain 

color information and depth information of the three-dimensional scene; calculating to obtain holographic surface complex 

amplitude by adopting a preset diffraction fast calculation method based on the color information and the depth information of 

the three-dimensional scene; and encoding the holographic surface complex amplitude to obtain a hologram. The invention 

obtains the information of the three-dimensional scene by using ray tracing, and utilizes the parallel processing of the image 

processor to realize real-time calculation, simulate the propagation of real light waves in a layering method and correctly display 

the complex scene. 

 

CLAIM 1. A hologram generation method, comprising: initializing a three-dimensional scene, and starting ray tracing based on 

three-dimensional scene initialization information; calculating to obtain color information and depth information of the three-

dimensional scene; calculating to obtain holographic surface complex amplitude by adopting a preset diffraction fast calculation 

method based on the color information and the depth information of the three-dimensional scene; and encoding the holographic 

surface complex amplitude to obtain a hologram. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

N8003 
 
BG---4004U INSTITUT PO OPTICHESKI MAT I TEHNOLOGII AKAD YORDAN 

Priority Date: 26/11/2020 MALINOVSKI BAN 

 

SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING POLARIZATION PARAMETERS OF A HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL 

ELEMENT, REPRESENTING A CIRCULAR POLARIZATION BEAM SPLITTER 

The utility model relates to a system for improving polarization parameters of a holographic diffractive optical element, 

representing a circular polarizing beam splitter for significantly improving the polarization parameters of a polarization 

diffractive optical element, namely a circular polarization beam splitter. The system for improving polarization parameters of a 

holographic diffractive optical element, representing a circular polarization beam splitter, essentially consists of a glass substrate 

(10) on which an azopolymer layer (20) is applied, on which a layer of optically transparent adhesive (30) is applied. It is also 

permissible to place a cover glass (40) on the last layer. In this way, the formation of a surface relief grid is prevented and/or its 

influence is compensated, thereby it is reduced the dependence of the diffraction efficiency of the element on the azimuth of 

linearly polarized light. This is one of the main criteria that indicate improved polarization parameters of the new optical element. 

The system thus proposed with improved polarization parameters can be used for making a spectral polarimeter, which allows 

the determination of all parameters of the polarization of light in a wide spectral range and in real time. 
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N7954 
 
KR20210078336 KIM, SUN-MI 
Priority Date: 18/12/2019 
 

LAMINATE FOR PROVIDING THREE-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING THE 

SAME 

The present technology relates to a technology for providing a laminated plate material in which a base material (a) in a state in 

which various patterns or colors are formed on an opaque material is obtained as a means for clearly forming a three-dimensional 

pattern with various colors, and a hologram film layer (b) is laminated and bonded between a base material (C) made of a 

transparent material selected from a glass plate material, an acrylic plate material, and a transparent film paper. The present 

disclosure relates to an application of a means for obtaining a multipurpose laminate, and more particularly, to a method for 

producing a multipurpose laminate, the method including: a first step of polishing a side of a ceramic plate (substrate a) bonded 

to a hologram film layer (layer b) by sanding, cleaning, and applying a color of a color to obtain a substrate a; a second step of 

preparing a substrate C by selecting one of a glass plate, an acrylic plate, and a transparent film paper as a color providing part 

of a transparent material; A third step of placing an EVA film between the front surface of the substrate a and the hologram film 

layer (b layer) and the rear surface of the substrate C and the hologram film layer (b layer) when the hologram film layer (b 

layer) is laminated between the substrates a and C to form a laminated structure and pressing in a thermal fusion bonding machine 

under temperature conditions of 50~ 100 °C and vacuum conditions; And a step of heating the laminated sheet to a temperature 

higher than the melting point of the thermoplastic resin and lower than the melting point of the thermoplastic resin. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A multipurpose laminated board material which provides various colors by laminating a hologram film layer between 

an opaque material and a transparent material and which is used as an interior and exterior material for furniture boards or 

buildings, A multiple use laminated board material comprising: a ceramic board material (base material a) made of an opaque 

material; a hologram film layer (b layer) made of a transparent material; a color providing portion (base material C) made of a 

transparent material; and an adhesive applied and bonded between the ceramic board material (base material a), the hologram 

film layer (b layer), and the color providing portion (base material C), wherein the multiple use laminated board material is 

provided to realize various three-dimensional patterns. 
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N7960 
 
DE102020101373 VOLKSWAGEN 
Priority Date: 21/01/2020 
 

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A LAMINATED GLASS UNIT WITH AN OPTICAL AND/OR HOLOGRAPHIC 

FUNCTION, LAMINATED GLASS UNIT WITH AN OPTICAL AND/OR HOLOGRAPHIC FUNCTION 

The invention relates to a method for producing a laminated glass unit (10) with an optical and/or holographic function and to 

such a laminated glass unit (10) with an optical and/or holographic function itself. The invention relates to a method for producing 

a laminated glass unit (10) with an optical and/or holographic function. Two glass plates (12, 14), at least one polyvinyl butyral 

layer (18, 22) and at least one photopolymer layer (20) with an optical and/or holographic function are provided. First of all, a 

separate unit (16) is produced, a first polyvinyl butyral layer (18) having a layer thickness of 20 μm to 100 μm being coated onto 

the at least one photopolymer layer (20). The separate unit (16) is then arranged between the two glass plates (12, 14), a second 

polyvinyl butyral layer (22) having a layer thickness of 300 μm to 1200 μm being arranged between at least one glass plate (12, 

14) and the separate unit (16). 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Method for producing a laminated glass unit (10) having an optical and/or holographic function, comprising the 

following steps: * providing two glass plates (12, 14); * providing at least one polyvinyl butyral layer (18, 22); * providing at 

least one photopolymer layer (20) having an optical and/or holographic function, characterized in that Characterized in that the 

method comprises the following further steps: * creating a separate unit (16), wherein a first polyvinyl butyral layer (18) with a 

layer thickness of 20 m to 100 m is coated onto the at least one photopolymer layer (20); * Arranging the separate unit (16) 

between the two glass plates (12, 14), wherein a second polyvinyl butyral layer (22) with a layer thickness of 300 m to 1200 m 

is arranged between at least one glass plate (12, 14) and separate unit (16). 
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N7973 
 
CN113050400 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 10/03/2021 
 

NON-HETERODYNE OFF-AXIS SCANNING HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION 

METHOD 

The invention discloses a non-heterodyne off-axis scanning holographic 

recording system and an implementation method thereof, wherein the 

system comprises the following steps: the beam splitter A is arranged in 

front of the laser, the emergent light directions are orthogonal to each other, 

the beam splitter A and the lens A are arranged on an upper light path, the 

beam splitter B and the lens B are arranged on a lower light path, the 

included angle between the incident light and the reflected light of the 

reflector A is 90 degrees plus theta, the included angle between the incident 

light and the reflected light of the reflector B is 90 degrees, the beam splitter 

B is arranged at the intersection of the two paths of light, the emergent light 

passes through the scanning mirror, the object and the lens C, PD are 

arranged on the same straight line, and the PD is connected with the computer; the invention does not need to use an acousto-

optic frequency shift or electro-optic modulator in the traditional scanning holographic optical path, simplifies the complexity 

of the optical path, and can eliminate zero-order and twin images when reproducing by using the information of off-axis 

holographic recording objects. 

 

CLAIM 1. A non-heterodyne off-axis scanning holographic recording system, comprising: the device comprises a laser (1), a 

beam splitter A (2), a beam splitter B (3), a beam expander A (4), a beam expander B (5), a lens A (6), a lens B (7), a lens C (8), 

a reflector A (9), a reflector B (10), a scanning mirror (11), an object (12), a PD (photoelectric detector) (13) and a computer 

(14); wherein laser instrument (1) the place ahead is arranged in beam splitter A (2), emergent light direction quadrature each 

other, beam expander A (4), lens A (6), last light path is arranged in to speculum A (9), beam expander B (5), lens B (7), light 

path down is arranged in to speculum B (10), the incident light of speculum A (9) is 90 + theta with the contained angle of 

reverberation, the incident light of speculum B (10) is 90 with the contained angle of reverberation, beam splitter B (3) are 

arranged in two ways light and are crossing, the emergent light is through scanning mirror (11), object (12), lens C (8), same 

straight line is arranged in to PD (13), PD (13) are connected with computer (14). 

 

 

N7987 
 
CN113126438 XI AN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 29/04/2021 
 

RED SENSITIVE PHOTOPOLYMER HOLOGRAPHIC DRY PLATE AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 

The invention relates to the technical field of polymer photosensitive materials, in particular to a red-sensitive photopolymer 

holographic dry plate and a preparation method thereof. The red-sensitive photopolymer has good diffraction effect. The 

preparation method comprises the following steps: firstly, adding polyvinyl alcohol into deionized water, and stirring to fully 

dissolve the polyvinyl alcohol to prepare polyvinyl alcohol gelatin; then, sequentially adding monomer acrylamide, 

complementary monomer N, N' -methylene bisacrylamide, photoinitiator triethanolamine and photosensitizer methylene blue or 

azure I into 5-10ml of deionized water, fully and uniformly stirring to completely dissolve the monomers, adding the solution 

into polyvinyl alcohol gelatin, and uniformly stirring to form photopolymer sol; and finally, uniformly coating the photopolymer 

sol on a clean glass substrate, and drying in a dark room to obtain the photopolymer dry plate sensitive to red light. 

 

CLAIM 1. A preparation method of a red sensitive photopolymer 

holographic dry plate is characterized by comprising the following 

steps: the preparation method comprises the following steps: firstly, 

adding polyvinyl alcohol into deionized water, and stirring to fully 

dissolve the polyvinyl alcohol to prepare polyvinyl alcohol gelatin; 

then, sequentially adding monomer acrylamide, complementary 

monomer N, N' -methylene bisacrylamide, photoinitiator 

triethanolamine and photosensitizer methylene blue or azure I into 5-

10ml of deionized water, fully and uniformly stirring to completely dissolve the monomers, adding the solution into polyvinyl 

alcohol gelatin, and uniformly stirring to form photopolymer sol; and finally, uniformly coating the photopolymer sol on a clean 

glass substrate, and drying in a dark room to obtain the photopolymer dry plate sensitive to red light. 
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N7934 
 
WO2021137752 DHARMATILLEKE, MEDHA - DHARMATILLEKE, NANAYAKKARA 
Priority Date: 05/01/2020 
 

A FREE SPACE "POP-OUT" & "SINK-IN" HOLOGRAM DEVICE TO CREATE, GENERATE, DISPLAY AND 

SHARE HIGH DEFINITION FREE SPACE "POP-OUT" & "SINK-IN" HOLOGRAMS WITH POP-OUT & SINK-

IN HOLOGRAPHIC AUGMENTED REALITY (AR), VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) AND MIXED REALITY (MR) 

A unique method and a device to generate free space "pop-out" & "sink-in" holograms is disclosed herein. The hologram 

disclosed herein does not use any special medium, mirrors, reflective screens or wearables such as headgear & special glasses. 

The hologram disclosed herein can be created in free space, outer space or in air, without any other optical components except 

for the special display screen of the hologram device. This device demonstrates a free space hologram and the hologram 

Augmented Reality & hologram Virtual Reality. A camera capable of hologram quality images equipped with a smart lens which 

mimics the human eye by changing it's lens aperture according to the light intensity as the pupil of the human eye and focus & 

capture "pop-out" & "sink-in" hologram images is disclosed herein. The audio which is incorporated with the device provide 

multi dimensional multi directional audio effects. 

 

DISPOSITIF D'HOLOGRAMME DE TYPE « POP-OUT » ET « SINK-IN » DANS UN ESPACE LIBRE 

PERMETTANT DE CRÉER, GÉNÉRER, AFFICHER ET PARTAGER DES HOLOGRAMMES DE TYPE « POP-

OUT » ET « SINK-IN » À HAUTE DÉFINITION DANS UN ESPACE LIBRE À L'AIDE DE LA RÉALITÉ 

AUGMENTÉE (AR), DE LA RÉALITÉ VIRTUELLE (VR) ET DE LA RÉALITÉ MIXTE (MR) HOLOGRAPHIQUES 

DE TYPE « POP-OUT » ET « SINK-IN » 

L'invention concerne un procédé unique et un dispositif permettant de générer des hologrammes de type « pop-out » et « sink-in 

» (qui apparaissent et disparaissent) dans un espace libre. L'hologramme ci-décrit n'utilise pas de support particulier, de miroirs, 

d'écrans réfléchissants ou d'articles pouvant être portés tels que des casques ou des lunettes spéciales. L'hologramme ci-décrit 

peut être créé dans un espace libre, dans un espace extérieur ou dans les airs, sans nécessiter aucun autre composant optique à 

l'exception de l'écran d'affichage spécial du dispositif d'hologramme. Ce dispositif présente un hologramme dans l'espace libre 

et la réalité virtuelle d'hologramme ainsi que la réalité augmentée d'hologramme. L'invention concerne également une caméra 

capable de produire des images de qualité hologramme qui est équipée d'une lentille intelligente qui imite l'oeil humain en 

modifiant son ouverture en fonction de l'intensité lumineuse comme le fait la pupille de l'oeil humain, celle-ci étant aussi capable 

de faire la mise au point sur des images d'hologramme de type « pop-out » et « sink-in » et de les capturer. L'audio qui est 

incorporé dans le dispositif fournit des effets audio multidirectionnels et multidimensionnels. 
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N7935 
 
WO2021141565 İHSAN DOĞRAMACI BİLKENT ÜNİVERSİTESİ 
Priority Date: 08/01/2020 
 

METHOD FOR REDUCING THE INTERLAYER INTERFERENCE IN MULTILAYER HOLOGRAMS 

The present invention relates to a method for calculating and projecting 3-D holograms built in a multilayer manner. In particular, 

the present invention relates to a method for determining the image layers for forming the multilayer or multi-slice 3D volumetric 

images and the distances to be projected of said images and also for reducing the interlayer interference in holograms for forming 

the multilayer 3D volumetric images by means of the random selection of the phase of the image to be formed in each layer. 

 

PROCÉDÉ DE RÉDUCTION DE L'INTERFÉRENCE INTERCOUCHE DANS DES HOLOGRAMMES 

MULTICOUCHES 

La présente invention concerne un procédé de calcul et de projection d'hologrammes 3D construits de manière multicouche. En 

particulier, la présente invention concerne un procédé pour déterminer les couches d'image pour former les images volumétriques 

3D multicouches ou multitranches et les distances à projeter desdites images et également pour réduire l'interférence intercouche 

dans des hologrammes pour former les images volumétriques 3D multicouches au moyen de la sélection aléatoire de la phase de 

l'image à former dans chaque couche. 

 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. Method for calculating and projecting multilayer and 3D holograms, characterized in that; it comprises the following 

process steps: - Adding random phase (0S) to each of a group of target images (Us) constituting 3D projection by computer, - 

Adding Fresnel zone plates with a suitable value (Zs) to focus every image layer on the projection to be conducted at a targeted 

distance by a computer, - Obtaining the total hologram (HM) by gathering all layer information together, - Displaying the final 

hologram through a displayer. 
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N7939 
 
US20210203893 YANEZ RAY 
Priority Date: 30/12/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC HOLIDAY DISPLAY ASSEMBLY 

A holographic holiday display assembly for celebrating Christmas without a 

Christmas tree includes a housing and a hologram unit that is coupled to the 

housing. The hologram unit projects a holographic Christmas tree above the 

housing when the hologram unit is turned on. In this way the hologram unit is 

facilitates a user to celebrate Christmas without a Christmas tree. A plurality of 

speakers is each of the speakers is coupled to the housing to emit sound outwardly 

therefrom. A remote control is provided that is in wireless communication with the 

projector unit and the speakers. The remote control remotely turns each of the 

projector unit and the speakers on and off. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic holiday display assembly being configured to produce 

a hologram of a Christmas tree for celebrating Christmas, said assembly 

comprising: a housing being continuously arcuate about a center point such that 

said housing defines a continuous and unbroken ring, wherein said housing has a 

top wall, a bottom wall, an outwardly facing wall and an inwardly facing wall, said 

inwardly facing wall being unbroken and continuously arcuate about said center 

point such that said inwardly facing wall defines an opening extending through 

said housing, said outwardly facing wall being co-arcuate with said inwardly 

facing wall such that each of said inwardly facing wall and said outwardly facing 

wall define concentric circles, said top wall being open into an interior of said 

housing, said outwardly facing wall having a plurality of speaker openings extending therethrough for passing sound out of said 

housing; a hologram unit being coupled to said housing, said hologram unit projecting a holographic Christmas tree above said 

housing when said hologram unit is turned on wherein said hologram unit is configured to facilitate a user to celebrate Christmas 

without a Christmas tree; a plurality of speakers, each of said speakers being coupled to said housing wherein each of said 

speakers is configured to emit sound outwardly therefrom; and a remote control being in wireless communication with said 

projector unit and said speakers, said remote control remotely turning each of said projector unit and said speakers on and off. 

 

 

N7942 
 
US20210223524 SAMSUNG DISPLAY 
Priority Date: 21/01/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY APPARATUS 

A holographic display apparatus includes a light source disposed on a printed 

circuit board, a display panel diffracting light transferred from the light 

source, and an optical system disposed between the light source and the 

display panel. The optical system converts the light incident from the light 

source into a surface light source. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic display apparatus comprising: a light source 

disposed on a printed circuit board; a display panel diffracting light 

transferred from the light source; and an optical system disposed between the 

light source and the display panel, wherein the optical system converts the 

light incident from the light source into a surface light source. 
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N7943 
 

US20210223549 FACEBOOK TECHNOLOGIES 
Priority Date: 22/01/2020 
 

OPTICAL ASSEMBLY WITH HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS FOR FOLDED OPTICAL PATH 

An optical device for a head-mounted display device includes a first partial reflector and a second partial reflector positioned 

relative to the first partial reflector so that the second partial reflector receives first light transmitted through the first partial 

reflector and reflects at least a portion of the first light toward the first partial reflector as second light. At least a portion of the 

second light is reflected by the first partial reflector as third light, and at least 

a portion of the third light is transmitted through the second partial reflector. 

At least one of the first partial reflector or the second partial reflector 

includes a reflective holographic element. 
 

CLAIM 1. An optical device for a head-mounted display device, the optical 

device comprising: a first partial reflector; and a second partial reflector 

positioned relative to the first partial reflector so that the second partial 

reflector receives first light transmitted through the first partial reflector and 

reflects at least a portion of the first light toward the first partial reflector as 

second light, wherein: at least a portion of the second light is reflected by 

the first partial reflector as third light, and at least a portion of the third light 

is transmitted through the second partial reflector, and at least one of the first 

partial reflector or the second partial reflector comprises a reflective holographic element. 

 

 

N7945 
 

KR102274334 BOXER 
Priority Date: 29/03/2021 
 

METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR USER RESPONSIVE VEHICLE CONTROL USING HOLOGRAMS 

A method, apparatus, and system for user responsive vehicle control using holograms are disclosed. The method includes: 

generating a mode start signal to activate a camera unit, a sensor unit, and a hologram projection unit disposed in a vehicle when 

a motion of a user is recognized within a predetermined range; Recognizing a hand shape included in the image information 

received through the camera unit based on user information when a gesture recognition start mode is executed in response to the 

mode start signal; Recognizing a gesture operation in which the projection information is selected corresponding to the gesture 

recognition area; determining whether preset position information matches selected position information by analyzing the gesture 

operation based on the projection information and controlling a vehicle according to a setting of the user when the preset position 

information matches the selected position information; And generating a gesture termination signal to deactivate the camera unit, 

the sensor unit, and the hologram projection unit to execute a gesture recognition termination mode when the user's motion is 

not recognized. 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of controlling a user responsive vehicle using a hologram, the method comprising: generating a mode start 

signal to activate a camera unit, a sensor unit, and a hologram projection unit disposed in the vehicle when a user's motion is 

recognized within a predetermined range; Recognizing a hand shape included in the image information received through the 

camera unit based on the user information when a gesture recognition start mode is executed in response to the mode start signal; 

Projecting a hologram including projection information corresponding to the recognition of the hand onto a gesture recognition 

area; recognizing a gesture operation in which the projection information is selected corresponding to the gesture recognition 

area; Determining whether the preset position information matches the selected position information by analyzing the gesture 

operation based on the projection information, and controlling the vehicle according to the setting of the user when the preset 

position information matches the selected position information; and generating a gesture termination signal when the gesture 

operation of the user is not recognized, And deactivating the sensor unit and the hologram projection unit to execute a gesture 

recognition termination mode, wherein the method for controlling the user-reactive vehicle using the hologram projects the 

hologram onto an upper surface of a dashboard of the vehicle, Wherein the projecting of the hologram comprises projecting the 

hologram on the upper surface of the dashboard corresponding to the gesture recognition area according to the position of the 

gesture of the user, Setting the entire area of the dashboard as the gesture recognition area, setting at least one partial area of a 

central area, an upper area, a lower area, a left area, And a reduced area obtained by reducing the entire area is set as the gesture 

recognition area, or the entire area is divided into a plurality of areas and selectively set as the gesture recognition area to project 

the hologram. 
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N7951 
 
KR20210075422 SONG, YUN GUN - KIM, SUNG-UK 
Priority Date: 13/12/2019 
 

LOSS OF LOSS USING HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES 

The present invention relates to an image display apparatus including an upper case body 

having a polygonal box shape with an empty interior, wherein wall surfaces of the upper case 

body are formed to be transparent or semitransparent by a transparent material so that the 

interior of the upper case body can be seen from the outside, And an image output unit having 

an incident surface on which the source image emitted by the source image generation unit is 

incident at a predetermined set angle to output a hologram image. 

 

CLAIM 1. A stereoscopic image display device comprising: an upper case body having a 

polygonal box shape with an empty interior, wherein wall surfaces of the upper case body are 

formed to be transparent or translucent by a transparent material so that the interior of the 

upper case body can be seen from the outside; And an image output unit provided inside the 

housing and having an incident surface on which the source image emitted by the source 

image generating unit is incident at a predetermined set angle to output a hologram image. 

 

 

 

 

N7953 
 
KR20210077232 INHA INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 17/12/2019 
 

TRANSMISSIVE HOLOGRAPHIC NEAR-EYE DISPLAY DEVICE WITH SMOOTHLY EXTENDED EYEBOXES 

USING ANGULAR SPECTRAL WRAPPING AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME 

A transmissive holographic near-eye display apparatus having a smoothly extended eyebox using respective spectral wrappings 

and a method of operating the same are provided. A transmission type holographic near-eye display apparatus having an extended 

eyebox according to an exemplary embodiment includes: a spatial light modulator (SLM) configured to modulate a laser beam; 

a 4-f system configured to form an intermediate 3 D holographic image around an SLM image plane by passing the laser beam 

passing through the SLM; A hoe (Holographic Optical Element) configured to reflect the intermediate 3 D holographic image to 

form a virtual 3 D image in front of an eye; and an eyebox configured to form the virtual 3 D image around a focal point of the 

hoe, wherein the eyebox is configured to be duplicated and stitched in horizontal and vertical directions to expand the eyebox. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A transmissive holographic near-eye display device having an extended eyebox, comprising: a spatial light modulator 

(SLM) for modulating a laser beam; a 4-f system for passing the laser beam passing through the SLM to form an intermediate 3 

D holographic image about an SLM image plane; A hoe (Holographic Optical Element) that reflects the intermediate 3 D 

holographic image to form a virtual 3 D image in front of the eye; and an eyebox in which the virtual 3 D image is formed around 

a focal point of the hoe, So as to expand the eyebox by replicating and stitching the eyebox in the horizontal and vertical 

directions. 
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N7955 
 
KR20210080130 YOON, SUN-HO 
Priority Date: 21/12/2019 
 

MULTIPLE HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION DEVICE 

The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for providing various images to an observer, in which installation 

and disassembly of the apparatus is simple due to a structure in which a semi-transparent layer is directly irradiated without a 

reflector used for implementation of a general floating hologram and implementation of a similar hologram; and when a plurality 

of apparatuses are installed at different positions, positions at which images are formed can be changed, and the apparatus can 

implement the method. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of generating a similar hologram, i.e., holographic image, which directly projects light onto a transflective 

film without using a reflector to form an image that feels a sense of distance to an observer. 

 
 

 

 

N7956 
 
KR20210081104 KT 
Priority Date: 23/12/2019 
 

EDGE SERVER AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING HOLOGRAM IMAGE, AND MULTI-CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

APPARATUS FOR OUTPUTTING HOLOGRAM IMAGE 

An edge server for providing a hologram image includes a location information receiver configured to receive location 

information of at least one object located in a location recognition area based on the location recognition area set from each 

surface of a multi-display apparatus, a priority determiner configured to determine a priority between the at least one object 

based on the received location information of the at least one object, A projection matrix adjuster configured to adjust a projection 

matrix of a virtual camera based on the determined priority between the objects and location information of the objects, a renderer 

configured to render the hologram image based on the adjusted projection matrix, and a transmitter configured to transmit the 

rendered hologram image to the multi-display device. 

 

CLAIM 1. An edge server for providing a hologram image, the 

edge server comprising: a location information receiving unit 

configured to receive location information of at least one object 

located in a location recognition area based on the location 

recognition area set from each surface of a multi-display 

apparatus; A priority determination unit configured to determine 

a priority between the at least one object based on the received 

location information of the at least one object; A projection 

matrix adjuster configured to adjust a projection matrix of a 

virtual camera based on the determined priority between the 

objects and location information of the objects; a renderer configured to render the hologram image based on the adjusted 

projection matrix; and a transmitter configured to transmit the rendered hologram image to the multi-surface display apparatus. 
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N7957 
 
KR20210088420 LEE, KWANJOON 
Priority Date: 21/12/2020 
 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECT POLYHEDRAL HOLOGRAM EXPERIENCE DEVICE 

A three-dimensional object multi-perspective hologram experience apparatus is provided. The apparatus includes a three-

dimensional object main body, a plurality of screen units provided in front, rear, left and right upper and lower regions of the 

three-dimensional object main body, and a projector provided in the three-dimensional object main body to project an image to 

the plurality of screen units. the plurality of screen units are provided to be transparent or semi-transparent to view the image 

inside or outside the three-dimensional object main body. 

 

CLAIM 1. A three-dimensional object comprising: a three-dimensional object 

main body; a plurality of screen parts provided in front, rear, left and right upper 

and lower regions of the three-dimensional object main body; and a projector 

provided in the three-dimensional object main body to project an image on the 

plurality of screen parts, Wherein the plurality of screen portions are provided 

so as to be transparent or semitransparent so that the image can be seen from the 

inside or the outside of the three-dimensional object main body, wherein the 

three-dimensional object main body is provided with a head portion having a 

girdle shape, Wherein a screen unit disposed on the head unit among the 

plurality of screen units is provided with a head unit screen corresponding to the 

head unit, the plurality of screen units are provided by processing a transparent 

ceramic ball lens on a black-based surface having the highest transparency by 

an inorganic binding method, and the plurality of screen units have a reflection 

coefficient of 4.0 Gain and a tensile strength of 150 kg/mm.2A transparency of 

90%, and a maximum elongation of 4%, and the three-dimensional object body 

is made of a material including an aluminum material. 

 

 

N7968 
 
CN113033952 STATE GRID ZHEJIANG ELECTRIC POWER 
Priority Date: 05/02/2021 
 

BUSINESS HALL INTELLIGENT DEVICE AND BUSINESS STATE HOLOGRAPHIC SENSING APPLICATION 

SYSTEM 

The invention belongs to the technical field of electric power, and particularly relates to business hall intelligent equipment and 

a business state holographic sensing application system, which comprise a management visual angle panoramic display module 

and a single hall visual angle overall process management and control analysis module; the management visual angle panoramic 

display module comprises a website real-time sensing module used for website distribution sensing, website abnormity sensing 

and business real-time sensing and a website holographic display module used for website running state display, website service 

resource display and website business display; the single-hall visual angle overall process management and control analysis 

module comprises a business hall real-time monitoring module used for self-service terminal business handling monitoring, 

service resource state holographic monitoring and window service monitoring and a business hall service analysis module used 

for passenger flow trend analysis, salesman service analysis, payment business time sharing analysis and business volume trend 

analysis. The invention realizes anomaly detection, improves risk response capability, realizes digital panoramic display and 

realizes systematic and intelligent analysis and control. 

 

CLAIM 1. A business hall intelligent device and a business state holographic sensing application system are characterized by 

comprising a management visual angle panoramic display module and a single hall visual angle overall process management 

and control analysis module; the management visual angle panoramic display module comprises a website real-time sensing 

module used for website distribution sensing, website abnormity sensing and business real-time sensing and a website 

holographic display module used for website running state display, website service resource display and website business display; 

the single-hall visual angle overall process management and control analysis module comprises a business hall real-time 

monitoring module used for self-service terminal business handling monitoring, service resource state holographic monitoring 

and window service monitoring and a business hall service analysis module used for passenger flow trend analysis, salesman 

service analysis, payment business time sharing analysis and business volume trend analysis. 
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N7969 
 

CN113034943 CHONGQING CHANGAN AUTOMOBILE 
Priority Date: 26/02/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC INTERSECTION VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD 

According to the holographic intersection video display system and method, when a vehicle drives into an intersection area, real-

time road condition data of a current intersection are displayed by a display screen through a V2X technology, so that the vehicle 

can know the road condition of the current intersection; and transmit the real-time road conditions image of panorama through 

5G communication, other intersection real-time road conditions of navigation APP inquiry in the user's accessible well accuse 

screen, help the user to know the traffic situation of going out in the region on a large scale, help the user to carry out the trip 

route and select the planning. 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic intersection video display system is characterized in that: the system comprises road side equipment 

and vehicle end equipment; the road side equipment comprises a camera (1), a road side server (2), a Road Side Unit (RSU) (3) 

and a communication transmission module (4); the vehicle-end equipment comprises a vehicle-mounted unit OBU (5) and a 

central control screen (6); the camera (1) is used for acquiring real-time road condition data of the intersection; the roadside 

server (2) analyzes and processes the real-time road condition data of the intersection and fuses the real-time road condition data; 

the road side unit RSU (3) and the communication transmission module (4) are respectively communicated with the road side 

server (2); the road side unit RSU (3) transmits the fused real-time road condition data of the intersection to the automobile 

central control screen through the vehicle-mounted unit OBU (5); the communication transmission module transmits the fused 

real-time road condition data of the intersection to the automobile central control screen; when a vehicle drives into the current 

intersection, the road side unit RSU transmits the real-time road condition data of the current intersection to the vehicle-mounted 

unit OBU, and the central control screen displays the real-time road condition of the current intersection until the vehicle safely 

passes through the current intersection; when the personnel in the vehicle select the intersection through the central control 

screen, the communication transmission module acquires the real-time road condition data of the intersection corresponding to 

the intersection from the road side server and transmits the data to the central control screen for display. 

 

 

N7970 
 

CN113041083 JIANGSU RUI YING MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/04/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OPERATION CONSOLE APPLIED TO QMR TECHNOLOGY 

The invention discloses a holographic projection operation console applied to QMR technology, which relates to the technical 

field of operation consoles. The invention takes the projection into the inner part of the glass plate closest to the user, projects a 

holographic image above the four glass plates, adjusts the projection height of the holographic projection table through the 

holographic projection lifting seat, and adjusts the body part of the patient through the auxiliary lifting seat, so that the invention 

can be matched with a doctor to finish the holographic image which can be transmitted according to the body condition of the 

patient at any time in the operation, can assist in quickly and effectively solving the difficulty according to the image and QMR 

technical support when the operation has certain difficulty, and improves the efficiency of solving the difficulty in the operation 

and the success rate of the operation. 
 

CLAIM 1. The holographic projection operation console applied to the QMR 

technology comprises a main positioning plate (1) and is characterized in that 

an extension workbench (3) is fixedly mounted on the left side of the main 

positioning plate (1), a QMR computer control terminal (4) is fixedly mounted 

at the top of the extension workbench (3), an operation table (12) is fixedly 

mounted at the top of the main positioning plate (1), a lifting plate (10) is 

hinged to the left side of the operation table (12), two auxiliary lifting seats 

(8) are fixedly mounted at the top of the main positioning plate (1), the tops 

of output shafts of the two auxiliary lifting seats (8) are fixedly connected with 

the bottom of the lifting plate (10), a positioning rail (15) is arranged inside 

the operation table (12), a supporting column (11) is arranged on the back of 

the main positioning plate (1), the front of the supporting column (11) penetrates through and extends into the positioning rail 

(15), the left and right sides of support column (11) all articulates there is movable pulley (16), two movable pulley (16) all are 

located the inside of location rail (15), the top of support column (11) is provided with holographic projection platform (9), the 

equal fixed mounting in four angles at support column (11) top has holographic projection lift seat (14), four the top of 

holographic projection lift seat (14) output shaft all with the bottom fixed connection of holographic projection platform (9). 
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N7972 
 
CN113050357 YE JUNYU - LI PING 
Priority Date: 01/04/2021 
 

ARRAY TYPE SPRAY WATER CURTAIN 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION METHOD AND DEVICE 

The invention discloses an array type spray water curtain 3D holographic projection method and device, which can realize 

projection of a 3D holographic image which can be watched by naked eyes in all directions and can be touched in the air, and 

comprises an electromagnetic valve nozzle array, a control module, a computer, projection equipment and water supply 

equipment; wherein the nozzles of the electromagnetic valves are closely arranged according to a horizontal linear array, and 

water curtains formed by spraying of the nozzles are mutually parallel; one end of the water supply equipment is communicated 

with a water source, and the other end of the water supply equipment is a water supply branch port communicated with the water 

inlet of each electromagnetic valve; the control module is respectively connected with the switch circuit of each electromagnetic 

valve; the control module is connected with the computer; the control module is connected with a switching circuit of the water 

supply equipment; the computer is connected with the projection equipment; the control module continuously switches the 

nozzles in sequence to quickly refresh the water curtain by controlling the switch of the electromagnetic valve; the computer 

controls the projection equipment to project corresponding images to the water screen, and the projections can be spliced into a 

complete 3D holographic image viewed from any direction by utilizing the phenomenon of visual persistence. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An array type spray water curtain 3D holographic projection method and device are characterized in that the method 

and device can project 3D holographic static and dynamic images which can be watched by naked eyes in all directions in the 

air, and the device comprises an electromagnetic valve nozzle array, a control module, a computer, projection equipment and 

water supply equipment; the nozzles of the electromagnetic valve nozzle array are fan-shaped spray nozzles or slit strip-shaped 

nozzles, and are closely arranged according to a horizontal linear array, and water curtains formed by spraying of the nozzles are 

parallel to each other; one end of the water supply equipment is communicated with a water source, and the other end of the 

water supply equipment is a water supply branch port which is communicated with each electromagnetic valve water inlet of the 

electromagnetic valve nozzle array; the control module is respectively connected with the switch circuit of each electromagnetic 

valve of the electromagnetic valve nozzle array; the control module is connected with the computer; the control module is 

connected with a switching circuit of the water supply equipment; the computer is connected with the projection equipment; the 

array type spray water curtain 3D holographic projection method comprises the following steps: after the control module opens 

a switch of the water supply equipment to supply water, the control module controls a first nozzle to open spray in sequence to 

quickly form a water curtain by controlling an electromagnetic valve, the control module closes the current nozzle after the water 

curtain exists for a short time, immediately controls a next nozzle to open spray, and the sequence is circulated from head to tail 

so as to continuously switch the nozzles to quickly refresh the water curtain; when the water curtain is refreshed quickly, the 

control module sends a synchronization signal to the computer, the computer controls the projection equipment to project a 

corresponding image to the water curtain according to the synchronization signal sent by the control module in the short existence 

time of the water curtain, and the projection can be spliced into a complete 3D holographic image viewed from any direction by 

utilizing the phenomenon of visual persistence. 
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N7974 
 
CN113066191 CHINESE PEOPLE S LIBERATION GROUND FORCE ARMORED TROOP 

Priority Date: 10/04/2021 ACADEMY 

 

VIRTUAL AND REAL FUSION METHOD AND SYSTEM OF HOLOGRAPHIC VOLUME VIEW PARALLAX 

IMAGE BASED ON DEPTH MAP 

The invention provides a virtual-real fusion method and system of a holographic stereogram view parallax image based on a 

depth map. The invention keeps the shielding relation of the scene in the virtual-real fusion of the parallax images, enhances the 

reality and has universality. 

 

CLAIM 1. A virtual-real fusion method of a holographic volume view parallax image based on a depth map is characterized by 

comprising the following steps: obtaining a parallax image I of a real sceneR(i, j) and depth map DIR(I, j), the parallax image 

IR(i, j) is sampled by the first target camera, i, j representing a pixel position index of the image; establishing a virtual scene, 

and acquiring a parallax image I of the virtual scene by using a virtual target cameraV(i, j) and depth map DIV(i,j); When Value 

[ DI ]R(i,j)]>Value[DIV(i,j)]When it is, let Value [ I ]R(i,j)]=0,Value[IV(i,j)]Keeping the same; when Value [ DI 

]R(i,j)]<Value[DIV(i,j)]When it is, let Value [ I ]V(i,j)]=0,Value[IR(i,j)]Keeping the same; when Value [ DI 

]R(i,j)]=Value[DIV(i,j)]When equal to 0, let Value [ IR(i,j)]=Value[IV(i,j)]=0; Wherein, Value [ DI ]R(i,j)]Depth Value DI of a 

depth map representing a parallax image of a real sceneV(i,j)]Depth Value [ I ] of a depth map representing a parallax image of 

a virtual sceneR(i,j)]Value [ I ] representing the pixel Value of a parallax image of a real sceneV(i,j)]Pixel values representing a 

parallax image of the virtual scene; by the formula IF(i,j)=New_IR(i,j)+New_IV(I, j) obtaining a fused parallax image I with an 

occlusion relationF(i,j) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

N7976 
 
CN113076001 HUNAN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING VOCATIONAL COLLEGE 
Priority Date: 07/04/2021 
 

INTELLIGENT 3D MODEL MODELING AND HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR ART DESIGN 

The invention provides an intelligent 3D model modeling and 

holographic display system for art design, which comprises an 

acquisition device, a display device, a detection device, an induction 

device, a processing device, a protection device and a processor, wherein 

the acquisition device acquires data of an article; the display device 

displays the article based on the data of the acquisition device; the 

detection device detects the motion and the hand shape direction of an 

operator; the induction device carries out data acquisition on the 

displayed model; the processing device processes the data of the 

acquisition device, the detection device and the induction device; the 

adjusting device adjusts the sampling angle of the sampling device; the 

protective device protects the stored articles. According to the invention, 

the limiting mechanism is used for limiting the display range of the 

display mechanism, so that the poking action of an operator can be 

collected, the real-time rotation of the model is responded, the 

ornamental interest is increased, and the real touch sense of the operator 

and the model is taken into consideration. 

 

CLAIM 1. An intelligent 3D model modeling and holographic display system for art design is characterized by comprising an 

acquisition device, a display device, a detection device, an induction device, a processing device, a protection device and a 

processor, wherein the acquisition device acquires data of an article; the display device displays the articles based on the data of 

the acquisition device; the detection device detects the action of an operator and the direction of the hand shape; the induction 

device acquires data of the displayed model; the processing device processes the data of the acquisition device, the detection 

device and the induction device; the protective device protects the stored item. 
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N7978 
 
CN113093389 SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY NANJING 
Priority Date: 15/04/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC WAVEGUIDE DISPLAY DEVICE BASED ON NON-VISUAL FIELD IMAGING AND METHOD 

THEREOF 

The invention discloses a holographic waveguide display device based on non-visual field imaging and a method thereof. The 

camera captures diffuse reflection information in a non-vision field scene, inputs the diffuse reflection information into the 

microprocessor, and sends the diffuse reflection information to the cloud server for calculation. And the microprocessor receives 

the calculation result of the cloud server, transmits the reconstructed target object image to the micro display to serve as an image 

source, the light is collimated by the collimating lens and then enters the coupling element in parallel, the light is coupled into 

the slab waveguide by the coupling element, and the light reaches the coupling element after being totally reflected in the slab 

waveguide and then is coupled into the human eye. The invention has the advantages of miniaturization of the display structure, 

supplementation of the visual perception effect of a general holographic waveguide structure under the non-visual field condition 

and improvement of the coupling degree of virtual information and real information. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic waveguide display device based on non-visual 

field imaging is characterized by comprising a camera (10), a flat 

waveguide (20), an out-coupling element (21), an in-coupling element 

(22), a microprocessor (23), a micro-display (24), a collimating lens (25), 

a first data transmission line (26) and a second data transmission line 

(27); the camera (10), the in-coupling element (21) and the out-coupling 

element (22) are located on the slab waveguide (20), and the camera (10) 

is located between the in-coupling element (21) and the out-coupling 

element (22); the microprocessor (23), the micro display (24) and the 

collimating lens (25) are positioned right below the flat waveguide (20); 

the collimating lens (25) is located between the microdisplay (24) and 

the slab waveguide (20); one end of the microprocessor (23) is connected with the camera (10) through a first data transmission 

line (26), and the other end of the microprocessor is connected with the micro display (24) through a second data transmission 

line (27); the collimating lens (25) is located between the microdisplay (24) and the slab waveguide (20). 

 

 

N7981 
 
CN113093501 GUANGZHOU XINQIDIAN CULTURE TOURISM TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/03/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR, PROJECTION CONTROL METHOD AND DEVICE 

The invention discloses a holographic projector, a projection control method and 

a device, wherein the holographic projector comprises: the hologram projector 

includes: the device comprises a base, a plurality of projectors and a holographic 

image screen; the bottom of base is equipped with flexible subassembly, flexible 

subassembly respectively with a plurality of projector connects, every the 

projector is equipped with tortuous projection screen, the holographic image 

screen surrounds a plurality of projector sets up the top surface of base. The 

projector can form the morphological structure of an object to be projected by 

moving the projector, and then the projector projects light to the holographic 

image screen to display the image on the holographic image screen. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projector, characterized in that the holographic 

projector comprises: the device comprises a base, a plurality of projectors and a 

holographic image screen; the bottom of the base is provided with a telescopic 

assembly, the telescopic assembly is respectively connected with the plurality of 

projectors, each projector is provided with a zigzag projection screen, and the 

holographic image screen surrounds the plurality of projectors and is arranged on 

the top surface of the base; the telescopic assembly drives the projectors to move up and down so that the projectors can display 

the image to be displayed, and the projection screen irradiates the image to be displayed to the holographic image screen. 
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N7982 
 

CN113093502 JINGMEN CITY DREAM EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/04/2021 
 

WEARING TRACKING TYPE GEOMETRIC HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM 

The invention discloses a wearable tracking type geometric holographic display system which comprises projection equipment, 

a conjugate imaging screen, a supporting structure, a processor and a motion tracker. By adopting the wearable tracking type 

geometric holographic display system, the projection equipment projects picture information on the first side of the conjugate 

imaging screen, the conjugate imaging screen converts the picture information on the first side into an optical conjugate image 

on the second side, the motion tracker worn on the head of a user tracks the motion data of the head of the user, the processor 

controls the support structure to make corresponding action response according to the motion data, and the relative spatial 

position and/or the overall spatial position of the projection equipment and the conjugate imaging screen are/is adjusted, so that 

the window always covers the eyes of the user, and the user watches the optical conjugate image through the window. Because 

the window covers the eyes of the user all the time, the user can observe all the three-dimensional pictures, and therefore the use 

experience of the user is improved. 
 

CLAIM 1. A wearable tracking geometry holographic display system, comprising: 

a projection device for projecting picture information in a space; the conjugate 

imaging screen is used for converting the picture information projected on the first 

side of the conjugate imaging screen by the projection equipment into an optical 

conjugate image positioned on the second side of the conjugate imaging screen, and 

an output pupil of the projection equipment is a window for viewing the optical 

conjugate image relative to an optical conjugate area of the conjugate imaging 

screen; the supporting structure is respectively matched with the projection 

equipment and the conjugate imaging screen and provides physical structural 

support for the projection equipment and the conjugate imaging screen; the 

processor is electrically connected with the projection equipment and the supporting 

structure, and is characterized in that the wearable tracking type geometric 

holographic display system further comprises a motion tracker worn on the head of 

a user, the motion tracker is used for tracking motion data of the head of the user 

and transmitting the motion data to the processor, the processor controls the 

supporting structure to make corresponding action response according to the 

received motion data, and the relative spatial position and/or the overall spatial position of the projection equipment and the 

conjugate imaging screen are/is adjusted, so that the window always covers the eyes of the user. 

 

 

N7983 
 

CN113094015 SHANGHAI CHENGYI PACKAGE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 19/04/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC MULTI-SCREEN DISPLAY IMPLEMENTATION METHOD AND SYSTEM, COMPUTER 

EQUIPMENT AND STORAGE MEDIUM 

The invention provides a holographic multi-screen display implementation method, a holographic multi-screen display 

implementation system, computer equipment and a storage medium, wherein the system comprises the following steps: a host 

and a display; a host operating system is installed and operated on the host, and a plurality of virtual operating systems which 

operate independently are established and managed through the host operating system; the virtual operating system manages one 

independent display card; the virtual operating system is used for acquiring data streams; the independent display card is used 

for performing rendering processing according to the data stream from the virtual operating system to obtain a rendering picture; 

the display is used for displaying the rendering picture. The invention improves the utilization rate of hardware resources and 

improves the rendering efficiency. 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic multi-screen display implementation system, comprising: a host and a display; a host operating system 

is installed and operated on the host, and a plurality of virtual operating systems which operate independently are established 

and managed through the host operating system; the virtual operating system manages one independent display card; the virtual 

operating system is used for acquiring data streams; the independent display card is used for performing rendering processing 

according to the data stream from the virtual operating system to obtain a rendering picture; the display is used for displaying 

the rendering picture. 
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N7984 
 
CN113104207 NANJING GUANGDA INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH 

Priority Date: 10/05/2021 INSTITUTE 

 

3D HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY ROTOR WING AND WORKING METHOD THEREOF 

The invention provides a 3D holographic display rotor and a working method thereof, wherein the rotor comprises a rotor hub, 

rotor blades and RGB LED lamp strips; the rotor hub comprises a rotor hub fairing, a control integration module, an automatic 

tilter, a rotor shaft, a signal and power supply lead and a power supply and signal module, wherein the rotor blade comprises a 

front edge counterweight, a C-shaped girder, a skin, a foam core, a rear edge strip and a lamp strip mounting groove, and the 

lamp strip mounting groove is a mounting groove formed in the C-shaped girder and is in a cross rectangle shape; RGB LED 

lamp area includes the lamp area shell, RGB LED lamp pearl, and the lamp area shell is the cross rectangle, uses with the 

cooperation of lamp area mounting groove, carries out the installation and dismantlement in lamp area through the mode of 

inserting and taking out. The invention has simple disassembly and assembly and high cost performance, can display 

advertisements such as video images and the like in the air, can also be used as an air traffic signal lamp by displaying three 

colors of red, yellow and green, and has wide application prospect. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a 3D holographic display rotor which characterized in that: the rotor wing hub is arranged 

on the rotor wing hub, and the rotor wing blades and the RGB LED lamp belts are arranged on the rotor wing hub; the rotor hub 

comprises a rotor hub fairing, a control integrated module, an automatic tilter, a rotor shaft, a signal and power lead and a power 

and signal module, the rotor hub fairing is fixed at the root of the blade, fixedly connected with the root of the blade and the rotor 

shaft through bolts, the control integrated module is fixed at the upper end of the rotor shaft, the automatic tilter is fixed in the 

middle of the rotor shaft between the automatic tilter and the rotor hub fairing to make the whole rotor perform total pitch control 

and periodic pitch control, the rotor shaft is the output shaft of the engine and is fixedly connected with the inside of the engine, 

and drives the rotor to rotate, the signal and power supply lead is a lead for transmitting signals and power supply and is 

respectively connected with the control integration module and the power supply and signal module, the power supply and signal 

module is an input end and is fixed in the aircraft, providing input signals and power supply for the control integration module 

and the RGB LED lamp strip through signal and power supply wires; the rotor blade includes: the front edge counterweight, the 

C-shaped girder, the skin, the foam core, the rear edge strip and the lamp strip installation groove are internal structures of the 

rotor blade, are used as support and performance components, have certain pneumatic shapes, provide lift force when the rotor 

blade rotates, and are installation grooves which are arranged on the C-shaped girder and are in a cross rectangle shape; RGB 

LED lamp area includes the lamp area shell, RGB LED lamp pearl, and the lamp area shell is the cross rectangle, uses with the 

cooperation of lamp area mounting groove, carries out the installation and dismantlement in lamp area through the mode of 

inserting and taking out. 
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N7986 
 
CN113117351 SHENZHEN WUJIE VISION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/04/2021 
 

MULTI-PERSON IMMERSIVE 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SYSTEM 

The invention relates to the technical field of holographic projection, in particular to a multi-user immersive 3D holographic 

projection system which comprises a network center, a database, a storage unit, a central control system, a somatosensory control 

system, a data processing unit, a data analysis unit, an image output unit, an audio playing unit, a mounting rack and a base, 

wherein the database is in signal connection with the network center; the invention can lead the audience to select the watching 

angle by oneself according to the watching fondness of the audience, greatly increases the watching feeling of the audience, and 

increases the interactivity with the audience through the vision, the hearing and the touch by means of the 4D technology, thereby 

not only solving the problem that the body of the prior holographic projection needs to be moved by oneself when the audience 

wants to watch the projection images of other angles, which is very inconvenient, but also solving the problem that the prior 

holographic projection mostly interacts with the audience only through the vision, the interactivity is lower, and the audience 

can not experience the feeling of being personally on the scene. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a many people immersive 3D holographically projected system, includes that network 

center, database, memory cell, central control system, body feel control system, data processing unit, data analysis unit, image 

output unit, audio playback unit, mounting bracket (1) and base (2), its characterized in that: the signal connection between 

database and the network center, memory cell and the two-way electric connection of database, the two-way electric connection 

of central control system and database, central control system's output and the one-way electric connection of body control 

system's input are felt to the output, central control system's the two-way electric connection of input and data processing unit, 

data processing unit's the two-way electric connection of output and data analysis unit's input, data analysis unit's output 

respectively with the one-way electric connection of image output unit's input and audio playback unit's input, the top of 

mounting bracket (1) is provided with projection module (13), curtain (3) are installed to the below of mounting bracket (1), the 

top of base (2) is provided with a plurality of seats (4), the inside of base (2) and the below that is located seat (4) are provided 

with a plurality of revolution mechanic (5), the utility model discloses a play electronic device, including seat (4), the bottom 

fixed mounting of seat (4) has electric telescopic handle (6), the bottom bolt of electric telescopic handle (6) has carousel (7), 

and rotary disk (7) rotate with the surface at base (2) top and be connected, the top of revolution mechanic (5) is provided with 

connecting axle (8), and connecting axle (8) run through base (2) and with rotary disk (7) bolt, the equal bolt in top of seat (4) 

the left and right sides has fixed box (9), fixed box (9) inlay respectively on the surface of one side in opposite directions and be 

equipped with play module (12) and mounting box (10), the internally mounted of mounting box (10) has silence fan (11), the 

control system's of body feeling output respectively with electric telescopic handle (6) and the one-way electric connection of 

silence fan (11). 
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N7988 
 
CN113126465 WUHAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 30/04/2021 
 

THREE-PRIMARY-COLOR HOLOGRAPHIC SUPER SURFACE BASED ON DUAL-CHANNEL POLARIZATION 

MULTIPLEXING AND DESIGN METHOD THEREOF 

The invention discloses a three-primary-color holographic super surface based on dual-channel polarization multiplexing and a 

design method thereof. The super-surface color hologram utilizes two orthogonal circular polarization channels to process three 

primary color components of a color image R, G, B, corresponding dispersion compensation is carried out aiming at each 

component wavelength, the problem of crosstalk of the three primary color components of the color hologram is solved, and the 

super-surface color hologram has the advantages of an angle multiplexing mode and a polarization multiplexing mode. On the 

basis, the phase type computer generated hologram is realized by regulating and controlling the phase of each periodic nanometer 

unit forming the super surface, and a color hologram can be presented in a far field under the normal incidence condition. The 

invention provides a new mode for super-surface color holography, and can be applied to the fields of color holographic display 

and the like. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A three-primary-color holographic super surface based on dual-channel polarization multiplexing is characterized in 

that: the array consists of a transparent substrate and a periodic nano brick structure array; the periodic nano-brick structure array 

is deposited on the transparent substrate, the nano-brick structures are the same, when circularly polarized light enters, an 

additional phase is carried by an orthogonal polarization component in reflected light, and the additional phase is related to the 

turning angle of the nano-brick; by reasonably designing the distribution of the steering angles of the nano bricks, the super 

surface can be designed into a phase type calculation holographic plate; the computer generated hologram divides R, G, B three 

primary colors of the color image into a right-handed circular polarization (RCP) channel and a left-handed circular polarization 

(LCP) channel which are orthogonal to each other for processing, and diffraction dispersion compensation is respectively carried 

out according to the difference of the corresponding wavelengths of R, G, B components; when three laser beams of different 

colors are simultaneously normally incident on the super surface, the three primary color components can be superposed again 

in the far-field specific region R, G, B, thereby realizing color holography. 
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N7990 
 
CN213525095U SHANGHAI WANXING HEALTH MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
Priority Date: 21/08/2020 
 

INTELLIGENT FACE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT INSTRUMENT BASED ON HOLOGRAPHIC 

PROJECTION 

The utility model relates to a facial diagnosis and treatment appearance technical field just discloses a facial intelligence diagnosis 

and treatment appearance based on holographic projection, including diagnosing and treating the appearance body, the left side 

of diagnosing and treating the appearance body is provided with places the hole, the spacing of bottom fixedly connected with 

of diagnosing and treating the appearance body, the bottom fixedly connected with supporting leg of diagnosing and treating the 

appearance body, the supporting leg is located both sides around the spacing, the equal sliding connection in bottom of the inner 

wall of spacing and diagnosis and treatment appearance body has L shape support column. The utility model discloses a set up 

spacing, L shape support column, facial supporting mechanism, coupling mechanism, first gear, actuating mechanism, toothed 

chain, controller and infrared distance measuring sensor's cooperation, can adjust the position of patient's head, and then prevent 

when using this diagnosis and treatment instrument to diagnose, the distance is far away or nearer between patient's face and the 

interior light wave transmitter of diagnosis and treatment instrument, leads to the image that this diagnosis and treatment 

instrument was shot inaccurate. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The intelligent face diagnosis and treatment instrument based on holographic projection comprises a diagnosis and 

treatment instrument body (1) and is characterized in that a placing hole (2) is formed in the left side of the diagnosis and 

treatment instrument body (1), a limiting frame (3) is fixedly connected to the bottom of the diagnosis and treatment instrument 

body (1), supporting legs (4) are fixedly connected to the bottom of the diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1), the 

supporting legs (4) are located on the front side and the rear side of the limiting frame (3), an L-shaped supporting column (5) is 

connected to the inner wall of the limiting frame (3) and the bottom of the diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1) in a 

sliding mode, and a face supporting mechanism (6) is fixedly connected to the surface of the L-shaped supporting column (5; 

the utility model discloses a diagnosis and treatment instrument, including diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1), the left 

side of diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1) and the equal fixedly connected with coupling mechanism (7) in right side 

of facial supporting mechanism (6), the fixed surface of coupling mechanism (7) is connected with first gear (8), the positive 

fixedly connected with actuating mechanism (9) of diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1), the surface of actuating 

mechanism (9) and the surface of first gear (8) all mesh toothed chain (10), the positive fixedly connected with controller (11) 

of diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1), the top fixedly connected with installation piece (12) of diagnosis and treatment 

instrument body (1) inner wall, the inner wall fixedly connected with infrared distance measuring sensor (13) of installation 

piece (12), the last fixed surface of diagnosis and treatment instrument body (1) is connected with pilot lamp (14). 
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N7991 
 
CN213550858U XIAMEN EXPOSURE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/09/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC SHOW CUPBOARD OF PRODUCT PROPAGANDA USEFULNESS 

The utility model discloses a holographic show cupboard of product propaganda usefulness, be the show cupboard main part and 

the holographic projector in the show cupboard main part that the opening set up including the top, the lateral wall of show 

cupboard main part comprises glass, sliding sleeve is equipped with the movable plate in the show cupboard main part, and the 

movable plate rotates the cover and establishes on holographic projector, and the equal fixed mounting in bottom both sides of 

movable plate has the riser, and fixed mounting has two locating plates on the bottom inner wall of show cupboard main part, 

and the riser slip cap is established on the locating plate that corresponds, and the first groove has been seted up to the right side 

bottom of show cupboard main part. The utility model relates to a rationally, be convenient for adjust holographic projector's 

high position according to actual need, and then can be suitable for different places, and be convenient for carry out rotation 

regulation to holographic projector's orientation angle according to actual need, and then the visitor of a certain particular position 

of being convenient for watches the show product comprehensively, improves the show effect of publicity, satisfies the user 

demand, is favorable to using. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic display cabinet for product propaganda comprises a display cabinet main body (1) with an opening at 

the top and a holographic projector (2) in the display cabinet main body (1), wherein the side wall of the display cabinet main 

body (1) is composed of glass, and is characterized in that a movable plate (3) is sleeved in the display cabinet main body (1) in 

a sliding manner, the movable plate (3) is sleeved on the holographic projector (2) in a rotating manner, vertical plates (4) are 

fixedly arranged on two sides of the bottom of the movable plate (3), two positioning plates (5) are fixedly arranged on the inner 

wall of the bottom of the display cabinet main body (1), the vertical plates (4) are sleeved on the corresponding positioning plates 

(5) in a sliding manner, a first groove (10) is arranged at the bottom of the right side of the display cabinet main body (1), a 

rotating shaft (9) is rotatably arranged on the inner wall of the bottom of the first groove (10), and the top end of the rotating, a 

vertical pipe (7) with a top end of a plugging structure is movably sleeved on a rotating shaft (9), a screw rod (8) is fixedly 

installed on the inner wall of the top of the vertical pipe (7), the rotating shaft (9) is sleeved on the screw rod (8) in a threaded 

manner, one side, close to each other, of each of two vertical plates (4) is fixedly provided with a connecting plate (6), one end, 

close to each other, of each of the two connecting plates (6) is fixedly connected with the two sides of the vertical pipe (7) 

respectively, a first bevel gear (11) located in a first groove (10) is fixedly sleeved on the rotating shaft (9), the bottom of the 

first bevel gear (11) is meshed with a second bevel gear (13), the right side of the second bevel gear (13) is fixedly provided with 

a transverse shaft (12), the transverse shaft (12) is rotatably installed on the inner wall of the bottom of the first groove (10), the 

right end of the transverse shaft (12) extends to the outside of a display cabinet main body, sleeve pipe (14) rotate to be installed 

on standpipe (7), the bottom of sleeve pipe (14) is the annular and inlays and is equipped with a plurality of balls (18), ball (18) 

and the top rolling contact of corresponding connecting plate (6), the fixed cover is equipped with first gear (15) on sleeve pipe 

(14), the right side meshing of first gear (15) has second gear (16), the bottom fixed mounting that lies in connecting plate (6) 

on right side in two connecting plates (6) has driving motor (17), the output shaft top of driving motor (17) extends to the top 

that lies in connecting plate (6) on right side and with the bottom fixed connection of second gear (16). 
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N7993 
 
CN213619588U XIAMEN GOLDEN DRAGON BUS 
Priority Date: 29/06/2020 
 

PASSENGER CAR PROVIDED WITH HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SYSTEM 

The utility model discloses an installation holographic projection system's passenger train relates to automobile field. This 

passenger train includes: a vehicle body and a holographic projection system. The holographic projection system includes a 

projector and a stereoscopic imaging prism. The installation mode of the holographic projection system has two types: the 

projector is arranged under the floor in the vehicle in a mode that a projection opening faces upwards, and the stereo imaging 

prism is arranged on a ceiling in the vehicle and is positioned right above the projection opening; and in the second mode, the 

projector and the stereo imaging prism are connected without a gap and are both arranged in the conference table in the vehicle. 

The holographic projection system is applied to the passenger car, so that the competitiveness of the passenger car product is 

improved; the installation mode of the holographic projection system does not influence the sight line and the traffic of 

passengers; the scene theme is rich, and the switching of corresponding projection theme contents can be realized aiming at 

different themes, so that the specific projection requirements are met; the projection is convenient and fast, the interactivity is 

good, the application is flexible, and the passenger immersion feeling is strong; the original structure of the passenger car does 

not need to be changed, and the installation is convenient. 

 

CLAIM 1. A passenger vehicle equipped with a holographic projection system, 

comprising: a vehicle body and a holographic projection system; the holographic 

projection system comprises a projector and a stereo imaging prism; the 

installation mode of the holographic projection system has two types: in the first 

mode, the projector is arranged below the floor in the vehicle in a mode that a 

projection opening faces upwards, and the stereo imaging prism is arranged on 

a ceiling in the vehicle and is positioned right above the projection opening; in a 

second mode, the projector and the stereoscopic imaging prism are connected 

without a gap and are both arranged in a conference table in the vehicle. 

 

 

N7994 
 
CN213659966U QUANZHOU DAQI DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 01/12/2020 
 

PORTABLE HOLOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENT LAMP BOX 

The utility model belongs to the technical field of holographic image display 

equipment, in particular to a portable holographic intelligent lamp box, which 

comprises a base and a shell, wherein the bottom end of the base is provided 

with universal wheels through a damping device, the universal wheels are 

provided with brake pads, the top end of the base is provided with two mounting 

blocks, the mounting blocks are provided with clamping grooves, the bottom 

end of the shell is provided with a buffer block, two sides of the buffer block are 

provided with clamping blocks, the top end of the shell is provided with a handle, 

the top end of the shell is provided with a fixed groove, the fixed groove is 

provided with a sunshade through a support rod, the periphery of the shell is 

provided with a protective screen, the lamp box can be conveniently moved and 

displayed through the arranged base, the lamp box can be conveniently moved 

and displayed outdoors through the arranged sunshade, the display effect is 

prevented from being influenced by sunlight, the damage of rainwater to the 

lamp box can also be prevented, and the damage, dust can be effectively blocked. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a portable holographic intelligent lamp house which characterized in that: including base 

(1) and shell (2), base (1) bottom is equipped with universal wheel (4) through damping device (3), be equipped with brake block 

(5) on universal wheel (4), base (1) top is equipped with two installation pieces (6), be equipped with draw-in groove (7) on 

installation piece (6), shell (2) bottom is equipped with buffer block (8), buffer block (8) both sides are equipped with fixture 

block (9), shell (2) top is equipped with handle (10), shell (2) top is equipped with fixed slot (11), fixed slot (11) are equipped 

with sun shade (13) through bracing piece (12), shell (2) are equipped with protection screen (14) all around. 
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N7995 
 
CN213685925U NANJING KEYING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 03/11/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC INTERACTION DEVICE THAT MULTI-ANGLE WAS ADJUSTED 

The utility model relates to a holographic interaction technology field discloses a holographic interaction device of multi-angle 

regulation, including the bottom plate, the both sides at bottom plate top are all bolted with the support column, the inboard bolt 

of support column has the diaphragm, the top bolt of diaphragm has the motor, the sliding tray has been seted up at the top of 

support column, the sliding tray sliding connection has the sliding column, the top welding of sliding column has the base, the 

top of base rotates and is connected with the column spinner; the utility model discloses a setting of bottom plate, support column, 

diaphragm, motor, sliding tray, slip post, base, column spinner, limit structure, horizontal pole, spacing tooth, mount pad, 

projection board, hydraulic stem, threaded rod, threaded sleeve, support ring, bracing piece and universal wheel makes this 

device possess convenient multi-angle and adjusts, is convenient for remove, and the advantage that facilitates the use has solved 

the inconvenient multi-angle regulation of current holographic interactive installation when using, the problem of inconvenient 

removal moreover. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic interactive installation that multi-angle was adjusted, includes bottom plate 

(1), its characterized in that: the utility model discloses a rotary table, including bottom plate (1), sliding tray (5), sliding tray 

(6), motor (4) have been bolted to the both sides at bottom plate (1) top all, sliding tray (2) inboard bolt joint, sliding t ray (5) 

have been seted up at the top of sliding tray (3), sliding tray (6) have been welded to the top bolt joint of sliding tray (3), the top 

welding of sliding tray (6) has base (7), the top of base (7) is rotated and is connected with column spinner (8), limit structure 

(9) are installed at the top on column spinner (8) right side, the top of column spinner (8) is rotated and is connected with 

horizontal pole (10), the surperficial integrated into one piece of horizontal pole (10) has spacing tooth (11), the right side bolt 

joint of column spinner (8) has mount pad (12), the top of mount pad (12) articulates has projection board (13), the bottom on 

mount pad (12) right, the right side of hydraulic stem (14) articulates in the left bottom of projection board (13), the output shaft 

fixed mounting of motor (4) has threaded rod (15), the bottom welding of base (7) has threaded sleeve pipe (16), threaded rod 

(15) threaded connection is in the inside of threaded sleeve pipe (16), the skin weld of column spinner (8) has support ring (17), 

the top of support ring (17) articulates there is bracing piece (18), bracing piece (18) weld in the surface of column spinner (8), 

bottom plate (1) bottom all installs universal wheel (19) all around. 
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N7996 
 
CN213685949U HUNAN RED NET NEW MEDIA GROUP 
Priority Date: 13/11/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR 

The utility model belongs to the technical field of the projection 

technique and specifically relates to a holographic projector is related 

to, its room body, the projecting apparatus that includes the 

projection room, the vertical carriage release lever that is connected 

with on the projecting apparatus, the horizontal fixedly connected 

with shifting plate in carriage release lever upper end, the fixed plate 

that is provided with of room body upside, the fixed plate 

corresponds fixedly and is provided with two the shifting chute has 

been seted up relatively between the fixed plate, the shifting plate is 

arranged in the shifting chute. This application has the effect of 

adjusting the projecting apparatus position. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projector comprising a chamber body (1) 

of a projection chamber, a projector (6), characterized in that: the 

utility model discloses a portable indoor environment monitoring 

device, including projecting apparatus (6), the horizontal fixedly 

connected with carriage release lever (22) in carriage release lever 

(22), fixed plate (5) are fixed to room body (1) upside, fixed plate (5) correspond fixedly and are provided with two, two moving 

slot (13) have been seted up relatively between fixed plate (5), carriage release lever (2) are located moving slot (13). 

 

 

 

 

N7997 
 
CN213690110U FUTURUS TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 27/09/2020 
 

VEHICLE-MOUNTED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE AND MOTOR VEHICLE 

The application discloses on-vehicle holographic display device sets up in motor vehicle inner space for show holographic image, 

include: a display, a transflective element and a holographic display element; the display and the holographic display element 

are arranged in a first space on one side of the transflective element, the display displays an image and emits image light, the 

transflective element reflects the image light to the holographic display element, the holographic display element emits the image 

light incident to the holographic display element along the opposite direction of the incident direction, the emitted light is 

transmitted by the transflective element, and a holographic image is formed in a second space on one side of the transflective 

element, which is far away from the display. The vehicle-mounted holographic display device can form a holographic image 

floating in the air, can display a great deal of driving information, and obviously improves and enriches the driving experience. 

 

CLAIM 1. A vehicle-mounted holographic display device is arranged 

in the inner space of a motor vehicle and is used for displaying 

holographic images, and the vehicle-mounted holographic display 

device is characterized by comprising: a display, a transflective 

element and a holographic display element; the display and the 

holographic display element are arranged in a first space on one side 

of the transflective element, the display displays an image and emits 

image light, the transflective element reflects the image light to the 

holographic display element, the holographic display element emits 

the image light incident to the holographic display element along the 

opposite direction of the incident direction, the emitted light is 

transmitted by the transflective element, and a holographic image is 

formed in a second space on one side of the transflective element, 

which is far away from the display. 
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N7998 
 
CN213716476U XIAMEN FOR WIN TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 26/11/2020 
 

SHOW WINDOW HOLOGRAPHIC PHANTOM IMAGING CABINET 

The utility model discloses a show window holography unreal image formation cabinet, including the show window, the side is 

equipped with the recess on in the show window, bottom one side department is equipped with articulated piece in the recess, 

articulated piece lower extreme is equipped with the mounting panel, the articulated electric putter that is equipped with in the 

recess in the side of keeping away from articulated piece, electric putter stretches out end and mounting panel above articulated, 

below the mounting panel and be close to articulated piece and be equipped with the riser, be equipped with unreal image 

formation glass below the riser, the side just is close to unreal image formation glass and is equipped with the fixed plate on the 

side in the show window, the side that the fixed plate is close to unreal image formation glass is equipped with the projector, the 

bottom rotation connection is equipped with the mount table in the show window, be equipped with the false mould above the 

mount table, the mount table bottom surface is equipped with the cylindricality recess, be equipped with the motor in the show 

window bottom surface. The utility model has the advantages that: diversification improves the display effect. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic phantom cabinet for showcases, comprising a showcase (1), characterized in that: the show window 

is characterized in that a groove (2) is formed in the inner upper side face of the show window (1), a hinge block (3) is arranged 

at one side of the inner bottom face of the groove (2), a mounting plate (4) is hinged to the lower end of the hinge block (3), an 

electric push rod (17) is hinged to the side face, far away from the hinge block (3), in the groove (2), the extending end of the 

electric push rod (17) is hinged to the upper face of the mounting plate (4), a vertical plate (5) is arranged below the mounting 

plate (4) and close to the hinge block (3), phantom imaging glass (6) is arranged below the vertical plate (5), a fixing plate (7) is 

arranged on the inner upper side face of the show window (1) and close to the phantom imaging glass (6), a projector (8) is 

arranged on the side face, close to the phantom imaging glass (6), and an included angle between the phantom imaging glass (6) 

and the vertical, the show window is characterized in that an installation table (9) is rotatably connected to the inner bottom 

surface of the show window (1), a dummy die (10) is arranged on the installation table (9), a cylindrical groove (11) is formed 

in the bottom surface of the installation table (9), a motor (12) is arranged on the inner bottom surface of the show window (1) 

and located in the cylindrical groove (11), a gear (13) is arranged at the output end of the motor (12), and a gear ring (14) meshed 

with the gear (13) is annularly arranged on the inner side surface of the cylindrical groove (11) along the periphery. 
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N8000 
 
CN213751607U HUAIBEI RUILISHI INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY – SHENZHEN 

Priority Date: 10/11/2020 REALIS MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY 

 

HOLOGRAPHIC 3D INTELLIGENT INTERACTIVE DIGITAL VIRTUAL SAND TABLE 

The utility model discloses an interactive digital virtual sand table of holographic 3D intelligence, supporting component's mount 

pad passes through the lifter and the base is connected, decoration and base are connected, and 3D display screen and 3D glasses 

are installed on the decoration, and the support is installed to optics locating component's first motor, and bull stick and leg 

rotation are connected to with moving and catching the camera and connecting, 3D engine platform and operation control circuit 

are located the base, and mutual subassembly is placed on the decoration. The user wears 3D glasses, show the sand table model 

through the 3D display screen, move and catch the camera and fix a position the user, 3D engine platform adopts tracking 

algorithm to track viewer's position in order to acquire visual angle information in real time, the automatic mapping spatial 

relationship of operation control circuit after calculating to 3D glasses and 3D display screen, can realize that the whole scene 

removes the visual angle and watches, interactive assembly allows the user to give an instruction, thereby can remove the sand 

table model, control operations such as rotation. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic 3D intelligent interactive digital virtual sand table is characterized in that, the optical positioning 

component comprises a movable camera, a support, a rotating rod and a first motor, wherein the first motor is fixedly connected 

with the decorating part and is positioned in the groove, the optical positioning components are respectively positioned in the 

grooves, the support is fixedly connected with a rotating shaft of the first motor and is positioned on one side of the first motor, 

the rotating rod is rotatably connected with the support and is positioned on one side of the support, the movable capturing 

camera is fixedly connected with the rotating rod and is positioned on one side of the support, the 3D display screen is fixedly 

connected with the mounting seat and is positioned on one side of the mounting seat far away from the base, the 3D glasses are 

detachably connected with the decorating part and are positioned on one side of the decorating part, the 3D engine platform and 

the operation control circuit are electrically connected with the 3D display screen and are positioned in the base, and the 

interaction assembly is detachably connected with the decorating part and is positioned on one side of the decorating part. 
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N8001 
 
CN213751878U GUANGZHOU TRUMPS ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 

COMBINED HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE 

The utility model discloses a modular holographic advertisement machine, including holographic projection arrangement, 3D 

holographic image source, base and mount pad, install the mounting panel on the intermediate position of base top, all install the 

holographic image source of 3D on the intermediate position on four limits of mounting panel upper surface, install holographic 

projection arrangement in the centre of mounting panel upper surface, it can touch the display screen to install on the top position 

of mount pad. The utility model discloses a set up camera, drying cabinet, air exhauster and can touch the display screen, solved 

prior art and in the use the device wholly because the problem that wets and lead to the device short circuit and reduce life, 

solved prior art operation difficulty and function singleness's problem simultaneously. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a modular holographic advertisement machine, includes holographic projection 

arrangement (2), 3D holographic image source (4), base (6) and mount pad (9), its characterized in that: install mounting panel 

(3) on the intermediate position of base (6) top, all install 3D holographic image source (4) on the intermediate position on four 

limits of mounting panel (3) upper surface, install holographic projection arrangement (2) in the centre of mounting panel (3) 

upper surface, install light source (13) on the inside below position of holographic projection arrangement (2), mounting panel 

(3) and holographic projection arrangement (2) are covered by glass cover (1), glass cover (1) is installed on base (6), be provided 

with storing chamber (14) on the inside top position of base (6), be provided with on the below position of storing chamber (14) 

and place chamber (20), place and install control box (15) on the inside intermediate position of chamber (20), place and install 

air exhauster (19) on the inside below position of chamber (20), the air inlet of the exhaust fan (19) is hermetically connected 

with an air inlet pipe (17) arranged on the side wall of the placing cavity (20) through an air duct, the air outlet of the exhaust 

fan (19) is hermetically connected with the air inlet of the drying box (18) arranged in the mounting cavity, the air outlet of the 

drying box (18) is hermetically connected with the air outlet pipe (16) through an air duct, the air outlet pipe (16) is arranged on 

the inner wall far away from one end of the air inlet pipe (17), the outer side of the base (6) is provided with a side plate (8), the 

side plate (8) is arranged on the base (6) through a bolt, the side plate (8) is provided with a mounting seat (9), a touch display 

screen (22) is arranged above the mounting seat (9), the inside mounting of mount pad (9) has fin (21), fin (21) and touch display 

screen (22) laminating. 
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N8002 
 
CN213751879U GUANGZHOU TRUMPS ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/12/2020 
 

MARKET SHOPPING GUIDE HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE 

The utility model discloses a market shopping guide holographic advertisement machine, including the advertisement machine 

body, the bottom of advertisement machine body and the top fixed connection of lift, the bottom of lift and the top fixed 

connection of counter weight base, the bottom of counter weight base is provided with fixed leg and adjustable leg, the bottom 

of fixed leg and adjustable leg all is provided with the universal wheel, the positive central authorities department of 

advertisement machine body is provided with touch display screen, touch display screen's both sides all are provided with the 

megaphone, the positive edge department of advertisement machine body is provided with the LED lamp, the side lower extreme 

of advertisement machine body from left to right has set gradually power cord jack, USB jack and HDMI interface, the back 

groove of advertisement machine body is provided with the flowerpot rack. The utility model discloses a set up lift, LED lamp, 

carousel and adjustable landing leg, it is inconvenient to have solved holographic advertisement machine altitude mixture control, 

and the projected image can not pivoted problem. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a market shopping guide holographic advertisement machine, includes advertisement 

machine body (1), its characterized in that: the bottom of the advertising machine body (1) is fixedly connected with the top of 

the elevator (2), the bottom of the elevator (2) is fixedly connected with the top of the counterweight base (3), the bottom of the 

counterweight base (3) is provided with fixed support legs (4) and adjustable support legs (18), the bottoms of the fixed support 

legs (4) and the adjustable support legs (18) are respectively provided with a universal wheel (5), the front center of the 

advertising machine body (1) is provided with a touch display screen (6), the two sides of the touch display screen (6) are 

respectively provided with a loudspeaker (7), the front edge of the advertising machine body (1) is provided with an LED lamp 

(8), the side lower end of the advertising machine body (1) is sequentially provided with a power line jack (9), a USB jack (10) 

and an HDMI interface (11) from left to right, the back groove of the advertising machine body (1) is provided with a flowerpot 

placing rack (12), the advertisement machine comprises an advertisement machine body (1), and is characterized in that a speed 

reducing motor (13), a rotary table (14) and a projector (15) are respectively arranged at the upper end of the interior of the 

advertisement machine body (1), an output shaft of the speed reducing motor (13) is fixedly connected with a main shaft of the 

rotary table (14) through a coupler, the rotary table (14) is fixedly provided with the projector (15), a projection lens (16) on the 

projector (15) is arranged upwards, a holographic projection film (17) is arranged at the top of the advertisement machine body 

(1), and the projection lens (16) is arranged under the holographic projection film (17). 
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N7936 
 
US20210199417 KOREA UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL & ACADEMIC COLLABORATION 

Priority Date: 27/12/2019 FOUNDATION 

 

POLARIZATION HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE SYSTEM AND SAMPLE IMAGE ACQUISITION METHOD 

USING THE SAME 

A polarization holographic microscope system is disclosed. The polarization holographic microscope system can acquire a 

birefringence image and a three-dimensional phase image with high sensitivity by aperture synthesis of sample beams at various 

angles, and a sample image acquisition method using the microscope system. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A polarization holographic microscope system comprising: a light source unit irradiating laser beams having different 

polarization directions; a beam splitting unit splitting the laser beams from the light source unit into a sample beam and a 

reference beam; a sample image forming unit controlling the angle of the sample beam from the beam splitting unit and allowing 

the sample beam to enter a sample to form images of to the sample at different angles in the sample beam; a multiple image 

forming unit diffracting the sample beam having passed through the sample image forming unit to form multiple images in each 

of the images at different angles; a linear polarizing filter unit polarizing the sample beam having passed through the multiple 

image forming unit; and an interference image acquisition unit combining the sample beam having passed through the linear 

polarizing filter unit with the reference beam to acquire interference images at different angles, wherein each of the interference 

images at different angles comprises multiple interference images having different polarization states. 
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N7937 
 
US20210200148 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 31/12/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE AND MANUFACTURING 

METHOD OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE USING THE SAME 

Provided is a holographic microscope including an input optical system 

configured to emit polarized input beam, a first beam splitter configured 

to emit an object beam by reflecting a portion of the polarized input 

beam, and emit a reference beam by transmitting a remaining portion of 

the polarized input beam, a reference optical system configured to 

separate the reference beam into a first reference beam and a second 

reference beam, a camera configured to receive the first reference beam 

and the second reference beam and the object beam that is reflected by 

an inspection object, the camera including a micro polarizer array, 

wherein a first polarization axis of the first reference beam is 

perpendicular to a second polarization axis of the second reference beam. 

 

CLAIM 1. A manufacturing method of a semiconductor device, the manufacturing method comprising: generating a first 

hologram image by interfering a first reference beam that is linearly polarized with an object beam that is reflected by a top 

surface of a wafer, and generating a second hologram image by interfering a second reference beam having a polarization 

direction substantially perpendicular to the first reference beam with the object beam; generating the first hologram image in a 

wave number domain and the second hologram image in the wave number domain by applying Fourier transform to a first image 

and a second image, respectively; and generating a differential image in the wave number domain based on the first hologram 

image in the wave number domain and the second hologram image in the wave number domain, wherein the first hologram 

image and the second hologram image are generated by a camera, and wherein the first reference beam and the second reference 

beam are obliquely incident on the camera, and the object beam is perpendicularly incident on the camera. 

 
 

 

 

N7940 
 
US20210216039 WENUS JAKUB ET AL 
Priority Date: 27/03/2020 
 

IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES USING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY 

Digital holographic microscopy and related image processing techniques are described. A hologram captured in an image frame 

is split into different depths while a new hologram is being captured. Image slices of the hologram are determined and using free 

space impulse responses that are pre-calculated at a different precision than processing operations using the holographic data. 

Each computation is calculated in parallel based on the number of 

available processing cores and threads. The image slices are 

combined into a 2D array or 3D array to permit further processing of 

the combined array to count and size particles in the image frame. 

The reconstructed hologram is displayed at a subsequent image frame 

than that used to capture the hologram. 

 

CLAIM 1. A computing device, comprising: processing circuitry 

configured to: receive holographic data of a hologram captured by an 

image sensor; calculate, for each depth of a predetermined set of 

depths, a free space impulse response at an impulse response 

precision, each depth being determined from a reference plane 

associated with the image sensor; calculate, at each of the depths, an 

image slice of the hologram from the holograph data, the image slice 

being calculated at a reconstruction precision that is different from 

the impulse response precision; and reconstruct the hologram from 

each of image slices and the free space impulse responses; and a 

memory device configured to store the free space impulse response at each depth. 
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N7965 
 
CN113031243 HANGZHOU CHENJING PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 26/03/2021 
 

REFLECTIVE ON-CHIP DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPIC DEVICE BASED ON WAVEGUIDE SHEET 

The invention discloses a reflective on-chip digital holographic microscope device based on a waveguide sheet, which comprises 

the waveguide sheet, a glass slide and an image sensor, wherein the waveguide sheet is engraved with two diffraction gratings, 

an even light grating area of the waveguide sheet is an in-coupling grating, and an even light grating area of the waveguide sheet 

is an out-coupling grating. The reflective on-chip digital holographic microscopic device is based on the waveguide illumination 

principle and utilizes the diffraction grating to realize reflective on-chip microscopic imaging. The incident grating area of the 

light source illumination waveguide sheet, part of diffracted light coupled into the waveguide sheet are totally reflected in the 

substrate, light is guided out in the incident grating area of the waveguide sheet, illumination is placed above a sample of the 

waveguide sheet, and light reflected by the sample is recorded on the image sensor, so that the purpose of micro-imaging on a 

reflective sheet is achieved. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A reflective on-chip digital holographic microscope based on waveguide plate comprises waveguide plate, glass 

slide, and imageSensor, light source, its characterized in that, the last interface of waveguide piece is equipped with even light 

grid district and even light grid district, the last interface at even light grid district is placed to the slide glass, image sensor 

arranges under waveguide piece even light grid district, and the lower interface distance with the slide glass is not more than 

2mm, light source sets up in waveguide piece top 50~100 nm's position department, and when making the light that light source 

sent incide even light grid district keep away from one side of even light grid district and even light grid district midline, forms 

incident contained angle respectively with the normal of even light grid district And wherein, in the step (A),  wavelength of 

incident light And period of even grating region d 1Even light emitting grid region d 2Refractive index of waveguide sheet The 

following relationship is satisfied: the illumination light source forms an incident angle The first-order diffraction angle formed 

when the incident light enters the side of the even incident grating region far away from the even emergent grating region Not 

less than the total reflection angle of the lower interface of the waveguide sheet , All light rays coupled into the waveguide sheet 

from the illumination light source through the even light grid region are transmitted to the even light grid region along the 

waveguide sheet; so that the illumination light source forms an incident angle The light enters the central line of the even light 

grid region, is reflected to the central line of the even light grid region by the waveguide sheet, is perpendicular to the upper 

interface of the waveguide sheet, and is emitted onto the glass slide, and the central line is perpendicular to the central connecting 

line of the even light grid region and the even light grid region. 
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N7975 
 

CN113075871 ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/03/2021 
 

HIGH-SPEED DOUBLE-BEAM ORTHOGONAL LINE CONFOCAL DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-

DIMENSIONAL MICROSCOPIC IMAGING METHOD AND DEVICE 

The invention discloses a high-speed double-beam orthogonal-line confocal digital holographic three-dimensional microscopic 

imaging method and a device, wherein laser signals are subjected to high-speed switching of orthogonal-line polarization states, 

and then are subjected to beam expansion and rectangular diaphragm, and then are split into two orthogonal-line polarization 

branches generated by time alternation by a polarization beam splitter prism; each branch is subdivided into a reference optical 

signal and a detection optical signal; relaying the reference light signal to a holophote and receiving a reference return light 

signal; relaying the detection light signal to a sample platform and receiving a detection scanning light signal; and combining 

the reference return light signal and the detection scanning light signal, relaying to a photosensitive surface, respectively 

generating reconstruction interference fields in two directions by collecting and superposing the obtained multi-frame one-

dimensional line confocal interference patterns, realizing object light spectrum expansion of a sample plane through processing, 

then performing angular spectrum backward transmission algorithm processing, and reconstructing three-dimensional phase 

distribution of the object light wave field. The invention realizes isotropy of transverse resolution in two directions, and the 

processing algorithm is relatively simple. 
 

CLAIM 1. The high-speed double-beam orthogonal line confocal digital holographic three-dimensional microscopic imaging 

method is characterized by comprising the following steps of: an optical signal generated by a single-frequency single-mode 

continuous laser is polarized into linearly polarized light to enter a high-speed linear polarization electro-optic switch, and the 

polarization state of the incident linearly polarized light is switched by the high-speed linear polarization electro-optic switch, 

so that the polarization state of emergent light is switched between two orthogonal linear polarizations at a high speed; emergent 

light is split into orthogonally polarized X branch light beams and Y branch light beams which are generated alternately in time 

through a first polarization beam splitter prism after being subjected to beam expansion and a rectangular diaphragm; the X-

branch light beam firstly passes through a first half-wave plate and then is focused by a first cylindrical lens, and then is divided 

into an X-branch reference light signal and an X-branch detection light signal by a second polarization beam splitting prism; 

relaying the X-branch reference light signal to a first holophote through an X-branch reference 4f lens group and receiving the 

X-branch reference return light signal; relaying the X-branch detection light signal to a sample platform through an X-branch 

detection 4f lens group and receiving the X-branch detection scanning light signal, wherein an X-direction one-dimensional fast 

scanner is arranged in the X-branch detection 4f lens group, and the X-direction one-dimensional fast scanner is utilized to realize 

the X-direction line scanning of the sample platform; the X branch reference return light signal and the X branch detection 

scanning light signal are combined in a second polarization beam splitter prism and enter an X branch receiving light path; in an 

X branch receiving light path, stray light is filtered through a first slit, then the stray light is relayed to a photosensitive surface 

of a first high-speed linear array camera through an X branch receiving 4f lens group, an off-axis interference field is formed 

through the polarization detection of a first analyzer during relaying, and a multi-frame X branch one-dimensional line confocal 

interference image is obtained; the Y branch light beam passes through the second half-wave plate, is focused by the second 

cylindrical lens and is divided into a Y branch reference light signal and a Y branch detection light signal by the third polarization 

beam splitting prism; relaying the Y-branch reference light signal to a second holophote through a Y-branch reference 4f lens 

group and receiving the Y-branch reference return light signal; relaying the Y-branch detection optical signal to a sample 

platform through a Y-branch detection 4f lens group and receiving the Y-branch detection scanning optical signal, wherein a Y-

direction one-dimensional fast scanner is arranged in the Y-branch detection 4f lens group, and the Y-direction one-dimensional 

fast scanner is utilized to realize line scanning of the sample platform in the Y direction; the Y branch reference return light 

signal and the Y branch detection scanning light signal are combined in a second polarization beam splitter prism and enter a Y 

branch receiving light path; in a Y branch receiving light path, stray light is filtered through a second slit, then the stray light is 

relayed to a photosensitive surface of a second high-speed linear array camera through a Y branch receiving 4f lens group, an 

off-axis interference field is formed through the polarization detection of a second analyzer during relaying, and a multi-frame 

Y branch one-dimensional line confocal interference image is obtained; the method comprises the steps that a multiframe one-

dimensional line confocal interference image of an X branch and a multiframe one-dimensional line confocal interference image 

of a Y branch are respectively subjected to high-speed digital acquisition, are respectively superposed in a main control computer 

to generate an X-direction reconstruction interference field and a Y-direction reconstruction interference field, are respectively 

subjected to two-dimensional Fourier transform, frequency spectrum superposition, filtering and averaging to realize object light 

spectrum expansion of a sample plane, are subjected to angular spectrum backward transmission algorithm processing, are 

subjected to unwrapping operation to reconstruct three-dimensional phase distribution of an object light wave field, complete 

three-dimensional imaging, and are axially translated through a sample platform to obtain three-dimensional phase information 

of samples at different depth levels. 
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N7999 
 
CN213748793U JIAYING UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 11/01/2021 
 

MULTI-MODE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPIC QUANTITATIVE PHASE MEASURING DEVICE 

The utility model discloses a micro quantitative phase place measuring device of multi-mode digital holography relates to 

holographic measuring device, provides this scheme to the problem of measuring device function singleness among the prior art. 

The first light source is respectively emitted into the first beam splitting module and the second beam splitting module, and the 

second light source is emitted into the first beam splitting module and then is jointly transmitted to the second beam splitting 

module and the third beam splitting module; and finally the light information is captured by the camera. One path of the second 

beam splitting module is input into the front-mounted micro objective and the objective turntable. The method has the advantages 

of high stability and removal of secondary phase distortion. The measurement and analysis of the transmission type and reflection 

type samples under single wavelength and the reflection type samples under double wavelength can be realized. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The multi-mode digital holographic microscopy quantitative phase measurement device is characterized by 

comprising a first light source (L1) and a second light source (L2), wherein the first light source (L1) is connected with a first 

light outlet port (J1) through a first optical fiber (Line1) and is connected with a third light outlet port (J3) through a third optical 

fiber (Line3), and the second light source (L2) is connected with a second light outlet port (J2) through a second optical fiber 

(Line 2); an optical path output by the first light outlet port (J1) passes through a first convergent lens (CL1) and then enters a 

first input side of a first beam splitting module (BS1), an optical path output by the second light outlet port (J2) passes through 

a second convergent lens (CL2) and then enters a second input side of the first beam splitting module (BS1), and an output side 

of the first beam splitting module (BS1) inputs an optical path into a first input side of a second beam splitting module (BS 2); 

an optical path output by the third light outlet port (J3) sequentially passes through the third convergent lens (CL3), the Micro 

Objective (MO) and the Objective Turntable (OT) and then is input to the second input side of the second beam splitting module 

(BS2), and an output side of the second beam splitting module (BS2) simultaneously inputs the optical path to the first input side 

and the second input side of the third beam splitting module (BS 3); the camera (CCD) is arranged to receive all the light signals 

output by the third beam splitting module (BS 3). 
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N7941 
 
US20210223153 TIANJIN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 17/01/2020 
 

METHOD FOR OBTAINING ROCK MECHANICAL-GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND HOLOGRAPHIC 

SCANNING SYSTEM 

The invention discloses a method for obtaining the geometrical and 

mechanical parameters of rock samples and a holographic scanning 

system thereof, wherein the system includes an observation 

mechanism, a multi-scale penetration mechanism, a grinding 

mechanism, a rock sample installation mechanism arranged on a 

three-axis precision motion platform, and an industrial computer 

controlling the operation mode of each mechanism of the platform 

Indentation/rotary penetration test, pulse echo signal acquisition, 

three-dimensional surface topography reconstruction, layer by layer 

grinding and repeated experiments are carried out. The geometric 

parameters and corresponding mechanical field parameters are 

obtained by spatial interpolation of the three-dimensional parameter 

lattice accumulated by several layers of single-layer rock parameters. The holographic scanning system and method can obtain 

the real spatial distribution of various media in rock samples. Combined with high performance numerical calculation method, 

it provides a more scientific method for the analysis of rock mechanical properties, failure and instability. 

 

 

N7944 
 
RU-205115 NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE GOSUDARSTVENNYJ 

Priority Date: 25/02/2021 INSTITUT PRIKLADNOJ OPTIKI 

 

OSVO SYNTHESIZED HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT 

The useful model belongs to the area of the optical element of the optical-

electronic instrument, namely, the hologram optical elements used in the 

instrumentation, and the form of large congested aspherical optical 

surfaces with a large slope and gradient of asphericity, both monolithic 

and composite aspherical mirrors and lenses, can be used for the control 

of the form. The osva synthesized hologram unit contains a substrate 

with a working optical surface carried out in the form of a circular cone, 

with a coaxial ring diffraction structure, a system of concentric rotating 

and non-reflective rings, with a contrast factor between the reflecting and 

non-reflective rings of at least 0.8. A useful model reduces the 

dimensions of the axial synthesized hologram unit by using a diffraction 

structure carried out on the conical working surface of the substrate, 

providing compensation for longitudinal spherical aberrations of 

normals to the controlled surface or light beam reflecting it. 4 p. m., 2 il. 

 

CLAIM 1. The osva synthesized hologram unit containing the substrate with the working optical surface of the coaxial ring 

diffraction structure, a system of concentric rotating and non-reflective rings that is characterized by a circular cone of the 

working optical surface of the substrate. 
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N7952 
 
KR20210075445 KWAK JE IL 
Priority Date: 13/12/2019 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC VIDEO EDITING APPARATUS 

A hologram image editing apparatus includes a color filter unit to change a color, a brightness changing unit to change brightness, 

an audio processing unit to record and insert audio data, and a synthesizing unit to synthesize a background image and an image 

received through a camera. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. An apparatus for editing a hologram image, comprising: a color filter unit capable of changing a color; a brightness 

changing unit capable of changing brightness; an audio processing unit capable of recording and inserting audio data; and a 

synthesizing unit for synthesizing a background image and an image received through a camera. 

 

 

N7958 
 
IN202121009040 JOGLEKAR JYOTI - MEHTA SATISH 
Priority Date: 04/03/2021 
 

A METHOD AND A PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX GENERATION TO ESTIMATE 

EFFICIENTLY EIPIPOLAR GEOMETRY FOR HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE ANALYSIS 

A method for fundamental matrix generation for optimizing estimation of epipolar geometry is utilizing Joglekar-Mehta 

Algorithm based on Genetic Algorithm. The method comprises a step of receiving, in a processing unit, stereo image pairs of a 

scene captured by one or more uncalibrated cameras with unknown camera parameters, and a step of generating in the processing 

unit a fundamental matrix for optimizing estimation of epipolar geometry, wherein said step comprises a step of creating of an 

initial population of fundamental matrices, and a step of selecting of the best fundamental matrix equivalent to the essential 

matrix. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A method for fundamental matrix generation based on Joglekar-Mehta Algorithm for optimizing estimation of 

epipolar geometry, the method comprising: a step of receiving, in a processing unit, a stereo image pair of a scene captured by 

one or more uncalibrated cameras with unknown camera parameters; a step of generating in the processing unit a fundamental 

matrix for optimizing estimation of epipolar geometry, wherein said step comprises: a step of creating an initial population of 

fundamental matrices; and a step of selecting of the best fundamental matrix equivalent to the essential matrix. 
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N7959 
 
EP3842871 CEA - COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE & AUX ENERGIES 

Priority Date: 26/12/2019 ALTERNATIVES 

 

DEVICE FOR DETECTING OBJECTS BY HOLOGRAPHY 

Device for detecting at least one object (21) for example present in a sample (20), the device comprising: - a light source (10) 

configured to emit at least one incident wave (11) at a wavelength λ, - a detection volume intended to receive the object (21), 

and to receive the at least one incident wave (11), - an image sensor (40), positioned to receive at least one scattered light wave 

(13) obtained by diffraction of the incident wave (11) on the object (21) and a reference wave (12) originating from the source 

(10) and not having diffracted on the object (21) and to generate a holographic image (41), - a data-processing computing device 

(61) configured to reconstruct the object digitally as a function at least of the holographic image (41) and of the wavelength λ. 

The device also comprises a support (30), comprising patterns (31) organized to form at least one diffraction grating (32), the 

grating (32) being periodic and having a pitch P, such that λ12≤ P ≤2λ. 

 

DISPOSITIF DE DÉTECTION D OBJETS PAR HOLOGRAPHIE 

Dispositif de détection d'au moins un objet (21) par exemple présent dans un échantillon (20), le dispositif comportant :- une 

source de lumière (10) configurée pour émettre au moins une onde incidente (11) à une longueur d'onde λ,- un volume de 

détection destiné à recevoir l'objet (21), et à recevoir l'au moins une onde incidente (11),- un capteur d'image (40), positionné 

pour recevoir au moins une onde lumineuse diffusée (13) obtenue par diffraction de l'onde incidente (11) sur l'objet (21) et une 

onde de référence (12) issue de la source (10) et n'ayant pas diffracté sur l'objet (21) et pour générer une image holographique 

(41),- un dispositif informatique (61) de traitement de données configuré pour reconstruire numériquement l'objet en fonction au 

moins de l'image holographique (41) et de la longueur d'onde λ. Le dispositif comprend également un support (30), comprenant 

des motifs (31) organisés pour former au moins un réseau (32) de diffraction, le réseau (32) étant périodique et présentant un pas 

P, tel que λ12≤ P ≤2λ. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A device for detecting at least one object (21), the device comprising:- a light source (10) configured to emit incident 

waves (11) at a wavelength , - a detection volume for receiving the object (21), and for receiving the incident waves (11), - an 

image sensor (40) positioned to receive at least scattered waves (13) obtained by scattering the incident waves (11) on the object 

(21) and reference waves (12) corresponding to the incident waves (11) that have not scattered on the object (21), the sensor 

being configured to generate a holographic image (41) based on at least the scattered waves (13) and the reference waves (12), - 

a data processing computing device (61) configured to digitally reconstruct the object based at least on the holographic image 

(41) and the wavelength , characterized in that the device also comprises at least one support (30) comprising patterns (31) 

organized to form at least one periodic diffraction grating (32) having a pitch P, such that /2 P 2, such that the scattered waves 

(13) collected by the sensor (40) comprise:- waves from the source (10) that have been scattered by the object (21) without being 

diffracted by the at least one diffraction grating (32), and - waves from the source (10) that have both been diffracted by the at 

least one diffraction grating (32) and have both been scattered by the object (21). 
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N7962 
 
CN113022477 SHANGHAI HONGXU NETWORK TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 04/03/2021 
 

RAINY DAY ROAD SURFACE PIT DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON 360 HOLOGRAPHIC CAMERA 

SHOOTING OF CAR 

The invention relates to the technical field of electronic products, in particular to a rainy day road surface pit detection system 

based on 360-degree holographic shooting of an automobile, which comprises a control module and a detection mechanism, 

wherein the control module is in communication connection with the detection mechanism; the control module comprises a 

central processing unit and a starting part, and the starting part is electrically connected with a starting switch of the automobile 

windscreen wiper; the starting component is in communication connection with the central processing unit; the voice prompt 

component is electrically connected with the automobile sound box and is in communication connection with the central 

processing unit; thereby make the car travel when the rainy muddy highway section, thereby can carry out image acquisition 

through car leading camera and detect the road surface deep pit, improve the driving safety of car in the rainy muddy highway 

section. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a rainy day road surface pit 

detection system based on 360 holographic cameras of car which 

characterized in that: the device comprises a control module and a 

detection mechanism, wherein the control module is in 

communication connection with the detection mechanism; the 

control module comprises a central processing unit and a starting 

part, and the starting part is electrically connected with a starting 

switch of the automobile windscreen wiper; the starting component 

is in communication connection with the central processing unit; the voice prompt component is electrically connected with the 

automobile sound box, and the voice prompt component is in communication connection with the central processing unit. 

 

 

N7963 
 
CN113026419 ANHUI ZIJIANG SPRAY ALUMINUM ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Priority Date: 26/02/2021 MATERIAL - SHANGHAI ZIJIANG METALLIZATION ENVIRONMENT 

 PROTECTION MATERIAL 

 

ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY HOLOGRAPHIC LASER POSITIONING PACKAGING MATERIAL PRINTED IN 

CONNECTION MODE AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF 

The application relates to an environment-friendly holographic laser positioning packaging material for on-line printing and a 

manufacturing method thereof, aiming at solving the technical problems that the existing packaging material is not easy to 

degrade and is easy to cause environmental pollution, the packaging material comprises base paper, wherein a degradation 

material layer is arranged on the surface of the base paper, a degradation cavity is arranged between the base paper and the 

degradation material layer, a microcapsule is arranged in the degradation cavity, and a degradation preparation for catalyzing 

degradation of the degradation material layer is arranged in the microcapsule; and comprising embedding the degradation 

preparation and fixing the microcapsules on the surface of a base paper; forming a degradation material layer on the surface of 

the base paper through film spraying; aluminizing the surface of the degradation material layer to form an aluminum layer; 

performing laser mould pressing on the surface of the aluminum layer to form a laser pattern and a positioning cursor; carrying 

out continuous registration printing on the surface of the aluminum layer based on the positioning cursor to form a printing layer; 

and performing surface treatment on the surface of the printing layer to form a surface treatment layer. The application has the 

effect of making the packaging material easily degradable. 

 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic laser positioning packaging 

material of environmental protection of line printing which characterized in that: 

including base stock (1), be provided with degradation material layer (2) on the 

surface of base stock (1), be provided with the degradation cavity between base 

stock (1) and degradation material layer (2), be provided with microcapsule (12) 

in the degradation cavity, be provided with degradation preparation (121) that 

catalytic degradation material layer (2) degraded in microcapsule (12). 
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N7971 
 
CN113050211 JIANGSU AUGUST INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 17/03/2021 
 

REALITY FUSION (MR) HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING MANUFACTURING DEVICE 

The invention discloses a device for manufacturing a holographic grating fused with reality, which comprises: the base, be used 

for laser beam transmission end facula emission subassembly, a slide rail for adjusting the position of facula, a shading logical 

groove for the shading, the board is placed to rotor plate and wafer, the surface mounting of facula emission subassembly has 

two kinds of pencil facula emitters, the slide rail is established to two, and two slide rails are installed respectively in one side of 

base, rotary mechanism is installed to one side in addition of base, rotor plate and rotary mechanism are as an organic whole, the 

surface mounting that the board was placed to the wafer has the wafer body, occupation space is little in through adjusting device, 

the cost is low, easily adjust, compact structure, the light path is simple, the holographic diffraction grating of preparation can 

obtain bigger visual field, important using value has. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a fuse holographic grating making devices of reality which characterized in that: the 

device comprises a base (1), a light spot emitting assembly (2) used at a laser beam emitting end, two sliding rails (3) used for 

adjusting the positions of light spots, a shading through groove (4) used for shading, a rotating plate (5) and a wafer placing plate 

(6), wherein the surface of the light spot emitting assembly (2) is provided with two beam light spot emitters, the two sliding 

rails (3) are respectively arranged on one side of the base (1), the other side of the base (1) is provided with a rotating mechanism, 

the rotating plate (5) and the rotating mechanism are integrated, and the surface of the wafer placing plate (6) is provided with a 

wafer body; the method is characterized in that: an adjusting device (7) is arranged on the upper surface of the rotating plate (5) 

at a position far away from the wafer placing plate (6), and the adjusting device (7) is used for increasing the display range of 

the holographic screen by matching with the rotating mechanism in the future through the lifting of the adjusting device (7); 

adjusting device (7) include rack (11), gleitbretter (12), gear (15) and motor (16), perpendicular slide is installed in the position 

that is close to wafer placing plate (6) on the top of rotor plate (5), rack (11) are equipped with two tops of installing at rotor 

plate (5), and two rack (11) and perpendicular slide be one whole, gleitbretter (12) have been cup jointed on the surface of 

perpendicular slide, the surface meshing of rack (11) has gear (15), the surface mounting of gear (15) has the rotation axis, the 

rotation axis is connected with motor (16). 
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N7977 
 
CN113079340 NORTHWESTERN POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 07/04/2021 
 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL HOLOGRAPHIC VIDEO CONFERENCE SYSTEM BASED ON HOLOLENS2 

The invention discloses a three-dimensional holographic video conference system based on Hololens2, which comprises a 

plurality of depth cameras, wherein the depth cameras collect depth image data, the depth cameras are respectively connected to 

a plurality of PC terminals for collecting the depth image data through USB, the system also comprises a PC terminal as a service 

terminal, the PC terminal for collecting the depth image data sends the collected data to the service terminal through a network 

protocol, a point cloud model is obtained after the calibration of the depth cameras and the splicing and optimization of point 

clouds are carried out on the service terminal, or human skeleton data is obtained through deep learning and is used for driving 

a digital virtual human, the system also comprises a Hololens2, a generated three-dimensional scene is transmitted to Hololens2 

through a network UDP protocol, and the Hololens2 is used for displaying the obtained three-dimensional point cloud model 

and the virtual human model, so that the effect of a three-dimensional video conference is realized, and better communication is 

realized. 

 

CLAIM 1. Three-dimensional holographic video conferencing 

system based on Hololens2, its characterized in that: the system 

comprises a plurality of depth cameras, a PC end serving as a 

server, a Hololens2 and a Hollens 2, wherein the depth cameras 

collect depth image data, the depth cameras are respectively 

connected to the PC ends for collecting the depth image data 

through USB, the PC end for collecting the depth image data 

sends the collected data to the server through a network protocol, 

a point cloud model is obtained after the calibration of the depth cameras and the splicing and optimization of point clouds are 

carried out on the server, or human skeleton data are obtained through depth learning and used for driving a digital virtual human, 

the Hollens 2 is used for transmitting a generated three-dimensional scene to a Hollens 2 through a network UDP protocol, and 

the Hollens 2 is used for displaying the obtained three-dimensional point cloud model and the virtual human model. 

 

 

 

 

N7979 
 
CN113093499 CHINA UNIVERSITY OF GEOSCIENCES BEIJING 
Priority Date: 15/04/2021 
 

DISCRETE APERTURE INTERPOLATION TERAHERTZ DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD AND 

SYSTEM 

The invention discloses a terahertz digital holographic imaging method and system based on discrete aperture interpolation, 

which comprises the following steps: (1) an array of discrete aperture subimages is designed. (2) Terahertz discrete aperture off-

axis and on-axis sub-holograms are recorded. (3) And obtaining a discrete aperture recombination terahertz image. (4) And (4) 

reconstructing the interpolated terahertz hologram to obtain an amplitude and phase image of the sample. The invention has the 

advantages that: the high-frequency fringes of the phase pattern of the hologram are restored in an iterative propagation mode, 

so that the hologram with better imaging quality can be reconstructed. Meanwhile, compared with the original detection method, 

the terahertz digital holographic imaging system has unique advantages in the aspect of realizing an imaging system with reduced 

size, weight and cost, avoids the defects of other technologies, can be used for large-scale scene imaging in the future, and has 

potential application value in the fields of terahertz waveband imaging, medical imaging and phase imaging. 

 

CLAIM 1. A terahertz digital holographic imaging system with discrete aperture interpolation is characterized by comprising: 

the terahertz wave detector comprises a terahertz wave source (1), a silicon wafer (3), a sample (4), a reflector A (5), a reflector 

B (6), an off-axis reference light control shutter (7), a Hertz detector (8) and a two-dimensional electric translation table (9); the 

terahertz wave source (1) generates and outputs terahertz waves (2), the silicon wafer (3) respectively transmits and reflects one 

terahertz wave (2), the sample (4) and the reflector A (5) are used for reflecting coaxial reference light waves, the reflector B (6) 

is used for reflecting off-axis reference light waves, the off-axis reference light control shutter (7) is used for controlling the 

transmission of the terahertz waves (2), the terahertz detector (8) is used for receiving terahertz wave signals, and the two-

dimensional electric translation table (9) is used for carrying out two-dimensional movement on the terahertz detector (8). 
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N7985 
 
CN113108217 CHANGSHA SOCIAL WORK COLLEGE 
Priority Date: 08/04/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC 3D PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT 

The invention discloses holographic 3D photographic equipment which comprises a 3D camera, an adjusting component, a 

moving component, guide rails and a guide connecting component, wherein the 3D camera is arranged at the adjusting end of 

the adjusting component, the mounting end of the adjusting component is fixed on the moving component, the moving 

component can move along the guide rails, the number of the guide rails is at least two, two adjacent guide rails are connected 

through two groups of guide connecting components with adjustable angles, and when the two adjacent guide rails are not on 

the same straight line, the guide connecting component can provide stable guide for the movement of the moving component. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic 3D photography device, characterized by: including 3D camera (1), adjusting part (2), removal 

subassembly (3), guide rail (4) and direction coupling assembling (5), wherein, 3D camera (1) set up in the regulation end of 

adjusting part (2), the installation end of adjusting part (2) is fixed on removal subassembly (3), remove subassembly (3) and 

can follow guide rail (4) remove, the quantity of guide rail (4) is two at least, and adjacent two adopt linking to each other of two 

sets of direction coupling assembling (5) adjustable angle between guide rail (4), and when adjacent two when guide rail (4) are 

not on same straight line, direction coupling assembling (5) can provide steady direction for the removal of removal subassembly 

(3). 

 
 

 

 

N7989 
 
CN113129451 BEIHANG UNIVERSITY OF AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS 
Priority Date: 15/03/2021 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE SPACE QUANTITATIVE PROJECTION METHOD BASED ON 

BINOCULAR VISION POSITIONING 

A holographic three-dimensional image space quantitative projection 

method based on binocular vision positioning comprises the following 

steps: (1) visual marker identification, (2) HoloLens calibration, (3) 

HoloLens display and (4) HoloLens calibration correction. The method 

is suitable for complex environments, has low noise sensitivity and good 

identification degree on Marker; based on the robot hand-eye calibration 

principle, a binocular camera and a Marker are used for assisting in 

calibrating a local coordinate system of the HoloLens, a virtual space and 

a real space are connected with each other, and a foundation is laid for 

quantitatively projecting a holographic three-dimensional image; the 

holographic three-dimensional image space projection is accurate, and 

the real-time performance and the stability are good; the method has good 

portability and wide application scenes. 

 

CLAIM 1. A holographic three-dimensional image space quantitative 

projection method based on binocular vision positioning is characterized 

by comprising the following steps: (1) visual marker identification, (2) 

HoloLens calibration, (3) HoloLens display and (4) HoloLens calibration 

correction. 
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N7992 
 
CN213581530U NANCHANG SANJI PHOTOELECTRIC 
Priority Date: 25/12/2020 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTION GRATING WITH ADJUSTING FUNCTION 

The utility model discloses a holographic diffraction grating with regulatory function, including outer frame body and clear glass 

board, the mounting groove has all been seted up to the upper and lower inner wall of outer frame body, and the inside rotation 

of mounting groove is connected with the pivot, the fixed surface of pivot is connected with the grating leaf, and the upper end 

fixedly connected with running gear of pivot, the meshing is connected with connecting gear between running gear's the 

monomer, the draw-in groove has all been seted up to corner around the outer frame body, and the inside of draw-in groove has 

seted up the spacing groove, the lower extreme left side of outer frame body is rotated and is connected with the worm, the right 

side of worm is connected with the worm wheel, the inside through connection of draw-in groove has the fixture block, the 

through connection has the gag lever post on the fixture block. This holographic diffraction grating with regulatory function, the 

convenient interval size of adjusting the grid to and the convenient angle of adjusting the grid, also convenient simultaneously 

is dustproof to the grid and protects. 

 

 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic diffraction grating with an adjusting function comprises an outer frame body (1) and a transparent 

glass plate (10), and is characterized in that: the upper inner wall and the lower inner wall of the outer frame body (1) are both 

provided with mounting grooves (2), the inside of each mounting groove (2) is rotatably connected with a rotating shaft (4), the 

outer surface of each rotating shaft (4) is fixedly connected with a grating leaf (9), the upper end of each rotating shaft (4) is 

fixedly connected with a rotating gear (7), the monomers of each rotating gear (7) are meshed with connecting gears (8), the 

front corners and the rear corners of the outer frame body (1) are both provided with clamping grooves (3), the inside of each 

clamping groove (3) is provided with a limiting groove (12), the left side of the lower end of the outer frame body (1) is rotatably 

connected with a worm (6), the front end of the worm (6) is fixedly connected with a crank (11), the right side of the worm (6) 

is connected with a worm wheel (5), the worm wheel (5) is fixedly connected with the outer surface of the lower end of the, and 

the outer end of the clamping block (16) is fixedly connected with a handle (15), the clamping block (16) is connected with a 

limiting rod (13) in a penetrating manner, a spring (14) is sleeved on the outer surface of the limiting rod (13), and the clamping 

block (16) is installed and connected on the transparent glass plate (10). 
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HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HIGHLIGHT FILM

P33687 CN 113087952 09/07/2021 SVG TECHNOLOGY CN 20/12/2019 CN2019001323056 CN113087952 HOLOGRAPHIC FILM MATERIAL AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF

P33706 CN 213534249 25/06/2021
WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE 

TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT
CN 11/09/2020 CN2020001989883 CN213534249U UV THERMOPRINTING FILM AND UV THERMOPRINTING FILM ASSEMBLY

P33709 CN 213545043 25/06/2021
SHENZHEN JINJIA NEW 

INTELLIGENT PACKAGING
CN 19/10/2020 CN2020002326797 CN213545043U 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION PACKING CARTON

P33713 CN 213593961 02/07/2021
WUXI QUNHUAN PACKING 

MATERIAL
CN 04/08/2020 CN2020001596017 CN213593961U DIGITAL PRINTING HEAT TRANSFER PRINTING FILM

P33719 CN 213635069 06/07/2021
JIANGSU GALAXY LASER 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 11/12/2020 CN2020002985628 CN213635069U LASER HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM

P33721 CN 213635076 06/07/2021
WUXI YIXIN LABEL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 21/12/2020 CN2020003096470 CN213635076U

HOLOGRAPHIC THERMOPRINT CHARACTERISTIC IDENTIFICATION FALSE PROOF 

MARK

P33727 CN 213704819 16/07/2021
HUBEI YI EMMETT HOLOGRAPHIC 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 19/10/2020 CN2020002326258 CN213704819U WATERPROOF LASER HOLOGRAPHIC PACKAGING MATERIAL

P33731 CN 213736553 20/07/2021
SHENZHEN JINJIA BOX 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 05/08/2020 CN2020001627852 CN213736553U WINE BOTTLE AND WINE PACKAGING DEVICE

PUBLICATION 

DATE
PRIORITY DATE KEY

Day-Month-Year Day-Month-Year WORDS

P33621 WO 2021131414 01/07/2021 TOPPAN PRINTING JP 26/12/2019 JP2019000236260 WO2021131414 DISPLAY BODY AND DISPLAY METHOD

P33623 WO 2021133555 01/07/2021 CRANE US 23/12/2019 US2019062953134 WO2021133555
ULTRASONIC BONDING OF SECURITY DEVICE TO A SUBSTRATE TO PREVENT 

HARVESTING
Microlens

P33625 WO 2021136586 08/07/2021
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 03/01/2020 DE202010000027 WO2021136586 DE102020000027 OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT

P33626 WO 2021136587 08/07/2021
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 03/01/2020 DE202010000030 WO2021136587 DE102020000030 OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT

P33627 WO 2021136588 08/07/2021
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 03/01/2020 DE202010000031 WO2021136588 DE102020000031 OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT

P33633 WO 2021145339 22/07/2021 TOPPAN PRINTING JP 15/01/2020 JP2020000004685 WO2021145339
COLOR-DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING COLOR-

DEVELOPMENT STRUCTURE

P33634 WO 2021145340 22/07/2021 TOPPAN PRINTING JP 15/01/2020 JP2020000004686 WO2021145340 COLORING STRUCTURE Microlens

P33635 US 20210197611 01/07/2021 GEMALTO US 29/12/2019 US2019016729418 US20210197611 WO2021136704 VIRTUAL SECURITY ELEMENT Microlens

P33644 JP 2021094740 24/06/2021 TOPPAN PRINTING JP 16/12/2019 JP2019000226391 JP2021094740 IMAGE FORMING BODY AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SAME

VARIOUS OPTICAL EFFECTS - 20 PATENTS
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DATE
PRIORITY DATE KEY
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P33649 FR 3105091 25/06/2021 IDEMIA FRANCE FR 20/12/2019 FR2019000015185 FR3105091
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SECURITY DEVICE AND ASSOCIATED SECURITY 

DEVICE

P33655 EP 3842255 30/06/2021 IDEMIA FRANCE FR 24/12/2019 FR2019000015586 EP3842255 FR3105090
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A SAFETY DEVICE WITH OPTICAL VARIABILITY AND 

ASSOCIATED SAFETY DEVICE

P33656 EP 3842256 30/06/2021 IDEMIA FRANCE EP 24/12/2019 EP2019000306769 EP3842256
MANUFACTURING METHOD OF A SECURITY DOCUMENT, AND SECURITY DOCUMENT 

THUS OBTAINED
Microlens

P33658 DE 102020000104 15/07/2021
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 10/01/2020 DE202010000104 DE102020000104 PRODUCTION OF AN EMBOSSING TOOL AND EMBOSSED SECURITY ELEMENTS

P33659 DE 102020000389 22/07/2021
GIESECKE & DEVRIENT 

CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY
DE 22/01/2020 DE202010000389 DE102020000389 LIGHT SPOT IMAGE DISPLAY ELEMENT Microlens

P33672 CN 113059942 02/07/2021 SUN YAT SEN UNIVERSITY CN 24/02/2021 CN2021000206202 CN113059942
CHIRAL-WETTABILITY DUAL-RESPONSE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND 

PREPARATION METHOD AND APPLICATION THEREOF

P33675 CN 113062142 02/07/2021 SUN YAT SEN UNIVERSITY CN 24/02/2021 CN2021000206186 CN113062142 PHOTONIC CRYSTAL PAPER FOR MULTICOLOR PRINTING AND APPLICATION THEREOF

P33684 CN 113085406 09/07/2021
FUJIAN JUNSHENG OPTICAL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 31/03/2021 CN2021000347732 CN113085406 3D GRATING PRINTING PREPARATION PROCESS Microlens

P33696 CN 113119379 16/07/2021 YANG YE - WANG JUE CN 19/05/2021 CN2021000544554 CN113119379 MOIRE PATTERN DYNAMIC MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF Microlens

P33723 CN 213681509 13/07/2021
YANTAI BOYUAN 

TECHNOLOGY MATERIALS
CN 18/08/2020 CN2020001721135 CN213681509U LOCAL POSITIONING LASER ALUMINIZED PAPER

P33725 CN 213691193 13/07/2021
SHENZHEN CRYSTAL SOURCE LASER 

TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT
CN 17/12/2020 CN2020003061839 CN213691193U ANTI-COUNTERFEIT LABEL Microlens

PUBLICATION 

DATE
PRIORITY DATE KEY

Day-Month-Year Day-Month-Year WORDS

N7934 WO 2021137752 08/07/2021
DHARMATILLEKE, MEDHA - 

DHARMATILLEKE, NANAYAKKARA
SG 05/01/2020 SG2020001000067 WO2021137752

A FREE SPACE "POP-OUT" & "SINK-IN" HOLOGRAM DEVICE TO CREATE, GENERATE, 

DISPLAY AND SHARE HIGH DEFINITION FREE SPACE "POP-OUT" & "SINK-IN" 

HOLOGRAMS WITH POP-OUT & SINK-IN HOLOGRAPHIC AUGMENTED REALITY (AR), 

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) AND MIXED REALITY (MR)

N7935 WO 2021141565 15/07/2021
İHSAN DOĞRAMACI BİLKENT 

ÜNİVERSİTESİ
TR 08/01/2020 TR2020000000238 WO2021141565

METHOD FOR REDUCING THE INTERLAYER INTERFERENCE IN MULTILAYER 

HOLOGRAMS

N7936 US 20210199417 01/07/2021
KOREA UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL & 

ACADEMIC COLLABORATION 

FOUNDATION

KR 27/12/2019 KR2019000176926 US20210199417 KR20210084035
POLARIZATION HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE SYSTEM AND SAMPLE IMAGE 

ACQUISITION METHOD USING THE SAME

N7937 US 20210200148 01/07/2021 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS KR 31/12/2019 KR2019000179800 US20210200148 KR20210086099
HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE AND MANUFACTURING METHOD OF SEMICONDUCTOR 

DEVICE USING THE SAME

N7938 US 20210200152 01/07/2021
ELECTRONICS & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

KR 30/12/2019 KR2019000177950 US20210200152 KR20210085177
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING HOLOGRAM WITH WIDE VIEWING 

ANGLE

N7939 US 20210203893 01/07/2021 YANEZ RAY US 30/12/2019 US2019016730624 US20210203893 HOLOGRAPHIC HOLIDAY DISPLAY ASSEMBLY

N7940 US 20210216039 15/07/2021 WENUS JAKUB ET AL US 27/03/2020 US2020063000951 US20210216039 IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES USING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY

N7941 US 20210223153 22/07/2021 TIANJIN UNIVERSITY CN 17/01/2020 CN2020000053143 US20210223153
METHOD FOR OBTAINING ROCK MECHANICAL-GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND 

HOLOGRAPHIC SCANNING SYSTEM
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N7942 US 20210223524 22/07/2021 SAMSUNG DISPLAY KR 21/01/2020 KR2020000007966 US20210223524 HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY APPARATUS

N7943 US 20210223549 22/07/2021 FACEBOOK TECHNOLOGIES US 22/01/2020 US2020062964564 US20210223548 US20210223549 OPTICAL ASSEMBLY WITH HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICS FOR FOLDED OPTICAL PATH

N7944 RU 205115 28/06/2021
NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE 

OBEDINENIE GOSUDARSTVENNYJ 

INSTITUT PRIKLADNOJ OPTIKI

RU 25/02/2021 RU2021000105135 RU-205115 OSVO SYNTHESIZED HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT

N7945 KR 102274334 08/07/2021 BOXER KR 29/03/2021 KR2021000040632 KR102274334
METHOD, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM FOR USER RESPONSIVE VEHICLE CONTROL USING 

HOLOGRAMS

N7946 KR 102277096 15/07/2021
KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY 

INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

COLLABORATION FOUNDATION

KR 30/12/2019 KR2019000178668 KR20210085543 KR102277096
METHOD FOR GENERATING DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

AND DEEP LEARNING TECHNOLOGY

N7947 KR 102277098 15/07/2021
KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY 

INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

COLLABORATION FOUNDATION

KR 25/02/2020 KR2020000023092 KR102277098 VOLUME HOLOGRAM GENERATION METHOD USING POINT CLOUD AND MESH

N7948 KR 102277100 15/07/2021
KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY 

INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

COLLABORATION FOUNDATION

KR 29/01/2020 KR2020000010646 KR102277100
METHOD FOR GENERATING HOLOGRAM WITH RANDOM PHASE USING ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE AND DEEP LEARNING TECHNIQUE

N7949 KR 102277101 15/07/2021
KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY 

INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

COLLABORATION FOUNDATION

KR 29/01/2020 KR2020000010647 KR102277101

METHOD FOR GENERATING ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION HOLOGRAM BASED ON 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND DEEP LEARNING FOR LEARNING FRINGE PATTERN 

FOR EACH REGION

N7950 KR 102277103 15/07/2021
KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY 

INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 

COLLABORATION FOUNDATION

KR 25/02/2020 KR2020000023093 KR102277103 METHOD FOR FAST GENERATION OF DEEP LEARNING BASED HOLOGRAMS

N7951 KR 20210075422 23/06/2021
SONG, YUN GUN - KIM, SUNG-

UK
KR 13/12/2019 KR2019000166453 KR20210075422 LOSS OF LOSS USING HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES

N7952 KR 20210075445 23/06/2021 KWAK JE IL KR 13/12/2019 KR2019000166519 KR20210075445 HOLOGRAPHIC VIDEO EDITING APPARATUS

N7953 KR 20210077232 25/06/2021
INHA INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP 

INSTITUTE
KR 17/12/2019 KR2019000168638 KR20210077232

TRANSMISSIVE HOLOGRAPHIC NEAR-EYE DISPLAY DEVICE WITH SMOOTHLY 

EXTENDED EYEBOXES USING ANGULAR SPECTRAL WRAPPING AND METHOD OF 

OPERATING THE SAME

N7954 KR 20210078336 28/06/2021 KIM, SUN-MI KR 18/12/2019 KR2019000170223 KR20210078336
LAMINATE FOR PROVIDING THREE-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN AND METHOD FOR 

PRODUCING THE SAME

N7955 KR 20210080130 30/06/2021 YOON, SUN-HO KR 21/12/2019 KR2019000172564 KR20210080130 MULTIPLE HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLEMENTATION DEVICE

N7956 KR 20210081104 01/07/2021 KT KR 23/12/2019 KR2019000173317 KR20210081104
EDGE SERVER AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING HOLOGRAM IMAGE, AND MULTI-

CRYSTAL DISPLAY APPARATUS FOR OUTPUTTING HOLOGRAM IMAGE

N7957 KR 20210088420 14/07/2021 LEE, KWANJOON KR 21/12/2020 KR2020000180242 KR20210088420 THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECT POLYHEDRAL HOLOGRAM EXPERIENCE DEVICE

N7958 IN 202121009040 18/06/2021
JOGLEKAR JYOTI - MEHTA 

SATISH
IN 04/03/2021 IN2021021009040 IN202121009040

A METHOD AND A PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX GENERATION TO 

ESTIMATE EFFICIENTLY EIPIPOLAR GEOMETRY FOR HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE ANALYSIS

N7959 EP 3842871 30/06/2021
CEA - COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE 

ATOMIQUE & AUX ENERGIES 

ALTERNATIVES

FR 26/12/2019 FR2019000015636 EP3842871 FR3105843 DEVICE FOR DETECTING OBJECTS BY HOLOGRAPHY

N7960 DE 102020101373 22/07/2021 VOLKSWAGEN DE 21/01/2020 DE202010101373 DE102020101373

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A LAMINATED GLASS UNIT WITH AN OPTICAL AND/OR 

HOLOGRAPHIC FUNCTION, LAMINATED GLASS UNIT WITH AN OPTICAL AND/OR 

HOLOGRAPHIC FUNCTION

N7961 DE 102020200669 22/07/2021 BUNDESDRUCKEREI DE 21/01/2020 DE202010200669 DE102020200669
SAFETY ELEMENT WITH DOUBLE HOLOGRAM AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING THE 

SAME

N7962 CN 113022477 25/06/2021
SHANGHAI HONGXU 

NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
CN 04/03/2021 CN2021000238970 CN113022477

RAINY DAY ROAD SURFACE PIT DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON 360 HOLOGRAPHIC 

CAMERA SHOOTING OF CAR
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N7963 CN 113026419 25/06/2021

ANHUI ZIJIANG SPRAY ALUMINUM 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

MATERIAL - SHANGHAI ZIJIANG 

METALLIZATION ENVIRONMENT 

PROTECTION MATERIAL

CN 26/02/2021 CN2021000217341 CN113026419

ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY HOLOGRAPHIC LASER POSITIONING PACKAGING 

MATERIAL PRINTED IN CONNECTION MODE AND MANUFACTURING METHOD 

THEREOF

N7964 CN 113031140 25/06/2021
AOTIZAN GUANGJING SHANDONG 

DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
CN 29/03/2021 CN2021000335587 CN113031140 HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING PREPARATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

N7965 CN 113031243 25/06/2021
HANGZHOU CHENJING 

PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 26/03/2021 CN2021000324225 CN113031243

REFLECTIVE ON-CHIP DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPIC DEVICE BASED ON 

WAVEGUIDE SHEET

N7966 CN 113031289 25/06/2021
HARBIN UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 28/02/2021 CN2021000222174 CN113031289

NONLINEAR HOLOGRAPHIC GENERATION METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PROPAGATING 

INVARIANT STRUCTURED LIGHT FIELD

N7967 CN 113031422 25/06/2021
HEFEI UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 01/03/2021 CN2021000225677 CN113031422 HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING DEVICE

N7968 CN 113033952 25/06/2021
STATE GRID ZHEJIANG 

ELECTRIC POWER
CN 05/02/2021 CN2021000162303 CN113033952

BUSINESS HALL INTELLIGENT DEVICE AND BUSINESS STATE HOLOGRAPHIC SENSING 

APPLICATION SYSTEM

N7969 CN 113034943 25/06/2021
CHONGQING CHANGAN 

AUTOMOBILE
CN 26/02/2021 CN2021000217706 CN113034943 HOLOGRAPHIC INTERSECTION VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEM AND METHOD

N7970 CN 113041083 29/06/2021
JIANGSU RUI YING MEDICAL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/04/2021 CN2021000433251 CN113041083 HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OPERATION CONSOLE APPLIED TO QMR TECHNOLOGY

N7971 CN 113050211 29/06/2021
JIANGSU AUGUST INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 17/03/2021 CN2021000286864 CN113050211 REALITY FUSION (MR) HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING MANUFACTURING DEVICE

N7972 CN 113050357 29/06/2021 YE JUNYU - LI PING CN 01/04/2021 CN2021000353496 CN113050357
ARRAY TYPE SPRAY WATER CURTAIN 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION METHOD AND 

DEVICE

N7973 CN 113050400 29/06/2021
KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 10/03/2021 CN2021000259497 CN113050400

NON-HETERODYNE OFF-AXIS SCANNING HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING SYSTEM AND 

IMPLEMENTATION METHOD

N7974 CN 113066191 02/07/2021
CHINESE PEOPLE S LIBERATION 

GROUND FORCE ARMORED TROOP 

ACADEMY

CN 10/04/2021 CN2021000385498 CN113066191
VIRTUAL AND REAL FUSION METHOD AND SYSTEM OF HOLOGRAPHIC VOLUME VIEW 

PARALLAX IMAGE BASED ON DEPTH MAP

N7975 CN 113075871 06/07/2021
ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 30/03/2021 CN2021000340717 CN113075871

HIGH-SPEED DOUBLE-BEAM ORTHOGONAL LINE CONFOCAL DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL MICROSCOPIC IMAGING METHOD AND DEVICE

N7976 CN 113076001 06/07/2021
HUNAN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 

VOCATIONAL COLLEGE
CN 07/04/2021 CN2021000370296 CN113076001

INTELLIGENT 3D MODEL MODELING AND HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR ART 

DESIGN

N7977 CN 113079340 06/07/2021
NORTHWESTERN POLYTECHNICAL 

UNIVERSITY
CN 07/04/2021 CN2021000372532 CN113079340

THREE-DIMENSIONAL HOLOGRAPHIC VIDEO CONFERENCE SYSTEM BASED ON 

HOLOLENS2

N7978 CN 113093389 09/07/2021
SOUTHEAST UNIVERSITY 

NANJING
CN 15/04/2021 CN2021000403749 CN113093389

HOLOGRAPHIC WAVEGUIDE DISPLAY DEVICE BASED ON NON-VISUAL FIELD IMAGING 

AND METHOD THEREOF

N7979 CN 113093499 09/07/2021
CHINA UNIVERSITY OF 

GEOSCIENCES BEIJING
CN 15/04/2021 CN2021000404805 CN113093499

DISCRETE APERTURE INTERPOLATION TERAHERTZ DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING 

METHOD AND SYSTEM

N7980 CN 113093500 09/07/2021
BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF POSTS & 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CN 24/02/2021 CN2021000210161 CN113093500 HOLOGRAM GENERATION METHOD AND SYSTEM

N7981 CN 113093501 09/07/2021
GUANGZHOU XINQIDIAN CULTURE 

TOURISM TECHNOLOGY
CN 08/03/2021 CN2021000251480 CN113093501 HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR, PROJECTION CONTROL METHOD AND DEVICE

N7982 CN 113093502 09/07/2021
JINGMEN CITY DREAM 

EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGY
CN 30/04/2021 CN2021000482263 CN113093502 WEARING TRACKING TYPE GEOMETRIC HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM

N7983 CN 113094015 09/07/2021
SHANGHAI CHENGYI 

PACKAGE TECHNOLOGY
CN 19/04/2021 CN2021000417663 CN113094015

HOLOGRAPHIC MULTI-SCREEN DISPLAY IMPLEMENTATION METHOD AND SYSTEM, 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND STORAGE MEDIUM

N7984 CN 113104207 13/07/2021
NANJING GUANGDA INTELLIGENT 

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CN 10/05/2021 CN2021000506734 CN113104207 3D HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY ROTOR WING AND WORKING METHOD THEREOF
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N7985 CN 113108217 13/07/2021
CHANGSHA SOCIAL WORK 

COLLEGE
CN 08/04/2021 CN2021000379208 CN113108217 HOLOGRAPHIC 3D PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

N7986 CN 113117351 16/07/2021
SHENZHEN WUJIE VISION 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/04/2021 CN2021000437584 CN113117351 MULTI-PERSON IMMERSIVE 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SYSTEM

N7987 CN 113126438 16/07/2021
XI AN UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 29/04/2021 CN2021000473135 CN113126438

RED SENSITIVE PHOTOPOLYMER HOLOGRAPHIC DRY PLATE AND PREPARATION 

METHOD THEREOF

N7988 CN 113126465 16/07/2021 WUHAN UNIVERSITY CN 30/04/2021 CN2021000484311 CN113126465
THREE-PRIMARY-COLOR HOLOGRAPHIC SUPER SURFACE BASED ON DUAL-CHANNEL 

POLARIZATION MULTIPLEXING AND DESIGN METHOD THEREOF

N7989 CN 113129451 16/07/2021
BEIHANG UNIVERSITY OF 

AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS
CN 15/03/2021 CN2021000278046 CN113129451

HOLOGRAPHIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE SPACE QUANTITATIVE PROJECTION 

METHOD BASED ON BINOCULAR VISION POSITIONING

N7990 CN 213525095 25/06/2021
SHANGHAI WANXING HEALTH 

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING
CN 21/08/2020 CN2020001770710 CN213525095U

INTELLIGENT FACE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT INSTRUMENT BASED ON 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

N7991 CN 213550858 29/06/2021
XIAMEN EXPOSURE 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 18/09/2020 CN2020002064249 CN213550858U HOLOGRAPHIC SHOW CUPBOARD OF PRODUCT PROPAGANDA USEFULNESS

N7992 CN 213581530 29/06/2021
NANCHANG SANJI 

PHOTOELECTRIC
CN 25/12/2020 CN2020003168564 CN213581530U HOLOGRAPHIC DIFFRACTION GRATING WITH ADJUSTING FUNCTION

N7993 CN 213619588 06/07/2021 XIAMEN GOLDEN DRAGON BUS CN 29/06/2020 CN2020001228634 CN213619588U PASSENGER CAR PROVIDED WITH HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SYSTEM

N7994 CN 213659966 09/07/2021
QUANZHOU DAQI DIGITAL 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 01/12/2020 CN2020002826319 CN213659966U PORTABLE HOLOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENT LAMP BOX

N7995 CN 213685925 13/07/2021
NANJING KEYING INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 03/11/2020 CN2020002502966 CN213685925U HOLOGRAPHIC INTERACTION DEVICE THAT MULTI-ANGLE WAS ADJUSTED

N7996 CN 213685949 13/07/2021
HUNAN RED NET NEW MEDIA 

GROUP
CN 13/11/2020 CN2020002635902 CN213685949U HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR

N7997 CN 213690110 13/07/2021 FUTURUS TECHNOLOGY CN 27/09/2020 CN2020002155212 CN213690110U VEHICLE-MOUNTED HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE AND MOTOR VEHICLE

N7998 CN 213716476 16/07/2021
XIAMEN FOR WIN 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 26/11/2020 CN2020002770599 CN213716476U SHOW WINDOW HOLOGRAPHIC PHANTOM IMAGING CABINET

N7999 CN 213748793 20/07/2021 JIAYING UNIVERSITY CN 11/01/2021 CN2021000058374 CN213748793U
MULTI-MODE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPIC QUANTITATIVE PHASE 

MEASURING DEVICE

N8000 CN 213751607 20/07/2021
HUAIBEI RUILISHI INTELLIGENT 

TECHNOLOGY - SHENZHEN REALIS 

MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY

CN 10/11/2020 CN2020002592987 CN213751607U HOLOGRAPHIC 3D INTELLIGENT INTERACTIVE DIGITAL VIRTUAL SAND TABLE

N8001 CN 213751878 20/07/2021
GUANGZHOU TRUMPS 

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 30/12/2020 CN2020003257101 CN213751878U COMBINED HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE

N8002 CN 213751879 20/07/2021
GUANGZHOU TRUMPS 

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 30/12/2020 CN2020003263696 CN213751879U MARKET SHOPPING GUIDE HOLOGRAPHIC ADVERTISEMENT MACHINE

N8003 BG 4004 15/03/2021
INSTITUT PO OPTICHESKI MAT I 

TEHNOLOGII AKAD YORDAN 

MALINOVSKI BAN

BG 26/11/2020 BG2020000005181 BG---4004U

SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING POLARIZATION PARAMETERS OF A HOLOGRAPHIC 

DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL ELEMENT, REPRESENTING A CIRCULAR POLARIZATION BEAM 

SPLITTER
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